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Ind AS has become business as usual for corporate India. For Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFC) which have net worth of INR500 crore or more, financial year 2018-19 would be the first year of implementation of Ind AS. The scheduled commercial banks (excluding regional rural banks) are expected to transition from 1 April 2019.

Ind AS standards involve application of several new and complex concepts, which require a significant level of judgement and estimation, accompanied by detailed qualitative and quantitative disclosures.

However, Ind AS are also a moving target with new standards opening up new areas of judgement and estimates. Ind AS 115, Revenue from Contracts with Customers has been implemented from 1 April 2018 and we expect Ind AS 116, Leases to be implemented from 1 April 2019.

The Ind AS Technical Facilitation Group (ITFG)

The Accounting Standards Board (ASB) of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) constituted the ITFG to provide clarifications on various issues related to the applicability of Ind AS and its implementation. The preparers, users and other stakeholders have raised a number of issues to ITFG. Till date, ITFG has issued 18 bulletins covering implementation issues on various Ind AS such as, consolidation, financial instruments, business combinations, income taxes, etc.

About the publication

Our publication ‘Ind AS – ITFG interpretations and application issues’ is designed to assist companies in understanding guidance issued by ITFG when preparing financial statements in accordance with Ind AS. The publication is designed to provide a brief overview of the Ind AS and highlights the key differences from the respective International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Further, the publication summarises the clarification and recommendations provided by ITFG with respect to various implementation and interpretation issues pertaining to Ind AS (including certain frequently asked questions issued by ICAI). It contains 10 chapters, which provide an essence of the principles within Ind AS pertaining to each topic. Further, some chapters may contain multiple topics/Ind AS application issues.

The publication is based on the Ind AS notified by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA), including amendments made to Ind AS 20, Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance on 20 September 2018 and to Schedule III to the 2013 Act in the month of October 2018. It also includes all the issues of the 18 clarifications’ bulletins that have been issued by ITFG till 15 February 2019.
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Each chapter includes the following sections:

**Key principles**

This section provides a brief overview of the significant principles prescribed within Ind AS covered by the chapter. It highlights key principles articulated in the specific Ind AS to assist preparers and other users of financial statements in understanding the significant requirements related to the topics covered in each chapter.

**Significant differences from IFRS**

While Ind AS is largely converged with the IFRS issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), there are certain additional requirements/exemptions provided in Ind AS, or certain requirements/exemptions provided in IFRS that have been excluded from Ind AS, known as ‘carve-outs’ from IFRS. These divergences from IFRS are intended to smoothen the implementation and applicability of the standards from an Indian context.

Post implementation of Ind AS, many corporates may continue to report internationally under the IFRS framework. This publication therefore highlights the significant differences from IFRS in each chapter.

**Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications**

This section summarises the various Ind AS clarifications issued by the ITFG in simple and easy to understand language. Our publication captures their essence by highlighting the key principles that emerge from the ITFG clarifications. These are expected to assist companies in effective implementation of Ind AS and provide a context for users of financial statements to better understand the information reported by companies under Ind AS.

**Need for judgement**

This publication intends to highlight some of the practical application issues with the help of certain facts and circumstances detailed in the examples used. In practice, transactions or arrangements involving Ind AS may be complex. Therefore, further interpretation and significant use of judgement may be required for an entity to apply Ind AS to its facts, circumstances and individual transactions. Further, some information contained in this publication may change as practice and implementation guidance continue to develop. Users are advised to read this publication in conjunction with the actual text of the standards and implementation guidance issued, and to consult their professional advisors before concluding on accounting treatments for their transactions.

**References**

References to relevant guidance and abbreviations, when used, are defined within the text of this publication.
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In India, the Companies Act, 2013 (2013 Act), mandates preparation of Consolidated Financial Statements (CFS) in addition to the requirement of preparing Separate Financial Statements (SFS), if a company has one or more subsidiaries, associates or joint ventures. Ind AS 110, *Consolidated Financial Statements* establishes principles for the presentation and preparation of CFS when an entity controls one or more other entities.

This chapter includes discussion on key practical implementation issues that relate to the following standards:

- **Ind AS 110, *Consolidated Financial Statements***: This standard establishes the principles for the presentation and preparation of CFS, when an entity controls one or more other entities.
- **Ind AS 28, *Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures***: This standard is to be applied by all entities that are investors with joint control of, or significant influence over, an investee.

### Key principles

- An investor controls an investee when the former is exposed to, or has rights, to variable returns from its involvement with the investee and has the ability to affect those returns through its power over the investee.
- Only substantive rights are considered while assessing whether an investor controls the relevant activities.
- An associate is an entity over which the investor has significant influence which is the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of the investee but is neither control nor joint control of those policies.
- There is a rebuttable presumption of significant influence if an entity holds, directly or indirectly (e.g. through subsidiaries), 20 per cent or more of the voting power of the investee.
- A joint arrangement is an arrangement over which two or more parties have joint control. There are two types of joint arrangements - a joint operation and joint venture.
- Non-Controlling Interests (NCI) in subsidiaries is required to be presented in the consolidated balance sheet within equity, separately from the equity of the owners of the parent.
- Losses relating to subsidiaries have to be attributed to NCI, even if it results in a negative balance.
- A limited exemption from consolidation is available to an investment entity, which is not required to consolidate its subsidiaries if it measures all of its subsidiaries at fair value through profit or loss in accordance with Ind AS 109, *Financial Instruments*.
Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Principle of control as per Ind AS 110 to be applied

Control definition as per Ind AS 110 would be applied to assess whether an investor controls another entity. In a certain case, an entity did not consolidate a subsidiary under AS 21, **Consolidated Financial Statements**, under previous GAAP, when control was intended to be temporary or there were severe long term restrictions that impair the ability to transfer funds in the near future. However, Ind AS 110 does not provide exemption from consolidation due to temporary control or severe long term restrictions. An entity is required to consolidate all its subsidiaries unless they meet the specific exemption from consolidation (i.e. meets the recognition criteria of an investment entity). *(ITFG 5, Issue 1)*

Therefore, in order to apply Ind AS to a group, the above clarification requires relationships between entities (as holding/subsidiaries/joint ventures/associates of an entity) to be assessed on the basis of relevant Ind AS regardless of the status of such an entity under previous GAAP. An entity that falls within the Ind AS road map would be required to perform a detailed and careful assessment based on its interests in/relationships with other entities. These interests may be in the form of investment in equity instruments, representation on board of directors, interest in unstructured or special purpose vehicle, participating rights held under shareholder's agreements, etc. This exercise may involve significant time and efforts for some companies.

Consider potential voting rights while assessing whether an investment meets the criteria of an associate

In a certain situation, an entity (A Ltd.), invested 26 per cent in another entity B Ltd. and accounted it as an associate for statutory reporting requirements under previous GAAP. Another entity C Ltd. owned share warrants that were convertible into equity shares of B Ltd. and had potential voting rights, which if exercised would give additional voting power to C Ltd. over the financial and operating policies of B Ltd.

The definitions given in Ind AS would be applied both for the purpose of preparing financial statements and determining the relationship with another entity (i.e. subsidiary, associate, joint venture, etc.)

Therefore, in this case, on application of Ind AS, potential voting rights owned by C Ltd., would be considered to determine whether B Ltd. meets the criteria as an associate of C Ltd. *(ITFG 3, Issue 5)*

Additionally, A Ltd., would also need to evaluate if B Ltd., meets the criteria for recognition as an associate in accordance with the principles of Ind AS.

**Significant differences from IFRS**

- IAS 28, **Investment in Associates and Joint Ventures**, requires that for the purpose of applying equity method of accounting in the preparation of an investor’s financial statements, uniform accounting policies should be used. In other words, if the associate’s accounting policies are different from those of the investor, the investor should change the financial statements of the associate by using the same accounting policies.

  In Ind AS 28, the phrase, ‘unless impracticable to do so’ has been added in the requirement for uniform accounting policies. This has been done, since certain associates, for example, Regional Rural Banks (RRBs), being associates of nationalised banks, are not in a position to use the Ind AS as these may be too advanced for RRBs.

- IAS 28 requires any excess of the investor’s share of net assets in an associate over the acquisition cost to be recognised as a gain in the profit and loss account. Ind AS 28 requires such a gain to be recognised as a capital reserve in the balance sheet.

---

1. Source: ICAI publication Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS) : An overview (Revised July 2018).
Section 8 companies to prepare Ind AS financial statements if covered under road map

The companies covered under Section 8 of the 2013 Act, would be required to prepare Ind AS financial statements unless and until any exemption is provided. (ITFG 6, Issue 2)

Consequently, Section 8 companies would be considered to be covered in the Ind AS road map, if they meet the specified criteria themselves or are subsidiaries, associates or joint ventures of an entity that is covered by the Ind AS road map.

Consolidation of non-corporate entities

In a certain situation, a company (that is covered in the Ind AS road map) has an investment in a non-corporate entity, for example, a partnership firm. If the partnership firm qualifies as a subsidiary/joint venture/associate of the concerned company, then though Ind AS is not applicable to partnership firms, but, for the purpose of consolidation, the partnership firm would be required to provide financial statements’ data prepared as per Ind AS to the company. (ITFG 11, Issue 7)

This means that not only an entity that falls within the Ind AS road map would be required to perform a detailed and careful assessment based on its interests in/relationships with other entities, such entities too (e.g. non-corporate entities) would be required to put in dual financial information systems. This exercise may involve significant time and efforts for some companies/entities.

Accounting for amounts outstanding towards retired partners’ capital balances

For further discussion on the topic, please refer chapter 3 on Financial instruments. (ITFG 15, Issue 9)

Accounting for accumulated losses of subsidiaries

A subsidiary of an entity, may incur losses and such losses may exceed the minority interest in the equity of the subsidiary. Under AS 21, the excess, and any further losses applicable to the minority are adjusted against the majority interest except to the extent that the minority has a binding obligation to, and is able to, make good the losses.

Under Ind AS 110, entities are required to attribute the total comprehensive income of their subsidiaries to the owners of the parent and to the NCI (even if this results in the NCI having a deficit balance).

An entity may have multiple subsidiaries and could have a negative net worth as on 31 March 2015. When such a group transitions to Ind AS, then the allocation of accumulated losses of the subsidiaries will take place in the following manner:

- Past business combinations not restated on transition to Ind AS: In this case, the entity would be required to attribute the total profit or loss and each component of Other Comprehensive Income (OCI) to the owners of the parent and to the NCI prospectively from the date of transition.

- Past business combinations restated on transition to Ind AS: In this case, the entity should attribute the accumulated losses of the subsidiaries to the owners of the parent and to the NCI from the date of application of Ind AS 103, Business Combinations, in its CFS, on the date of transition. (ITFG 8, Issue 6)

Uniform accounting policies vs uniform accounting estimates

For further discussion on the topic, please refer Chapter 10 on Other topics- Ind AS 8, Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors (ITFG 11, Issue 6)

Treatment of intra-group profit in the CFS and previous GAAP deemed cost exemption

In a certain situation, an associate entity was accounted under the equity method in the CFS of the parent under previous GAAP. However, due to principles of de facto control as per Ind AS 110, the above associate became a subsidiary. Before transition to Ind AS, the parent had sold some goods (which represented Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE) in the subsidiary) at a profit margin.

At the time of transition, the parent entity opted to apply the deemed cost exemption as provided under paragraph D7AA of Ind AS 101, First Time Adoption of Indian Accounting Standards. In accordance with guidance given in the paragraph D7AA of Ind AS 101, a first-time adopter to Ind AS may elect to continue with the carrying value for all of its PPE as per the previous GAAP and use that as its deemed cost as at the date of transition after making necessary consequential adjustments permitted under Ind AS.

Ind AS 101 further provides that in the CFS, the previous GAAP amount of the subsidiary should be that amount used in preparing and presenting CFS.
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Where a subsidiary was not consolidated under previous GAAP, the amount to be reported by the subsidiary as per previous GAAP in its individual financial statements is required to be the previous GAAP amount.

Additionally, Ind AS 110 requires full elimination of intra-group assets and liabilities, equity, income, expenses and cash flows relating to transactions between entities of the group (profits or losses resulting from intra group transactions that are recognised in assets such as inventory and PPE are eliminated in full).

In this case, such unrealised profit existing in the PPE would require elimination in the CFS. Therefore, the parent would first eliminate the intra group profit recognised in SFS of the subsidiary since Ind AS 110 requires full elimination of intra-group profits or losses.

Subsequent to the elimination of intra-group profit in the SFS of its subsidiary, the parent may apply the deemed cost exemption under paragraph D7AA of Ind AS 101.

**Disclosures in situation involving dilution of stake in a subsidiary**

A situation may arise involving a parent and its subsidiary where the stake of parent gets reduced (though there is no loss of control of the parent on its subsidiary) on account of infusion of additional funds in the subsidiary by another investor.

In accordance with the guidance provided in Ind AS 110, changes in a parent’s ownership interest in a subsidiary that do not result in the parent losing control of the subsidiary are equity transactions (i.e. transactions with owners in their capacity as owners). Thus, such transactions have no impact on goodwill or the statement of profit and loss.

Additionally, in accordance with Appendix B to Ind AS 110, when the proportion of the equity held by NCI changes, an entity is required to adjust the carrying amounts of the controlling entity investor and NCI to reflect the changes in their relative interests in the subsidiary. The entity is required to recognise directly in equity any difference between the amount by which the NCI are adjusted and the fair value of the consideration paid or received and attribute it to the owners of the parent.

Moreover, at the time of initial recognition i.e. at the date of business combination, NCI are recorded at fair value (or proportionate share in the recognised amounts of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets, if so chosen). However, subsequent purchases or sales of ownership interests when control is maintained, are recorded at the NCI’s proportionate share of the net assets.

Therefore, the entity should provide disclosures of change in ownership interest as follows:

- **In SFS:** As there is no impact on the investment in the subsidiary, it may continue to be disclosed at its carrying amount in the SFS of the parent. However, as there is a reduction in the shareholding of the parent in the subsidiary is required then this fact should be disclosed in the SFS of the parent even though there is no loss of control. This is an additional disclosure to be made in the financial statements.

- **In CFS:** In accordance with the specific requirements contained in Ind AS 112, Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities, an entity is required to present a schedule that shows the effects on the equity attributable to owners of the parent of any changes in its ownership interest in a subsidiary that do not result in a loss of control.

**Equity accounting in the CFS of investor in case of loss of control**

In a scenario, an entity B Ltd., a subsidiary of another entity A Ltd. (parent), owned an investment property that was measured at cost in accordance with Ind AS 40, Investment Property. A Ltd. sold a portion of its equity shareholding in B Ltd., and consequently B Ltd. became a joint venture between A Ltd. and another entity Z Ltd.

In accordance with the requirements of Ind AS 28 equity method is required to be applied in the CFS of A Ltd. to account for its investment in the joint venture (i.e. B Ltd.). Thus, in CFS of A Ltd., equity method requires the identifiable assets and liabilities of the investee (i.e. B Ltd.) be fair valued and appropriate adjustments be made to an entity’s (i.e. A Ltd.’s) share of investee’s profit or loss, such as those for depreciation/amortisation based on aforesaid fair values of identifiable assets and liabilities at an acquisition date.

Ind AS 40, however, does not allow an investment property to be measured at fair value.

The above scenario is a situation where a former subsidiary became a joint venture, the issue (i.e. the investee owns an investment property measured at cost in accordance with Ind AS 40) has a wider applicability, e.g. a similar issue may arise when an investor makes an investment that gives rise to a parent-subsidiary or an investor-joint venture or an investor-associate relationship between the investor and the investee.
The ITFG considered two accounting issues as following:

- **Whether any contradiction exists between Ind AS 40 and Ind AS 28**

  Ind AS require the application of a mixed measurement model in preparing the balance sheet of an entity – some assets and liabilities are measured at fair value while other assets and liabilities are measured on a different basis (or bases) such as historical cost. Besides, Ind AS prohibit the recognition of certain assets such as internally-generated goodwill and brands.

  From the perspective of an investor who acquires a controlling interest in an entity (or an interest giving the investor joint control or significant influence over the investee), Ind AS require the investor to identify whether it has made a bargain purchase gain or whether the consideration includes an element of payment for goodwill. The amount of any bargain purchase gain or of any payment for goodwill would be determined with reference to the fair values of the identifiable assets and liabilities of the investee as at the acquisition date and not with reference to their book values as at that date.

  Accordingly, the relevant standard (e.g. Ind AS 28 in the case of a joint venture or an associate) requires determination of fair values of identifiable assets and liabilities of the investee for this purpose. This fair value requirement does not indicate a contradiction between Ind AS 28 (or Ind AS 110 in case of acquisition of a controlling interest) on one hand and the standards that require a cost based measurement in the balance sheet of the investee on the other. Therefore, it was clarified that there does not seem any contradiction between Ind AS 40 and Ind AS 28.

- **Whether the adjustments arising out of fair valuation of investment property as required under Ind AS 28 should be made in the CFS of the investor**

  In accordance with Ind AS 110, if a parent loses control of a subsidiary, it recognises any investment retained in the former subsidiary at its fair value when control is lost. Such fair value is regarded as the cost on initial recognition of an investment in a joint venture (or an associate).

  Further Ind AS 28, as mentioned above, provides that an investment is accounted for using the equity method from the date on which it becomes an associate or a joint venture. On acquisition of the investment, any difference between the cost of the investment and the entity’s share of the net fair value of the investee’s identifiable assets and liabilities is accounted for as follows:

  a. Goodwill relating to an associate or a joint venture is included in the carrying amount of the investment. Amortisation of that goodwill is not permitted

  b. Any excess of the entity’s share of the net fair value of the investee’s identifiable assets and liabilities over the cost of the investment is recognised directly in equity as capital reserve in the period in which the investment is acquired.

  Appropriate adjustments to the entity’s share of the associate’s or joint venture’s profit or loss after acquisition are made in order to account, for example, for depreciation of the depreciable assets based on their fair values at the acquisition date. Similarly, appropriate adjustments to the entity’s share of the associate’s or joint venture’s profit or loss after acquisition are made for impairment losses such as for goodwill or PPE.

  In accordance with the above, on acquisition of the investment, any difference between the cost of the investment and the entity’s share of the net fair value of the investee’s identifiable assets and liabilities is recognised in the manner stated above. The fair value of identifiable assets and liabilities are considered to be the cost of the assets and liabilities for the investor to the extent of its share in the investee.

  Accordingly, appropriate adjustments arising out of fair valuation of assets/liabilities impacting profit or loss would be made in the CFS of the investor. (*ITFG 17, Issue 5*)
Key principles

• Ind AS 103 provides guidance on accounting for business combinations under the acquisition method. A business combination is a transaction or other event in which a reporting entity (the acquirer) obtains control of one or more businesses (the acquiree). The date of acquisition is the date on which the acquirer obtains control of the acquiree.

• There are certain exceptions to acquisition accounting:
  – Formation of a joint arrangement
  – Acquisition of an asset or group of assets that does not constitute a business
  – Acquisition of an investment in a subsidiary that is required to be measured at Fair Value through Profit or Loss (FVTPL) by an investment entity.

• A ‘business’ is an integrated set of activities and assets that are capable of being conducted and managed to provide a return to investors by way of dividends, lower costs or other economic benefits.

Assets and liabilities (other than goodwill)

• The identifiable assets acquired and the liabilities assumed are recognised separately from goodwill at the date of acquisition if they meet the definition of assets and liabilities and are exchanged as part of the business combinations.

• The identifiable assets acquired and the liabilities assumed are measured at the date of acquisition at their fair values, with limited exceptions.

• The acquirer should measure the components of NCI in the acquiree that are present ownership interests and entitle their holders to a proportionate share of the entity’s net assets in the event of liquidation at fair value or the present ownership instruments’ proportionate share in the recognised amounts of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets, at the acquisition date.

• All other components of NCI (such as equity components of convertible bonds under share based payments arrangements) should be measured at fair value in accordance with other relevant Ind AS.

Consideration transferred

• Consideration transferred is required to be measured at fair value, which is calculated as the sum of the acquisition-date fair values of the assets transferred by the acquirer, the liabilities incurred by the acquirer to former owners of the acquiree and the equity interests issued by the acquirer.

• An obligation to pay contingent consideration that meets the definition of a financial instrument should be recognised as a financial liability or as equity in accordance with Ind AS 32, Financial Instruments: Presentation.
Acquisition related costs

• Acquisition related costs are costs which an acquirer incurs to effect a business combination and are excluded from the consideration transferred and expensed when incurred except costs to issue debt or equity securities which are to be recognised in accordance with Ind AS 32 and Ind AS 109.

Goodwill or a gain from a bargain purchase

• Goodwill is measured as the difference between the consideration transferred in exchange for the net of the acquisition date amounts of the identifiable assets acquired and the liabilities assumed. Goodwill previously recorded by the acquiree is not recorded as a separate asset by the acquirer.

• In case of bargain purchase (i.e. the amount of identifiable assets acquired and the liabilities assumed exceeds the amount of consideration transferred), the amount of gain should be recognised in OCI on the acquisition date and accumulated in equity as capital reserve after reassessing the values used in the acquisition accounting.

Business combinations of entities under common control

• Common control business combination means a business combination involving entities or businesses in which all the combining entities or businesses are ultimately controlled by the same party or parties both before and after the business combination and that control is not transitory.

• Common control business combinations should be accounted for using the pooling of interests method.

Significant differences from IFRS

• IFRS 3, Business Combinations excludes from its scope business combinations of entities under common control. Ind AS 103 (Appendix C) provides guidance in this regard.¹

• IFRS 3 requires bargain purchase gain arising on business combination to be recognised in the statement of profit and loss. Ind AS 103 requires that the bargain purchase gain should be recognised in OCI and accumulated in equity as capital reserve. If there is no clear evidence for the underlying reason for classification of the business combination as a bargain purchase, then it should be recognised directly in equity as capital reserve.¹

• On 25 October 2018, the IASB has revised the definition of the term ‘business’. Determining whether a transaction results in an asset or a business acquisition has long been a challenging but important area of judgement. The IASB has issued amendments to IFRS 3 that clarify this matter. There is however, no consequential change in the definition of the term ‘business’ as given in Ind AS 103.

¹ Source: ICAI publication Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS): An Overview (Revised July 2018).
Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Accounting for common control transactions

Under IFRS, there is limited authoritative guidance on accounting for legal mergers or common control business combinations. However, internationally practices\(^2\) have developed where it is acceptable\(^3\) to choose an accounting policy (to be applied consistently) to determine values of assets and liabilities of the acquiree entity. The acquirer in a common control transaction can use either of the following in its CFS:

- Book value (carry-over basis) accounting on the basis that the investment has simply been moved from one part of the group to another, or
- IFRS 3 accounting on the basis that the acquirer is a separate entity in its own right and should not be confused with the economic group as a whole.

In applying book value accounting, the acquirer should choose an accounting policy to be applied consistently, in recognising the assets and liabilities assumed using book values in the financial statements of the following entities:

- Transferor entity
- Ultimate parent
- Entity transferred, or
- Intermediate parent (if any).

However, for preparing financial statements, the accounting clarifications of the ITFG restrict Indian companies to the approaches laid down as follows:

- **Situation 1: Merger of two fellow subsidiaries**: An entity merges with its fellow subsidiary (i.e. another entity with the same parent entity). Appendix C of Ind AS 103 provides that the assets and liabilities of the combining entities are reflected at their carrying amounts. Accordingly, post-merger, the SFS of the merged entity would reflect combination of the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities reflected in the SFS of the entities (as appearing in their respective SFS)

- **Situation 2: Merger of subsidiary with its parent**: An entity merges with its parent entity. In such a case, nothing changes and the transaction only means that the assets, liabilities and reserves of the subsidiary which were appearing in the CFS of the group immediately before the merger, would now be a part of the SFS of the merged parent entity. The SFS of the parent entity (to the extent of such a common control transaction) would be considered as a continuation of the consolidated group. Accordingly, it would be appropriate to recognise the carrying value of assets, liabilities and reserves pertaining to the combining subsidiary, as appearing in the CFS of the parent entity.

The legal merger of a subsidiary with its parent or legal merger of fellow subsidiaries is an intra-group transaction. As per Ind AS 110, all intra-group transactions should be eliminated in preparing CFS. Hence, in both the given situations, the effect of legal merger should be eliminated while preparing the CFS of the parent entity. (ITFG 9, Issue 2)

Accordingly, companies who are contemplating a restructuring or are in the process of completing a restructuring may have to evaluate the impact of clarification on their respective financial statements.

Application of common control guidance to past business combinations

In another situation, an entity (Y) merged with its wholly-owned subsidiary (X) prior to transition to Ind AS. On the day prior to the merger, the promoters of Y held 49.95 per cent stake in Y. On transition to Ind AS, X did not opt for the exemption from applying Ind AS 103 retrospectively to past business combinations (under Ind AS 101).

Ind AS 101 provides where a first-time adopter of Ind AS restates its past business combinations to comply with Ind AS 103, it is also required to apply Ind AS 110 from that same date.

Under AS 21, control is considered to be established when an entity owned more than half of the total voting power of an enterprise or controlled the composition of the board of directors or of the corresponding governing body (as the case may be).

Ind AS 110 widens the concept of control and accordingly, investors with less than majority voting right can also exercise control over the investee (e.g. through contractual arrangements, de facto control, potential voting rights, etc.). It also specifies the accounting treatment for a business combination involving entities under common control.


\(^3\) Based on the facts and circumstances of each case and depending upon the nature of the common control transactions.
In this regard, ITFG clarified that X should evaluate whether both X and Y were under common control before and after the amalgamation. Assuming there was common control, X would be required to apply the provisions of Appendix C to Ind AS 103 retrospectively to the amalgamation. *(ITFG 15 Issue 6)*

**Demerger of one of the businesses of parent to its subsidiary and court approved scheme**

A parent P demerged one of its businesses under the order of the High Court and sold it to its subsidiary S in financial year 2016-17. Both P and S are covered in phase II of the Ind AS implementation road map.

S acquired the assets and liabilities of the demerged business at their fair values and issued its consideration (calculated on the basis of the fair value of the business of P) (as required under the previous GAAP).

The acquisition of business by S from P is a common control business combination within the meaning of Appendix C to Ind AS 103 (since S is covered under the Ind AS road map and needs to apply Ind AS 103 on the date of transition).

The ITFG considered the issue whether S was required to apply Ind AS 103 on the acquisition of business from P.

In this case, the demerger of one of the business of P occurred in financial year 2016-17 and in that year Ind AS was not applicable to either P or S. Therefore, S accounted for the assets and liabilities acquired under previous GAAP at their respective fair values as at the date of demerger.

Later S had to adopt Ind AS from the financial year 2017-18 wherein the comparative amounts would be presented for financial year 2016-17 under Ind AS. The above demerger transaction occurred after the date of transition to Ind AS and would be covered under Ind AS 101.

The following two scenarios were considered for the given case:

- **Scenario A: Accounting treatment of demerger not prescribed in the court-approved scheme**: Ind AS 101 provides certain exemptions to the business combinations entered prior to the date of transition which, inter alia, includes exemption from application of Ind AS 103 retrospectively to past business combinations i.e. an entity could apply Ind AS 103 prospectively from the date of transition. However, in this case, the demerger transaction was considered to occur on or after the date of transition to Ind AS. Therefore, it would be accounted for as per relevant requirements under Ind AS, irrespective of its accounting under previous GAAP.

In this case, the court approved scheme did not prescribe any accounting treatment for the demerger in the books of S. As the demerger occurred after the date of transition to Ind AS by S, the demerger transaction would qualify as a common control business combination. Therefore, S would be required to account for the demerger as per Appendix C to Ind AS 103 i.e. under ‘pooling of interest method’ in the financial statements for the financial year 2016-17. Accordingly, S in its financial statements, would be required to recognise assets and liabilities acquired from the parent P at their respective book values (i.e. as appearing in the books of P). Therefore, while presenting the comparative amounts in the Ind AS financial statements for financial year 2017-18, the subsidiary S would be required to restate the amount of assets and liabilities recognised under previous GAAP for financial year 2016-17 following pooling of interest method.

The pooling of interest method requires that the financial information in the financial statements in respect of prior periods should be restated as if the business combination had occurred from the beginning of the preceding period. Therefore, in this case if P and S were under common control as on 1 April 2016, then the business combination would be restated from 1 April 2016 irrespective of the actual date of the business combination.

- **Scenario B: Accounting treatment of demerger prescribed in the court-approved scheme**: There is an announcement of the council of ICAI with respect to disclosures to be made in cases where a court/tribunal makes an order sanctioning an accounting treatment which is different from that prescribed by an Accounting Standard (AS). The announcement, *inter alia*, provides that if an item in the financial statements of a company is treated differently pursuant to an order made by the court/tribunal, as compared to the treatment required by an AS, following disclosures should be made in the financial statements of the year in which different treatment has been given:
  - A description of the accounting treatment made along with the reason that the same has been adopted because of the court/tribunal order
  - Description of the difference between the accounting treatment prescribed in the AS and that followed by the company
  - The financial impact, if any, arising due to such a difference.
If the court approved scheme provided an accounting treatment of the demerger then, based on the ICAI clarification, in the present case the accounting treatment of a transaction as required under an order of a court/tribunal (or other similar authority) overrides the accounting treatment that would otherwise be required to be followed in respect of the transaction. Therefore, it is mandatory for the respective company to follow the treatment as per the order of the court/tribunal.

Accordingly, in the given case, if the court approved scheme of demerger prescribed the accounting treatment for the demerger in the books of company A (for instance, recognition of assets and liabilities acquired at their respective fair values as at the date of demerger), then company A would be required to follow the treatment prescribed in the scheme in its financial statements for the financial year 2016-17. Further, if the effect of such accounting treatment has to be carried over in subsequent years, then also the same treatment of court approved scheme would be followed in the subsequent years subject to compliance of auditing standards.

Therefore, in the present case it was concluded that the subsidiary S would be required to follow the accounting requirements of Ind AS which were not in conflict with the provisions of the court scheme. (ITFG 16, Issue 5)

Whether retrospective restatement of business combination under a court scheme allowed

XYZ Ltd. is a first-time adopter of Ind AS with date of transition 1 April 2017. A scheme of amalgamation was implemented in the year 2011-12 under the order of the High Court. In accordance with the scheme, a particular item of the transferor company was capitalised by the transferee company. However, under Ind AS, this item would not meet the definition of an asset and needs to be charged to profit or loss. XYZ Ltd. wishes to retrospectively restate the above business combination in accordance with Ind AS 103. Other than the amalgamation referred to above, XYZ Ltd has not effected any business combination in the past.

Accounting treatment of a transaction as required under an order of a Court or Tribunal (or other similar authority) overrides the accounting treatment that would otherwise be required to be followed in respect of the transaction and it is mandatory for the company concerned to follow the treatment as per the order of the court/tribunal. (ITFG 16, Issue 5)

With regard to the issue of restatement of past business combinations (effected under a court scheme), the ITFG has clarified as follows:

- **Business combination post Ind AS adoption:** A business combination occurs on or after the date of transition by the entity to Ind AS but the scheme approved by the relevant authority (Court or the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT)) prescribes a treatment that differs from the treatment required as per Ind AS 103. In that case, the treatment prescribed under the scheme would override the requirements of Ind AS 103.

- **Business combination before Ind AS adoption:** A business combination occurred before the date of transition of the entity to Ind AS but the scheme approved by the relevant authority (Court or the NCLT) prescribed a treatment that differs from the treatment required as per Ind AS 103. An entity would need to evaluate whether the restatement of a business combination upon transition to Ind AS is legally permissible. The entity would also need to evaluate the facts and stipulations contained in the scheme. As the schemes approved by the relevant authorities have varying stipulations, each case requires a separate consideration of the issue of legal permissibility of restatement based on its specific facts. Where it is evaluated that under law, the scheme approved by the relevant authority does not preclude restatement of business combination accounting upon transition to Ind AS, the restatement would be permissible subject to complying with the conditions laid down in this behalf in Ind AS 101. (ITFG 18, Issue 4)

Acquisition date in a scheme approved by NCLT

Ind AS 103 requires an acquirer to identify the acquisition date which is the date on which it obtains control of the acquiree. Such a date is generally the closing date on which the acquirer legally transfers the consideration, acquires the assets and assumes the liabilities of the acquiree. However, an acquirer could obtain control on a date earlier or later than the closing date (e.g. a written agreement provides that the acquirer obtains control of the acquiree on a date before the closing date). An acquirer should consider all relevant facts and circumstances in making this assessment.
In accordance with the provisions of the 2013 Act (proviso to Section 232(3)), no scheme of arrangement would be sanctioned by the NCLT unless a certificate by the company’s auditor has been filed with the NCLT. The certificate should comment on the effect of the accounting treatment, if any, proposed in the scheme of compromise or arrangement and specify whether it is in conformity with the accounting standards prescribed under Section 133 of the 2013 Act.

In a situation pursuant to a court scheme, a company is merged with another company with an appointed date approved by NCLT. In this case the appointed date was prior to Ind AS implementation date for the company.

Ind AS 103 requires that an entity is first required to assess whether the business combination is under common control. Therefore, the accounting treatment would depend on following scenarios:

- **Business combination is under common control:** In such a case, an entity is required to restate its financial statements as if the business combination had occurred from the beginning of the preceding period in the financial statements.

  If an auditor considers that as per the proposed accounting treatment, the date from which the amalgamation is effected in the books of accounts of the amalgamated company is different from the acquisition date as per Ind AS 103 i.e. the date on which control has been actually transferred, then the auditor should state the same in the certificate to be issued under Section 232(3) of the 2013 Act.

  Additionally, if the NCLT approves the scheme with a different appointed date as compared to the acquisition date as per Ind AS 103, the appointed date as approved by NCLT under the scheme will be the acquisition date. In this situation, the company should provide appropriate disclosures and the auditor should consider the requirements of relevant auditing standards.

- **Business combination is not under common control:** In such a case, Ind AS 103 provides that the date of acquisition is the date from which an acquirer obtains control of the acquiree.

  In cases where the auditor is of the view that as per the proposed accounting treatment, the date from which the amalgamation is effected in the books of accounts of the amalgamated company is different from the acquisition date as per the standard i.e., the date on which control has been actually transferred, then the auditor should state the same in the certificate as required to be issued as per the proviso to Section 232(3) of the 2013 Act. However, if the NCLT approves the scheme with a different appointed date as compared to the acquisition date as per Ind AS 103, the appointed date as approved by NCLT under the scheme will be the acquisition date. In this situation, the company should provide appropriate disclosures and the auditor should consider the requirements of relevant auditing standards. *(ITFG 12, Issue 8)*

This clarification is likely to have a significant impact since the approved appointed date could differ from the acquisition date as determined under Ind AS 103. Therefore, the accounting treatment based on the appointed date being considered as the acquisition date may not be in accordance with Ind AS 103. Companies should consider the impact of this clarification on their schemes and determine the appropriate disclosure to be made in their financial statements if the appointed date approved by the NCLT is different from the acquisition date under Ind AS 103. Further, auditors may consider the requirements of relevant auditing standards in their certificates to be issued under the 2013 Act.

**Business combination after the year end but before approval of accounts to be considered an adjusting event**

In a situation, two fellow subsidiaries (i.e. entities under common control), which are covered under phase I of Ind AS road map, filed a scheme of arrangement in April 2017 for merger of one fellow subsidiary (say entity X, transferor) into another entity (say entity Y, which is the transferee in this case).

In accordance with the requirements of Section 230(7) of the 2013 Act, the auditor’s certificate states that the accounting treatment proposed in the scheme of compromise or arrangement is in conformity with the Ind AS. The certificate was filed with NCLT by the entity X. The NCLT approved the scheme with an appointed date of 1 April 2018 (i.e. after the close of financial year on 31 March 2018 but before the approval of financial statements by the board of directors).
Ind AS 10, *Events After the Reporting Period*, provides that events after the reporting period are those events, favourable and unfavourable, that occur between the end of the reporting period and the date when the financial statements are approved by the board of directors in case of a company, and, by the corresponding approving authority in case of any other entity for issue. Two types of events can be identified:

- Those that provide evidence of conditions that existed at the end of the reporting period (adjusting events after the reporting period) and
- Those that are indicative of conditions that arose after the reporting period (non-adjusting events after the reporting period).

In addition, Ind AS 10 provides that a major business combination after the reporting period is a non-adjusting event. However, in this case, since the court order approved a scheme with a retrospective effect subsequent to the balance sheet date but before the approval of financial statements, the effective date for accounting is prior to the balance sheet date.

In this case, the court’s approval is an event that provides additional evidence to assist the estimation of amounts of assets and liabilities that existed at the balance sheet date. Therefore, an adjusting event has occurred which requires adjustment to the assets and liabilities of the transferor entity which are being transferred.

Therefore, the effect of business combination of entity X and entity Y is required to be incorporated in the SFS of entity Y for the financial year ending on 31 March 2018. *(ITFG 14, Issue 4)*
Transactions in financial instruments are pervasive across many entities in India. While there was no specific Accounting Standard (AS) covering financial instruments, under the Ind AS framework the following standards provide detailed guidance on accounting for financial instruments:

- **Ind AS 32, Financial Instruments: Presentation**: This standard establishes principles for an issuer to classify and present financial instruments as a financial liability or an equity instrument, and classify the related interest, dividends, losses and gains. It also prescribes the circumstances in which financial instruments may be offset and presented net on the balance sheet.

- **Ind AS 109, Financial Instruments**: This standard specifies the recognition, classification and measurement criteria for financial assets and financial liabilities and

- **Ind AS 107, Financial Instruments: Disclosures**: This standard prescribes the disclosure requirements for all transactions in financial instruments.

(The above three standards are collectively referred to as ‘the FI standards’ in this publication).

**Key principles**

- Financial instruments that give rise to a contractual obligation to deliver cash or another financial asset are classified as financial liabilities and those instruments that encompass a residual interest in the assets of an entity are classified as equity. Instruments may also have a component of both - liability and equity, these components will be classified and presented separately.

- Puttable instruments are generally classified as financial liabilities, however, the FI standards (more specifically Ind AS 32) specify the conditions under which these can be considered as ‘equity’.

- Interest, dividends, losses and gains on financial instruments or their components are recorded either in the statement of profit and loss or in OCI, depending upon the classification of the related instrument as financial liability or equity.

- Financial assets are classified on initial recognition and subsequently measured at amortised cost, Fair Value through Profit or Loss (FVTPL) or Fair Value through Other Comprehensive Income (FVOCI), depending upon the business model within which they are held and the contractual cash flows of the instrument (i.e. whether the contractual cash flows are solely in the nature of principle and interest on the principal amount outstanding).

- Financial assets measured at amortised cost and at FVOCI are assessed for impairment at each reporting date, using an Expected Credit Loss (ECL) model.
A modification in the terms of financial instruments may result in their derecognition. The FI standards prescribe accounting for such modifications, and the conditions that would result in derecognition.

Hybrid contracts may be treated as a single financial instrument measured at FVTPL, or under certain specified conditions, embedded derivatives may be separated from the host contract, and accounted for separately.

All derivatives are generally classified as and measured at FVTPL, with mark-to-market gains and losses being recognised in the statement of profit and loss. However, those derivatives that qualify as hedging instruments and are designated in a hedging relationship, are treated in accordance with the hedge accounting principles prescribed by the FI standards.

The hedge accounting principles permit excluding the time value of options, forward element of forward contracts, and foreign currency basis spread of currency swaps from the designated hedging instrument. These components may be separately recognised as a ‘cost of hedging’.

Financial assets and financial liabilities are required to be presented on a gross basis. However, an entity may offset these and present them as a net amount only if it has a legal right, and intends to settle both, the asset and liability simultaneously.

Adequate disclosure of financial instruments and related risks are imperative to reflect an entity’s financial position and performance, the nature and extent of risks that it is exposed to, and the manner in which it manages those risks. Accordingly, entities are required to provide quantitative and qualitative disclosures for exposure to financial instruments and financial risks, including liquidity risk, credit risk and market risk (which includes currency risk, interest rate risk and other price risks).

**Significant difference from IFRS¹**

**Ind AS 32 compared with IAS 32, Financial Instruments: Presentation**

IFRS requires an equity conversion option that is embedded in a foreign currency convertible bond, to be recognised as a financial liability at inception as the conversion price is fixed in foreign currency and not in the entity’s functional currency. Hence, it does not result in an exchange of a fixed amount of cash (in the entity’s functional currency) for a fixed number of shares. Therefore, the conversion option would not be classified as equity under IFRS. However, Ind AS provides a specific exemption in the definition of a financial liability and states that an exchange of a fixed number of shares for a fixed amount of cash in any currency would result in a derivative financial instrument being classified as equity.

**Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications**

Ind AS 32 defines a financial instrument as a contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or an equity instrument of another entity. Generally, Ind AS 109 applies to all types of financial instruments, though, it has certain exceptions as well.

**Accounting of shares held by a broking entity for trading on its own account**

‘Investments in shares of other entities’ meet the definition of financial instruments. Accordingly, these will be recognised and measured in accordance with Ind AS 109, presented as per the requirements of Ind AS 32 and disclosed as per the principles enunciated in Ind AS 107.

---

¹ Source: ICAI publication Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS): An Overview (Revised July 2018).
The ITFG clarified that shares held by a broking entity for trading on its own account (as stock-in-trade) are financial instruments, and are specifically excluded from the scope of Ind AS 2, Inventories. Accordingly, these shares will be accounted for and disclosed in accordance with the requirements of Ind AS 32, Ind AS 109 and Ind AS 107. (ITFG 14, Issue 5)

**Incentives receivable from the government considered as financial instruments**

Ind AS 32 defines a financial asset as a contractual right to receive cash or another financial asset from another entity. It further defines ‘contract’ and ‘contractual’ as an agreement between two or more parties that has clear economic consequences that the parties have little, if any, discretion to avoid, usually because the agreement is enforceable by law. It also clarifies that contracts, and thus financial instruments can take a variety of forms and need not be in writing.

Ind AS 109 provides that an entity should recognise a financial asset or a financial liability in its balance sheet when the entity becomes a party to the contractual provision of the instrument.

It has been clarified that when the government provides incentives (for example taxation benefits, etc. to promote an industry or for some other reasons) it may not enter into a one to one agreement with each entity availing those benefits with regard to the rights and obligations of the scheme. Instead there is an understanding between the government and the potential applicant/entity that on complying with the stipulated conditions attached to the scheme, the entity would be granted benefits of the scheme. Once the entity has complied with the conditions attached to the scheme then it rightfully becomes entitled to the incentives attached to the scheme. Thus, such an incentive receivable would fall within the definition of financial instrument and accounted for as a financial asset in accordance with Ind AS 109. (ITFG 15, Issue 3)

In practice, evaluation may require the exercise of significant judgement by entities that are entitled to receive incentives from the government, in order to determine whether a ‘contractual’ right exists resulting in the recognition of a financial asset. This interpretation may affect accounting of various types of government grants.

**Accounting for amounts outstanding towards retired partners’ capital balances**

Ind AS 32 defines a financial liability as a contractual obligation to deliver cash or another financial asset to another entity, or a contractual obligation to exchange financial instruments with another entity under conditions that are potentially unfavourable. It also includes certain derivatives and non-derivative contracts that may be settled in the entity’s own equity instruments. Careful analysis of the terms and conditions of the financial instruments is required to determine whether such an instrument would be classified as a financial liability.

In a scenario, where a partnership firm was required to prepare Ind AS financial statements for the purpose of consolidation (in accordance with Ind AS 110), ITFG has provided a clarification on the accounting for amounts outstanding towards retired partners’ capital balances.

It has been clarified that since these amounts could be demanded by the retired partners anytime and the firm is contractually obliged to deliver cash or another financial asset, hence such balances met the definition of a financial liability. Accordingly, as per Ind AS 109, these amounts should be measured at fair value, computed as per the provisions of Ind AS 113, Fair Value Measurement.

Guidance under Ind AS 113 provides that the fair value of a financial liability with a demand feature is not less than the amount payable on demand, discounted from the first date that the amount could be required to be paid.

Accordingly, retired partners’ capital balances would not be required to be discounted on initial recognition and subsequent measurement. (ITFG 15, Issue 9)

Similar to the above requirement, fair value of an interest-free loan liability or a low-interest bearing liability which the lender can demand immediate repayment is not discounted on initial recognition. The impact of this requirement is that interest expense would be recognised at the coupon rate for a low-interest financial liability with an immediate demand feature.
Financial guarantee contracts

Ind AS 109 defines a financial guarantee contract as one that requires the issuer to make specified payments to reimburse the holder for a loss that it incurs because a specified debtor fails to make a payment when it is due in accordance with original or modified terms of a debt instrument.

Legal form

Financial guarantee contracts can have various legal forms. Such contracts may include a comfort letter, on the basis of which a credit holder receives a bank loan and the significant feature of the instrument is the contractual obligation to make specified payments in case of default by the credit holder. (ITFG 12, Issue 3)

Accounting

A. By the issuer

As per Ind AS 109, on initial recognition financial guarantee contracts are recognised as a liability (i.e. deferred income liability, such as ‘unearned financial guarantee commission’) at their fair value, with a corresponding debit given to an appropriate account. The fair value of a financial guarantee contract issued in a stand-alone arm’s length transaction to an unrelated party is likely to equal the premium received. Where no up-front payment of premium is charged between unrelated parties, the fair value is likely to be zero.

The application of Ind AS 115 would result in the amount of unearned financial guarantee commission, recognised initially as liability being amortised over the period of the guarantee. Consequently, the balance of the unearned financial guarantee commission would decline progressively over the period of the guarantee. Additionally, at each reporting date, the issuer of the guarantee, would be required to compare the unamortised amount of the deferred income with the amount of loss allowance determined in respect of the guarantee in accordance with the requirements of section 5.5 of Ind AS 109. Accordingly, in the following cases:

- Amount of loss allowance is lower than the unamortised amount of deferred income: Liability with respect to financial guarantee would be represented by the unamortised amount of the financial guarantee commission.
- Amount of loss allowance is higher than the unamortised amount of deferred income: A further liability equal to the excess of the amount of the loss allowance over the amount of the unamortised unearned financial guarantee commission would be recognised. (ITFG 16, Issue 1)

Initial measurement

Where an entity provides a financial guarantee against a loan taken by its related entity⁴, and receives a guarantee commission from that related entity, it should determine whether the commission is equivalent to the premium that its related entity would pay to obtain a similar guarantee in a stand-alone arm’s length transaction. If so, then, on initial recognition, the fair value of the financial guarantee contract is likely to equal the commission received. (ITFG 12, Issue 11)

If on the other hand, an entity issues a financial guarantee against a loan taken by its related entity⁵, and no fee/commission is charged by the entity, then on initial recognition, it would recognise the financial guarantee contract at its fair value.

As there is no specific guidance in Ind AS 109 or any other standard with respect to determination of fair value of such financial guarantee, the following approaches have been suggested (by ITFG) for determining fair value based on the principles of Ind AS 113:

- Fair value of the financial guarantee (at initial recognition) could be the amount that an unrelated, independent third party would have charged for issuing the financial guarantee.
- Estimate the fair value of the financial guarantee as the present value of the amount by which the interest (or other similar) cash flows in respect of the loan are lower than what they would have been if the loan was an unguaranteed loan.
- Estimate the fair value of the financial guarantee as the present value of the probability-weighted cash flows that may arise under the guarantee (i.e. the expected value of the liability). (ITFG 16, Issue 1)

---

4. In ITFG clarification bulletin 12, Issue 11, a financial guarantee had been issued by a parent against a loan taken by its associate company.
5. In ITFG clarification bulletin 16, Issue 1, a financial guarantee was issued by a subsidiary, against the loan taken by its parent.
While a liability is created on initial recognition of a financial guarantee, the corresponding debit has to be given to an appropriate head. Where no commission is paid by a related entity (or where the payments are not equivalent to the fair value of the financial guarantee contract), the financial guarantee contract will be accounted for as below:

- **Guarantee provided by parent to its subsidiary/associate:** The fair value of the guarantee would have been charged for issuing a similar guarantee for a loan taken by an unrelated third party. Therefore, a parent entity may consider that the guarantee has been provided in its capacity as a shareholder, consequently, the fair value of the guarantee (or the difference between the fair value and the payments received from the subsidiary/associate) would be considered as a capital contribution to the subsidiary/associate.

- **Guarantee provided by subsidiary to its parent:** Similar to the assessment above, the economic substance of the arrangement in this case may be considered as a distribution made by the subsidiary to its parent. Accordingly, the debit should be made to an appropriate head under ‘equity’. It would not be appropriate to debit fair value of the guarantee to profit or loss (as if it were a non-reciprocal distribution to a third party) as it would fail to properly reflect the existence of the parentsubsidiary relationship that would have caused the subsidiary not to charge the guarantee commission. (ITFG 16, Issue 1)

Subsequent measurement

- **Financial guarantee contracts should subsequently be measured in accordance with Ind AS 109. (ITFG 12, Issue 11 and ITFG 16, Issue 1)**

B. By the beneficiary

Ind AS 109 does not specifically address the accounting for financial guarantees by the beneficiary. However, in an arms-length transaction between unrelated parties, the beneficiary of the financial guarantee would recognise the guarantee premium or fee paid as an expense in its statement of profit and loss.

Where a director of the beneficiary company has issued a financial guarantee in favour of a bank, which has provided a loan to the company, the beneficiary company would be required to assess the substance of the transaction, taking relevant facts and circumstances into consideration, to determine the accounting treatment as follows:

- **Guarantee fee:** If the company has paid a guarantee fee or a premium to the director for the guarantee provided, it would account for such fee in accordance with Ind AS 109.

- **Other compensation:** Where the director is being compensated otherwise for providing the guarantee, an appropriate accounting treatment based on the principles of the relevant Ind AS would be followed to recognise such compensation.

Therefore, if no fee has been paid to the director (or other related party), and such party is not being compensated in any other manner, the company is not required to account for such a financial guarantee in its financial statements considering that the unit of account is the guaranteed loan. The loan is recognised at its fair value that is expected to be the face value of the loan proceeds received by the company. However, this transaction needs to be evaluated for disclosure under Ind AS 24, **Related Party Disclosures** which requires disclosure of any guarantees given to or received from related parties. (ITFG 13, Issue 2)

A similar scenario may involve a parent entity providing a financial guarantee to a bank relating to a loan advanced to its subsidiary. While Ind AS 109 requires the guarantor, i.e. the parent entity to recognise the guarantee liability at its fair value, there is no specific accounting guidance relating to a situation where the subsidiary does not pay any guarantee fee or premium to the parent entity. In this case, we consider that this is akin to a deemed capital contribution by the parent to its subsidiary and should be recognised as an additional investment in the subsidiary.

Additionally, ITFG has clarified the treatment for such a case as above.

Where a subsidiary had issued a financial guarantee against a loan taken by its parents, ITFG clarified that since the financial guarantee is an integral part of the loan taken, the parent should debit the fair value of the guarantee to the carrying amount of the loan (which would have the effect of such fair value being included in determination of Effective Interest Rate (EIR) on the loan) and credit the same in accordance with the requirements of Ind AS 27 (as it is deemed as distribution made by the subsidiary).
In accordance with requirements of Ind AS 27, investment in a subsidiary should be accounted for at cost or in accordance with Ind AS 109 in the SFS of the parent.

Accordingly, the accounting in SFS would be as follows:

If the investment in subsidiary has been accounted for at cost: Credit the distribution received to the statement of profit and loss. Impairment loss, if any, would be separately considered.

If the investment in subsidiary has been accounted for in accordance with Ind AS 109 then accounting depends upon whether its FVOCI or FVTPL as below:

- Measured at FVOCI: Recognise distribution in the statement of profit and loss in accordance with guidance in Appendix B to Ind AS 109, unless the distribution clearly represents a recovery of part of the cost of the investment.

- Measured at FVTPL: Credit the distribution received to the statement of profit and loss.

Further, in accordance with Ind AS 24, in this situation too, disclosures of related party transactions during the periods covered by the financial instruments, including details of any guarantees given or received by the entity are required to be made. Based on this, the parent would be required to make necessary disclosure of the financial guarantee provided by its subsidiary. (ITFG 16, Issue 1)

Financial guarantee by a parent for a loan taken by its subsidiary that is repaid earlier than the scheduled term

In a case where a financial guarantee was issued by a parent (P Ltd.) against a loan taken by its subsidiary (S Ltd.), initially scheduled to be repaid over a period of 10 years, a liability (of say INR1,000) was created by the parent which was to be amortised over a period of 10 years. When the loan was prepaid within six years, ITFG clarified that guidance provided in Ind AS 8, Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates and Errors should be considered to account for the change in the estimate of expected life of the loan.

As per Ind AS 8, the effect of change in an accounting estimate, should be recognised prospectively by including it in profit or loss in the:

- Period of the change: If the change affects that period only or
- Period of the change and future periods: If the change affects both.

Further, if a change in an accounting estimate gives rise to changes in assets and liabilities, or relates to an item of equity, it should be recognised by adjusting the carrying amount of the related asset, liability or equity item in the period of the change.

It was clarified that the attribution debited to ‘investment’ upon providing guarantee is in substance the consideration that the parent would have collected for providing similar guarantee to an unrelated third party. Generally, in case of prepayment of loan by an unrelated third party, the parent would not have refunded the consideration and would have recognised the entire unrecognised commission in the statement of profit and loss. It was clarified that similar approach should be followed for guarantee given to the subsidiary.

Accordingly, in the given case, amount of financial guarantee obligation initially recognised at INR1,000 would be amortised as income in each accounting period as per Ind AS 109. At the end of year six, P Ltd. would have INR400 as the carrying value of financial guarantee in its financial statements. Since S Ltd. has repaid the loan and no obligation exists for P Ltd., therefore, P Ltd. should reverse the balance outstanding as guarantee obligation with corresponding recognition of revenue of INR400 in the statement of profit and loss. (ITFG 16, Issue 7)

Debt-equity classification

As per Ind AS 32, financial instruments or their components are classified as a financial liability or equity in accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangement. Instruments are classified as a financial liability if they include a contractual obligation to deliver cash or other financial assets. Equity instruments on the other hand, evidence a residual interest in the assets of the entity after deducting all its liabilities. Financial instruments or their components that are in the nature of derivatives that may be settled in the issuer’s own equity instruments, would be classified as equity, only if the terms of the instrument require an exchange of a fixed amount of cash or other financial assets for a fixed number of the issuers own equity instruments (known as the ‘fixed for fixed’ criterion).

Classification as debt or equity

The primary factor determining the classification of a financial instrument either as a financial liability or equity, is whether the entity that has issued the instrument, has a contractual obligation to make payments (either principal, interest/dividend or both) has the contractual right to avoid making such payment.
In this context, ITFG considered the accounting for the following instruments:

- **Non-cumulative, optionally convertible preference share issued by a company (S) to its holding company (H).** As per the terms of issue, S has the option to convert or redeem the stated preference shares. Assuming that S has an option to convert the preference shares into a fixed number of its own shares, and dividend payment is discretionary, the accounting for the instrument will be as follows:
  - **In the SFS of S:** While assessing the classification of the preference shares in its SFS, S assesses that:
    a. The terms of the instrument provide it with the ability to avoid making cash payment (of the dividend as well as of the principal), and convert the instrument into a fixed number of its own shares at any time,
    b. The conversion option is already considered in determining the classification of the entire instrument, and hence is not accounted for separately as an embedded derivative and
    c. Discretionary payment features (such as discretionary dividend) on equity instruments are considered as an integral component of the instrument.
  
    Considering these facts, the entire instrument would be classified as equity in the SFS of S.
  
    - **In the SFS of H:** Ind AS 27 provides entities with an accounting policy choice to account for their investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates in their SFS, either at cost or in accordance with Ind AS 109. Assuming that H has not chosen to account for its investment in accordance with Ind AS 109, it would account for it at cost.

- **Foreign Currency Convertible Bonds (FCCB):** In another situation, an entity (PQR) had issued FCCBs prior to transition to Ind AS at an interest rate of six per cent per annum, payable on a half yearly basis for a period of five years and one day. These FCCBs would mature post transition to Ind AS since PQR was required to comply with Ind AS from 1 April 2017. The holder of the instruments had an option to convert them into fixed number of shares of PQR.

A borrowing in the same currency, with a similar time period and credit status, but without the conversion option would have carried an interest rate of seven and a half per cent per annum.

It was clarified that from the perspective of the issuer, the FCCB had both a liability and an equity component. The liability component comprised a contractual obligation of PQR to deliver cash to the holder, and the equity component comprised the holder’s equity conversion option embedded in the FCCB to acquire a fixed number of entity’s own equity instruments. Although the FCCB was denominated in a foreign currency, the conversion option would meet the definition of an equity instrument based on the guidance in Ind AS 32.

Accordingly, PQR would be required to split the FCCB into the liability and the equity components on initial recognition and present these separately in the balance sheet. (ITFG 15 Issue 1)

- **Compulsorily Redeemable Non-Cumulative Preference Shares (RNCPS):** In case RNCPS issued by an entity (ABC) with a dividend of six per cent per annum, redeemable in cash after 10 years. The market rate of interest for similar instruments was four per cent per annum. It was clarified that in accordance with Ind AS 32, the RNCPS are compound financial instruments, since the payment of dividend to preference shareholders is with the discretion of the issuer, i.e. ABC. Additionally, it was clarified that any discretionary dividends would be recognised when they are actually declared and paid and since they relate to the equity component, they would be disclosed in the statement of changes in equity as a distribution of profit or loss. (ITFG 15 Issue 2)

- **Optionally convertible preference shares with discretionary dividend and an embedded call option:** An entity K issued 12 per cent, five year, optionally convertible preference shares with discretionary non-cumulative dividend, at par in its functional currency. As per the terms of issue:
  a. The holder of the preference shares had an option to convert them into fixed number of equity shares at the end of five years
b. If the conversion option was not exercised, then the preference shares would be redeemed at par.

c. Throughout the five year period, the holder had an option to put the preference shares back to entity K at its par amount.

In accordance with Ind AS 32, the initial carrying amount of the compound financial instrument would be allocated to its equity and liability components. Accordingly, entity K would be required to first determine the carrying amount of the liability component by measuring the fair value of a similar liability (including any embedded non-equity derivative features) that does not have an associated equity component. The carrying amount of the equity component would be the residual amount, computed by deducting the fair value of the financial liability from the fair value of the compound financial instrument as a whole. The value of the derivative feature embedded in the compound financial instrument (the call option in this case), would be included in the liability component.

However, the ITFG noted that in the given case, entity K had a contractual obligation to pay the par amount to the holder of a preference share at any point in time. Hence, the liability component had a demand feature attached. Thus, while measuring the fair value of the liability component, reference to Ind AS 113 would be required to be made. As per Ind AS 113, the fair value of a financial liability with a demand feature (e.g. a demand deposit) is not less than the amount payable on demand, discounted from the first date that the amount could be required to be paid.

Therefore, in accordance with the above, the whole of the issue price of the preference shares would be allocated to the liability component and no amount would be assigned to the equity component. *(ITFG 17, Issue 9)*

**Issue of rights offer:** An entity X, with INR as its functional currency had two classes of non-puttable equity shares - Class A and Class B. Post the date of transition to Ind AS, entity X made a rights offer to all holders of Class B equity shares. The terms of the rights offer were:

a. For each equity share of Class B held, the shareholder is entitled to subscribe to 100 equity shares of Class A.

b. The rights offer price was fixed at:

i. INR60 per Class A share for Indian shareholders, and

ii. USD1 per Class A share for overseas shareholders.

c. The rights offer was valid for six months.

Ind AS 32 lays down the principles for the classification of financial instruments as financial assets, financial liabilities or equity instruments from the issuer’s perspective. The definition of financial liabilities *inter alia* states that a financial liability is any liability that is a derivative that would or may be settled other than by the exchange of a fixed amount of cash or another financial asset for a fixed number of the entity’s own equity instruments. For this purpose, rights, options or warrants to acquire a fixed number of the entity’s own equity instruments for a fixed amount of any currency are equity instruments if the entity offers the rights, options or warrants pro rata to all of its existing owners of the same class of its own non-derivative equity instruments...’

Considering the above definition, ITFG evaluated the terms of the rights issued as below:

- The rights offer was for acquiring a fixed number of the entity’s own equity instruments (i.e. for each equity share of Class B held, the shareholder was entitled to subscribe to 100 equity shares of Class A).

- The right exercise price was a fixed amount - i.e. INR60 per share for Indian shareholders and USD1 per share for overseas shareholders.

- Entity X had made the rights offer to all the existing shareholders of Class B equity shares pro-rata to their holding of Class B equity shares.

On the basis of the above evaluation, since all the conditions for equity classification were met, ITFG concluded, that the rights offer to Class B shareholders to acquire Class A shares should be classified as an equity instrument. *(ITFG 17, Issue 10)*

**Preference shares issued in foreign currency:** An entity Y, with INR as its functional currency, issued preference shares with three years term denominated in a foreign currency to an overseas investor. As per the terms of issue, at the end of three years, entity Y had an option to either redeem each preference share at USD10 or get it converted into three equity shares of entity Y.

---

6. For the purpose of this issue, it was assumed that issuance of preference shares on these terms was permissible in the relevant jurisdiction. Further, transaction costs were assumed to be negligible.
The ITFG noted that as a general principle, a derivative is a financial liability if it will or may be settled other than by the exchange of a fixed amount of cash or another financial asset for a fixed number of the entity’s own equity instruments. The term ‘fixed amount of cash’ referred to an amount of cash fixed in the functional currency of the reporting entity. Since an amount fixed in a foreign currency has the potential to vary in terms of functional currency of the reporting entity due to exchange rate fluctuations, it does not represent a ‘fixed amount of cash’. However, as an exception, Ind AS 32 regards an equity conversion option embedded in a convertible bond denominated in a foreign currency to acquire a fixed number of the entity’s own equity instruments to be an equity instrument if the exercise price was fixed in any currency (i.e. functional or foreign currency).  

Ind AS 32 made the aforementioned exception only in the case of an equity conversion option embedded in a convertible bond denominated in a foreign currency, even though it explicitly recognised at several other places that other instruments could also contain equity conversion options. Given this position, it does not seem that the above exception could be extended by analogy to equity conversion options embedded in other types of financial instruments denominated in a foreign currency such as preference shares.

Accordingly, ITFG concluded that the equity conversion option forming part of terms of issue of preference shares under discussion would be a (derivative) financial liability of entity Y Ltd. (ITFG 17, Issue 11)

While assessing the contractual rights associated with the instrument, it is imperative to determine whether these rights are substantive. This is required to be done when initially assessing the classification of the instrument. In some cases, the contractual right to settle the instrument by delivering a fixed number of shares may not be substantive, resulting in the instrument to establish a contractual obligation to deliver a variable number of shares/make cash payments indirectly through its terms and conditions. For example, if on initial recognition of the instrument, S determines that the market value of its shares substantially exceeds the amount of cash payment. In this case, although S does not have an explicit contractual obligation to settle in cash, the value of the share settlement option is so high, that S would always settle in cash.

Measurement of compound financial instrument

A financial instrument may contain both a liability and an equity component – such an instrument is known as compound financial instrument. For example, Compulsorily Convertible Debentures (CCDs), FCCBs, RNCPS, etc. Entities are required to follow ‘split accounting’ for such instruments, by separately classifying and recognising the liability (mandatory coupon payable at a fixed interest rate) and equity components (principal component convertible into a fixed number of equity shares).

While measuring the liability and equity components, the entity first determines the fair value of the liability component (assuming there is no embedded derivative) by computing the present value of the contractually determined stream of future cash flows. These cash flows are discounted at the rate of interest applied at that time by the market to instruments of comparable credit status and providing substantially the same cash flows, on the same terms, but without the equity component (such as a conversion option in case of CCDs).

It would be computed as below for the following instruments:

- CCDs: CCDs with a mandatory coupon, issued for a period of 10 years, convertible into a fixed number of shares at the end of their term are in the nature of a compound instruments. The liability component of the debentures would be computed by discounting the interest cash outflows on the compulsorily convertible debentures for 10 years at the incremental borrowing rate applicable to the entity for a comparable 10 year loan. (ITFG 13, Issue 10)

- FCCB: FCCBs issued at an interest rate of six per cent per annum for a period of five years, which provide a holder an option to convert them into fixed number of shares are in the nature of a compound instrument. The liability component of the FCCB would be measured at fair value by discounting the the scheduled payments of interest and principal under the instrument at an interest rate applied at that time by the market to instruments of comparable credit status, providing substantially the same cash flows on the same terms, but without the conversion option (market interest rate). (ITFG 15, Issue 1)
• **RNCPS:** The liability component represents a contractual obligation to redeem the preference shares in cash. Accordingly, the fair value of the liability component on initial recognition would be computed as the present value of the eventual redemption amount discounted at the market interest rate. *(ITFG 15, Issue 2)*

The equity component would be measured at the residual amount, after deducting the fair value of the financial liability component from the fair value of the entire compound instrument. *(ITFG 13, Issue 10, ITFG 15 Issues 1 and 2)*

**Classification and measurement of financial assets**

On initial recognition, Ind AS 109 requires entities to classify financial assets into the amortised cost, FVOCI or at FVTPL categories based on the business model within which they are held and the nature of their contractual cash flows. The classification determines the basis on which such financial assets are subsequently measured. Entities may hold financial assets within a business model, which has an objective to either:

• Hold assets in order to collect contractual cash flows (‘held to collect’)
• Both collect contractual cash flows and sell financial assets (‘held to collect and for sale’), or
• Hold assets for sale (‘held for sale’).

Financial assets held within a ‘held to collect’ business model are generally managed by collecting the cash flows generated by the asset over its life. However, Ind AS 109 clarifies that entities need not hold all instruments until maturity. Thus, it becomes necessary to consider the frequency, value and timing of sales in prior periods, and expectations about future sales activities when assessing the business model. In this context, Ind AS 109 states that sales of instruments could be consistent with a ‘held to collect’ business model if they are infrequent (though significant in value) or are insignificant in value both individually and in aggregate (even if frequent). Ind AS 109, however, does not define ‘infrequent’ or ‘insignificant’.

It has been clarified that there is no ‘rule of thumb’ in terms of an indicative percentage to determine ‘infrequent number of sales’ or sales that are ‘insignificant in value’, considering the differing quantum, configuration and nature of financial assets in various entities. Management should, therefore, exercise judgement and establish criteria to identify situations in which sales of financial assets occurring before maturity may be consistent with a ‘held to collect’ business model. *(Frequently asked questions (FAQs) issued by ICAI on elaboration of terms used in Ind AS 109)*

**Measurement of financial assets**

On initial recognition, a financial asset or a financial liability is measured at fair value plus or minus directly attributable transaction costs, unless:

• The instrument is classified as at FVTPL, in which case transaction costs are not included, or
• The instrument is a trade receivable that is initially measured at the transaction price as defined in Ind AS 115.

Normally the fair value on initial recognition is the transaction price as described in Ind AS 109 i.e. the fair value of the consideration given or received for the financial instrument. If part of the consideration given or received is for something in addition to the financial instrument, then the entity separately measures the fair value of the financial instrument in accordance with Ind AS 113.

**Low interest and interest free financial instruments**

An entity may sometimes receive or give certain interest - free or low interest financial instruments, e.g. inter-company loans, government loans, interest-free security deposits, etc., the transaction price of which may not necessarily reflect the instrument’s fair value. In such a case, the fair value of the instrument is computed in accordance with Ind AS 113.

Ind AS 113 requires entities to maximise the use of quoted prices or other relevant observable inputs. However, if these are not available, a valuation technique may also be used, such as a present value technique with inputs that include future cash flows and discount rates that reflect assumptions that market participants would apply in pricing the financial instrument. The difference between the fair value of the instrument and the transaction price on initial recognition of the instrument would be accounted for separately. The accounting treatment for these will depend upon the nature of the element included in the instrument.

There has been significant debate and diversity in the accounting treatment for interest-free refundable security deposits, specifically on adjustment of time value of money. Accounting for security deposits is dependent on their nature and the purpose for which these have been placed as well as the terms of the contract.
The ITFG considered an interest-free refundable security deposit given by an entity (for example, a lease deposit). Since the deposit represents the entity’s contractual right to receive cash from the holder of the deposit, it is a financial asset in accordance with Ind AS 32. As per Ind AS 109, all financial assets subsequently measured at amortised cost and at fair value through other comprehensive income are initially recognised at their fair value plus or minus directly attributable transaction costs. This being an interest-free security deposit, the transaction price would be considered to have been given for something other than the financial instrument, accordingly, the transaction price would not appropriately reflect the fair value. Hence, ITFG stated that where the time value of money is material, the refundable security deposit would be shown at its present value, using the fair value technique in Ind AS 113, by discounting future cash flows. The difference between the transaction price and the fair value would be dealt with appropriately, for example, in case of an interest free rent deposit paid to a lessor, in respect of a non-cancellable operating lease arrangement, the difference may be deferred as prepaid rent to be recognised as an expense over the underlying lease term in accordance with Ind AS 17, Leases.

It was also clarified that the deposits which are contractually repayable on demand will be recognised at the transaction price on initial recognition similar to the initial recognition of demand deposit liabilities given under Ind AS 113. (ITFG 15, Issue 7)

In a scenario a subsidiary company (S Ltd.) received an interest free loan from its holding company (H Ltd.). The subsidiary is under an obligation to repay the loan at the end of five years. In accordance with Ind AS 109, S Ltd. is required to initially recognise the loan at its fair value determined according to the principles laid down in Ind AS 113.

ITFG considered the accounting treatment of the difference between the loan amount and the fair value of the loan at initial recognition in the books of S Ltd. In assessing whether the interest charged on a loan is at a below market rate, an entity should consider the terms and conditions of the loan, local industry practice and local market circumstances. Evidence that a loan is at market rates might include the interest rates currently charged by the entity, or by other market participants for loans with similar remaining maturities, cash flow patterns, currency credit risk, collateral and interest basis.

**Interest, dividends, losses and gains on financial instruments**

Ind AS 32 requires interest, dividends, losses and gains on financial instruments to be recognised either in the statement of profit and loss or in equity, depending on the classification of the financial instruments or components of financial instruments to which they pertain.

**Dividends on financial liabilities**

As per Ind AS 32, dividends paid on financial instruments that are classified as financial liabilities, would be presented as ‘interest expense’, and accounted for accordingly.

Ind AS 10, *Events after the Reporting Period* states that when entities declare dividends to holders of equity instruments after the reporting period, they should not recognise a liability for those dividends at the end of the reporting period.

Dividend/interest on financial instruments or components classified as liabilities are ‘interest expenses’, and hence, should accrue at the end of the reporting period, irrespective of when the dividend is declared (even after the reporting period) or paid. If the liability is classified and subsequently measured at amortised cost, the dividend/interest would be computed using the EIR method and debited to interest expense (in the statement of profit and loss). (ITFG 7, Issue 6)

Discretionary dividends paid on a compound instrument, i.e. an instrument that is partly equity in nature, may relate to the equity component of the instrument. In this scenario, an entity needs to assess whether discretionary dividend should be presented in equity. Depending on facts and circumstances in certain situations discretionary dividends could be presented in profit or loss because dividend payments on an instrument wholly recognised as a liability are recognised as an expense.

---
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Inclusion of Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT) on preference shares in EIR

In a specific case of an entity, where preference shares would qualify for classification as a financial liability in their entirety under Ind AS 32, the ITFG discussed whether DDT on such shares be included in computing EIR thereon.

In accordance with the guidance contained in Ind AS 32, if a financial instrument is classified as a financial liability in its entirety the ‘dividend’ thereon is in the nature of interest and is accordingly charged to the statement profit and loss.

Further, Ind AS 109 provides that when applying the EIR method, an entity generally amortises any fees, points paid or received, transaction costs and other premiums or discounts that are included in the calculation of EIR over the expected life of a financial instrument.

Additionally, the Guidance Note on Division II - Ind AS Schedule III to the Companies Act, 2013 issued by the ICAI provides guidance in respect of dividend on preference shares. The guidance is as follows:

Dividend on preferences shares, whether redeemable or convertible, is of the nature of ‘interest expense’, only where there is no discretion with the issuer over the payment of such dividends. In such a case, the portion of dividend as determined by applying the effective interest method should be presented as an ‘interest expense’ under ‘finance cost’. Accordingly, the corresponding DDT on such portion of non-discretionary dividends should also be presented in the statement of profit and loss under ‘interest expense’.

FAQs regarding DDT issued by the ASB of the ICAI provide that, presentation of DDT paid on the dividends should be consistent with the presentation of the transaction that created those income tax consequences. Therefore, the presentation of dividend and DDT in an entity’s SFS would be as follows:

- Financial instruments classified as debt: Dividend on the financial instruments and DDT thereon should be charged to the statement of profit and loss.
- Financial instrument classified as equity: Dividend on the financial instruments and DDT thereon should be recognised in equity and presented in the statement of changes in equity.
- Compound financial instrument: Dividend allocated to the debt portion of the instrument and DDT thereon should be charged to the statement of profit and loss and dividend allocated to the equity portion of the instrument and the DDT thereon should be recognised in equity. (FAQ issued by the ICAI)

Dividend distribution taxes

Ind AS 12, Income Taxes requires entities to pay a portion of the dividends payable to shareholders, to the taxation authorities on behalf of shareholders as Dividend Distribution Taxes (DDT).

It has been clarified that DDT payable by companies in India are in the nature of withholding taxes and requires their presentation to be consistent with the presentation of the transaction that created those income tax consequences. Therefore, the presentation of dividend and DDT in an entity’s SFS would be as follows:

- Financial instruments classified as debt: Dividend on the financial instruments and DDT thereon should be charged to the statement of profit and loss.
- Financial instrument classified as equity: Dividend on the financial instruments and DDT thereon should be recognised in equity and presented in the statement of changes in equity.
- Compound financial instrument: Dividend allocated to the debt portion of the instrument and DDT thereon should be charged to the statement of profit and loss and dividend allocated to the equity portion of the instrument and the DDT thereon should be recognised in equity. (FAQ issued by the ICAI)

Recognition of interest income

Ind AS 109 requires interest revenue on financial assets at amortised cost or FVOCI (investments in debt instruments) to be computed using the EIR method, wherein the EIR8 is applied to the gross carrying amount of a financial asset, except in certain circumstances.

Dividend income on an investment in a debt instrument would be recognised in the form of ‘interest income’ by an investor. However, the manner in which income would be computed and recognised would depend on the classification and measurement category of the investment in a debt instrument, as determined as per Ind AS 109. This is further explained below:

- **Debt instrument is subsequently measured at amortised cost**: The interest income is computed by applying the EIR to the gross carrying amount of the financial asset, when the instrument is not ‘credit-impaired’. Instruments are said to be credit impaired if they are unable to meet their financial contractual obligations due to detrimental cash flows. Interest income on such assets is computed in the manner specified below:
Where the asset was credit-impaired on its purchase or on origination: Interest income is computed on such assets by applying the credit adjusted EIR to the amortised cost of the financial asset.

Where the asset has subsequently become credit impaired: Interest is computed by applying EIR to the amortised cost of the financial asset during the period that the asset is considered as credit impaired. When the credit risk improves so that the financial asset is no longer credit impaired, interest income is computed by applying the EIR to its gross carrying amount.

- **Debt instrument is classified and measured at FVOCI:** Interest income is recognised in the statement of profit and loss in accordance with the EIR method.
- **Debt instrument is classified and measured at FVTPL:** Interest income is generally presented as part of the fair value gains or losses on the instrument or may be presented separately in the statement of profit and loss. An entity is required to disclose its accounting policy on this aspect in its financial statements. (ITFG 8, Issue 9)

ITFG has also provided further clarification for a financial asset while classifying under amortised cost and FVOCI (debt) categories. Therefore, in accordance with Ind AS 109, to be classified as amortised cost or FVOCI (debt) category, a financial asset must meet the following two conditions:

i. **Business Model Test and**

ii. **Contractual Cash flow Characteristic test (SPPI test).**

Ind AS 109 provides guidance on the SPPI and business model test.

The ITFG considered an example of a redeemable preference shares as a debt instrument with legal form of income as dividend. In order to assess if SPPI test is met for a redeemable preference share, an entity would need to evaluate if the dividend is discretionary or non-discretionary.

Where payment of dividend is not at the discretion of the issuer, the contractual cash flows (dividends and redemption proceeds) associated with the preference share would be akin to those associated with a plain-vanilla loan or other plain-vanilla debt instrument unless the cash flows do not meet the SPPI test.

On the other hand, where the payment of dividend on the preference share, whether cumulative or non-cumulative, is at the discretion of the issuer, the contractual cash flows characteristics differ from those of a basic lending arrangement as interest is also a contractual cash flow in a basic lending arrangement.

Accordingly, a preference share with a discretionary dividend feature cannot be said to represent a basic lending arrangement. Hence, such a preference share fails the SPPI test and cannot, therefore, be classified as at amortised cost or FVOCI. Therefore, such preference share would be classified at FVTPL.

An entity would need to consider applicable legal provisions in the relevant jurisdiction and also specific terms and conditions associated with the preference shares.

In case the preference shares meet the SPPI test and business model test then the dividend income would be accounted for using EIR method provided the instrument is classified under either at amortised cost or FVOCI. In case, it does not meet above tests or the entity has chosen the fair value option, the instrument would be classified at FVTPL and the entity would give disclosures for its accounting policy in accordance with disclosure requirements contained in Ind AS 107. (ITFG 17, Issue 4)

**EIR - Transaction costs**

On initial recognition of an instrument, Ind AS 109 requires entities to identify transaction costs and fees that are an integral part of the EIR of such instruments. These transaction costs and fees (such as origination and processing fees) are treated as an adjustment to the EIR, and are amortised over the expected life of the instrument.

( Please refer chapter 10 on Other topics- Ind AS 23, Borrowing costs for more details on capitalisation of DDT paid on preference shares dividend and processing charges to the cost of qualifying asset) (ITFG 13, Issue 1 and ITFG 14, Issue 1)

**Undisbursed loans**

Processing fees paid relating to term loans are in the nature of origination fees and are adjusted in the EIR of the term loan. However, where the loan is drawn down in tranches, processing fees need to be evaluated for each tranche separately. Accordingly, for undisbursed term loans, the processing fees should be accounted for as follows:

- **Where it is probable that the undisbursed term loan will be drawn down in the future:** The processing fee pertaining to the loan should be considered as a transaction cost under Ind AS 109, and amortised to the statement of profit and loss over the period of the loan tranche it pertains to, when it is drawn down. Until then, the amount would be recognised as a deferred expense in the balance sheet.
Where it is not probable that the undisbursed portion of the term loan will be drawn down in the future: The entire processing fee pertaining to the loan should be recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis, over the term of the loan. *(ITFG 10, Issue 2)*

However, further clarity may be required on the period over which the processing fees should be amortised, i.e. whether this is the remaining drawdown period or the tenor of the disbursed component of the loan.

If, on the other hand, the fees paid by the entity are in the nature of facility or commitment fees for ensuring availability of funds during the draw-down period of a loan, we consider that it may be appropriate to recognise such fees on the undrawn component as an expense over the facility commitment period. In that scenario, the fees would relate to arranging the loan facility, and are intended to compensate the bank for keeping funds available during the commitment period. This commitment period could be shorter than the term of the loan (relating to the component that may have been drawn down).

**Modification of financial instruments**

The terms of financial instruments may be renegotiated, resulting in a modification in the timing and/or amount of contractual cash flows of the instrument. The modified terms need to be evaluated to ascertain the extent of modification, which would determine the accounting treatment for the transaction.

**Modification of terms that do not result in derecognition**

Where the modification of a financial instrument would result in revised cash flows whose timing and amount is not substantially different from those of the original instrument, such modification would not result in derecognition of the instrument. In this case, the gross carrying amount of the instrument is recalculated by discounting the modified contractual cash flows using the original EIR. Any difference between this recalculated amount and the existing gross carrying amount (of financial assets or amortised cost of financial liabilities) is recognised in the statement of profit and loss as a modification gain or loss.

If a debt instrument is in default in a particular financial year (say year 1), and the terms of the instrument have been renegotiated in the next financial year (say year 2) (prior to approval of the financial statements), the modification gain or loss on the renegotiated debt instrument would be recognised in the financial year in which the renegotiation contractually takes place (i.e. year 2). *(ITFG 13, Issue 6)*

**Modification of terms that result in derecognition of a financial liability**

As per Ind AS 109, a financial liability is derecognised when it is extinguished – i.e. it is discharged or cancelled or expires. This may happen when:

- Payment is made to the lender, e.g. when the issuer of a debt instrument redeems the instrument
- The borrower is legally released from primary responsibility for the financial liability
- There is an exchange between an existing lender and borrower of debt instruments with substantially different terms or a substantial modification of the terms of an existing debt instrument.

To determine whether there is a substantial modification of terms, entities need to consider both quantitative and qualitative factors.

Quantitative assessment: Terms are considered to have been substantially modified when the net present value of the cash flows under the new terms, including any fees paid, net of any fees received and discounted using the original EIR differ by at least 10 per cent from the present value of the remaining cash flows under the original terms (this is also called as the ‘10 per cent test’).

Qualitative assessment: The purpose of a qualitative assessment is to identify substantial differences in terms that by their nature are not captured by a quantitative assessment.

Substantial modification of terms would lead to derecognition of the original loan and recognition of the new (modified) loan, at its fair value. The difference between the amount derecognised and the fair value of the new loan is treated as a modification gain or loss and recognised in the statement of profit and loss. Expenses incurred on such modification, including transaction costs should be assessed to determine their accounting treatment.

---

9. As per Ind AS 109, the extent of modification needs to be determined considering qualitative and quantitative factors.

10. This condition can be satisfied even if the borrower has given a guarantee, as long as the borrower is released from primary responsibility.
Refinancing arrangements

When an entity enters into a refinancing arrangement for its old loan facility, wherein it takes a new loan to pay off its old loan facility, this arrangement is considered a modification resulting in derecognition of the old loan. Such a transaction involves various fees, including processing fees for the new loan and prepayment premium for the old loan. The accounting treatment for the transaction would be as follows:

- **Original loan**: The difference between the carrying amount of the original loan repaid (or extinguished) and the consideration paid on extinguishment would be recognised in the statement of profit and loss.

- **Unamortised processing fees on old loan**: These would be charged to the statement of profit and loss.

- **Prepayment premium**: Refinancing of the old loan is in the nature of a modification in the terms of the loan that would lead to derecognition of the old loan. Accordingly, the prepayment fees paid by the entity would be considered as costs or fees incurred on extinguishment of the loan, and would be included as a part of gain or loss on extinguishment of the loan (in the statement of profit and loss).

- **New loan processing fees**: Processing fees on the new loan facility are not a modification/renegotiation fee. Instead, these are an integral part of originating the new loan, and would be considered as a transaction cost that is included in the computation of EIR of the new loan. (ITFG 12, Issue 4)

It is imperative to note that this accounting treatment may not apply to situations where the contractual terms of a loan are modified/restructured due to financial difficulties. Entities would have to analyse the relevant facts and circumstances to determine whether the modified loan should be derecognised and the consequent impact on costs and fees incurred in relation to the origination or modification of the loan.

Restructuring of loan

Where a non-performing loan was transferred to an Asset Reconstruction Company (ARC) and was restructured by the ARC, the borrower (say B Ltd.) was required to assess whether this would lead to derecognition of the existing loan. The restructuring involved:

- A hair cut by ARC for some portion of the loan
- Partial settlement of the loan by issue of fully paid-up equity shares at traded market price and
- The balance loan amount would be paid in installments over seven years at a revised interest rate, which was linked to the Marginal Cost of funds-based Lending Rate (MCLR).

The guidance given in Ind AS 109 relating to extinguishment of a liability and modification of debt provides that an entity should remove a financial liability (or a part of a financial liability) from its balance sheet only when it is extinguished or is substantially modified.

In the given case, it was clarified that B Ltd. would be required to assess whether change of the lender (assignment of loan) from bank to the ARC is a legal release from the primary liability to the bank.

Accordingly, if B Ltd. concluded that:

- **Change of lender results in legal release from primary liability**: It should derecognise entire amount of the existing loan and the new arrangement with ARC would be accounted for as a new loan. The difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability extinguished and the consideration paid (including any non-cash assets transferred or liabilities assumed) would be recognised in the statement of profit and loss.

- **Change of lender does not result in legal release from primary liability**: It should consider whether there is a substantial modification of terms of the existing financial liability (or part of it) based on the quantitative and qualitative assessment.

In this case, ITFG highlighted that there were no additional factors that would require B Ltd. to perform a qualitative analysis. Therefore, if the quantitative threshold of 10 per cent is met, then modification of terms should be considered to be substantial and vice-versa.

In this case, a part of the loan had been settled by way of issue of equity shares of B Ltd. Therefore, fair value of the equity shares should be accounted for in accordance with Appendix D to Ind AS 109, Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments and guidance contained in Ind AS 109.

With respect to the balance portion, the modifications relate to terms that were captured by the quantitative test (i.e. the haircut, rescheduling of repayment, and change in interest rate). Accordingly, if the modification of balance loan was considered to be substantial, then B Ltd. was required to derecognise the balance loan and recognise the new modified loan. Any difference between the carrying amount of the original loan and new modified loan would be recognised in the statement of profit and loss. (ITFG 16, Issue 3)
**Hedge accounting**

Ind AS 109 permits an entity to apply hedge accounting principles to its derivative transactions if it meets the qualifying criteria specified in the standard. Ind AS 109 specifies that ‘a cash flow hedge is a hedge of the exposure to variability in cash flows that is attributable to a particular risk associated with all, or a component of, a recognised asset or liability (such as all or some future interest payments on variable rate debt) or a highly probable forecast transaction, and could affect profit or loss.’ In a cash flow hedge the fair value gains or losses on the derivative hedging instrument are recognised in reserves and recycled to the statement of profit and loss when the hedged item/hedged transaction affects profit or loss.

An entity that has, under paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101, continued its previously adopted policy of capitalising foreign exchange differences on its long-term foreign currency loan will not recognise these foreign exchange differences in profit or loss. These foreign exchange differences form part of the carrying value of the related fixed asset and are depreciated over the balance useful life of the asset.

An entity that has availed of the option available under paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101 and continues to capitalise (to the cost of the related asset) the foreign exchange differences arising from its long-term foreign currency loan will not recognise these foreign exchange differences in profit or loss. These foreign exchange differences form part of the carrying value of the related fixed asset and are depreciated over the balance useful life of the asset.

**Disclosure**

**Market risk disclosures for certain instruments**

As per Ind AS 107, entities are required to provide quantitative and qualitative disclosures of their exposure to various financial risks arising from financial instruments. Ind AS 107 also requires disclosure of an entity’s objectives, policies and processes for managing those risks and other concentrations of risk. Additionally, with respect to market risk, in addition to disclosing the exposure to foreign currency risk, interest rate risk, and other price risk, an entity is required to provide an analysis of sensitivity to these risks. This sensitivity analysis reflects how profit or loss and equity would be affected by reasonably possible changes in the relevant risk variable at the reporting date.

Paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101 permits an entity to continue the policy (if selected under AS) of capitalising/transfering to reserves the foreign exchange differences arising from translation of long-term foreign currency monetary items recognised prior to the date of implementation of Ind AS. The financial risk related disclosure requirements of Ind AS 107 would also apply to such long-term foreign currency monetary items (for which the option under paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101 has been availed). This is because, the entity still remains exposed to foreign currency risk in respect of such instruments, and these could lead to an indirect impact in the statement of profit and loss or equity, for example through depreciation or amortisation of the capitalised amount of exchange differences. *(ITFG 13, Issue 8)*

By indicating that an entity still remains exposed to foreign currency risk, this view appears to support the applicability of hedge accounting in a situation where foreign currency derivatives have been transacted to mitigate the foreign currency risk on a long-term loan for which an entity continues to apply the policy of capitalising foreign exchange differences on translation in accordance with paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101. However, ITFG opined that hedge accounting would not be applicable in this scenario (refer section on hedge accounting above). Therefore, further clarity may be required to determine the appropriate accounting treatment for these transactions.
Generally non-financial assets recognised by an entity under Ind AS may include, tangible fixed assets such as PPE as well as also intangibles such as technology, brands, etc. This chapter includes a discussion on the following standards on non-financial assets:

- Ind AS 16, *Property, Plant and Equipment*
- Ind AS 38, *Intangible Assets*
- Ind AS 40, *Investment Property.*

**Key principles**

- PPE are tangible items that are held for use in the production or supply of goods or services, for rental to others, or for administrative purposes and are expected to be used during more than one period.
- Intangible asset is an identifiable non-monetary asset without physical substance. It is ‘identifiable’ if it is separable or arises from contractual or legal rights.
- Investment property is property (land or a building—or part of a building—or both) held (by the owner or by the lessee under a finance lease) to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both.

**Recognition criteria**

- The cost of an item of PPE or an intangible asset is required to be recognised as an asset if and only if it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item flow to the entity and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
- Items such as spare parts, stand-by equipment and servicing equipment are recognised in accordance with Ind AS 16 when they meet the definition of PPE. Otherwise, such items are classified as inventory.

**Measurement at initial recognition**

- An item of PPE or an intangible asset that qualifies for recognition as an asset should be measured initially at its cost. The initial measurement of an intangible asset depends on whether it has been acquired separately, acquired as part of a business combination or internally generated.
- Internally generated goodwill, brands, mastheads, publishing titles, customer lists and items similar in substance (e.g. start-up costs, advertising and promotional activities and relocation or a reorganisation expenses) should not be recognised as intangible assets.
- The cost of an item of PPE includes all expenditure directly attributable to bringing the asset to the location and working condition for its intended use. Also the estimated costs of dismantling and removing the item and restoring the site.
- Internal development expenditure relating to intangible assets is capitalised if specific criteria are met. These capitalisation criteria are applied to all internally developed intangible assets.
• Internal research expenditure is expensed as it is incurred.
• Investment property is initially recognised at cost. After initial recognition all investment property are measured under the cost model.

**Depreciation**

• When an item of PPE comprises individual components for which different depreciation methods or rates are appropriate, each component is depreciated separately.
• Any item of PPE or an intangible asset with finite useful life is depreciated/amortised on a systematic basis over its useful life. The depreciable amount of an asset is determined after deducting its residual value.
• The depreciation method/amortisation method used would reflect the pattern in which the asset’s future economic benefits are expected to be consumed by the entity.
• An intangible asset with an indefinite useful life is not amortised but tested for impairment.
• The estimates for the residual value, useful life of an asset and the method of depreciation/amortisation should be reviewed at a minimum at each financial year-end. In addition if expectations differ from previous estimates, the change(s) is accounted for as a change in an accounting estimate in accordance with Ind AS 8.

**Derecognition**

• The carrying amount of an item of PPE or an intangible asset should be derecognised on disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected from its use or disposal. The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of PPE is recognised in profit or loss when the item is derecognised unless it is a sale and leaseback. Gains are not to be classified as revenue.
• An investment property would be derecognised on its disposal or when it is permanently withdrawn from use and no future economic benefits are expected from its disposal. Transfers to or from investment property are made only if there has been a change in the use of the property.
• The intention to sell an investment property without redevelopment does not justify reclassification from investment property into inventory. The property continues to be classified as investment property until disposal unless it is classified as held-for-sale.

---

**Significant differences from IFRS**

**Revenue based amortisation for toll road intangible assets**

As per paragraph 7AA in Ind AS 38, the amortisation method prescribed by Ind AS 38 would not apply to an entity that opts to amortise intangible assets arising from service concession arrangements in respect of toll roads in accordance with the exception given in paragraph D22 of Ind AS 101. This exception is applicable to toll road related intangible assets recognised in the financial statements for the period ending immediately before the beginning of the first Ind AS reporting period. This exception should be read in conjunction with Schedule II of the 2013 Act.

---

1. Source: Appendix 1 (comparison with IAS 38 and SIC 32 to Ind AS 38).
Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Capitalisation of spares

Entities may purchase spares, standby equipment, etc., which may be used along with the relevant item of PPE. In a situation where an entity uses spare parts for an item of PPE, issues may arise on whether such spare parts should be recognised as inventory or capitalised as PPE and recognised as part of that equipment or whether depreciation should be computed separately for that spare part.

In the cases where spare parts meet the definition of PPE and satisfy the recognition criteria in Ind AS 16 then they should be capitalised as PPE separately from the equipment with which it is intended to be used. The depreciation on an item of spare part would begin when the asset is available for use i.e. when it is in the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by the management. The spare parts may be readily available for use and may be depreciated from the date of its purchase. In determining the useful life of the spare part, the life of the machine (in respect of which it could be used) could be one of the determining factors. (ITFG 2, Issue 4).

In this context, although the entity cannot restrict others from using the railway sidings, roads, bridges, etc., these are required to facilitate the construction of the related item of PPE and for its operation. Expenditure on enabling assets is incurred in order to get future economic benefits from the project/PPE as a whole. Hence, these expenses should be capitalised in the financial statements of the entity.

Capitalisation of enabling assets

Ind AS 16 states that the cost of an asset would include all expenditure directly attributable to bringing the asset to the location and working condition for its intended use. By the same analogy, it is often argued that expenditure on enabling assets (i.e. assets which are not owned or controlled by the entity) should be capitalised as such an expenditure is necessary for facilitating construction of a related item of PPE or making the relevant item of PPE capable of operating in the manner intended by the management.

Capitalisation of expenditure incurred on construction of enabling assets, such as an access road or a railway siding on a land not owned by an entity, would depend on facts and circumstances of each case. (ITFG 2, Issue 5)

The entity may not have ownership rights and consequently these enabling assets would be available for use to other entities and public at large. In such situation, guidance on issues related to manner of capitalisation of enabling assets, their presentation and depreciation is as follows:

- Capitalisation of enabling assets: Ind AS 16 prescribes that an item may be capitalised as PPE, if it is probable that future economic benefits associated with it will flow to the entity, and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. Further, any costs directly attributable to bring the asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by the management would form part of the cost of the PPE.

In this context, although the entity cannot restrict others from using the railway sidings, roads, bridges, etc., these are required to facilitate the construction of the related item of PPE and for its operation. Expenditure on enabling assets is incurred in order to get future economic benefits from the project/PPE as a whole. Hence, these expenses should be capitalised in the financial statements of the entity.

Applicability of fair value model to investment property

IAS 40, Investment Property, permits both cost model and fair value model (except in some situations) for measurement of investment properties after initial recognition while Ind AS 40 permits only the cost model.

IAS 40 permits treatment of property interest held in an operating lease as an investment property, if the definition of investment property is otherwise met and fair value model is applied. In such cases, the operating lease would be accounted as if it were a finance lease. Since Ind AS 40 prohibits the use of fair value model, this treatment is prohibited in Ind AS 40. Also the expression ‘investment property under a finance or operating lease’ appearing in IAS 40 has been modified as ‘investment property under finance lease’ in Ind AS 40.

Presentation of enabling assets: Since the entity may not be able to restrict others from using the enabling asset, it cannot capitalise them as individual items of PPE. Accordingly, the expenditure incurred will be considered as part of the overall cost of the related project and accordingly, would be allocated to and capitalised as a part of the items of the project. These assets would be presented within the class of asset to which they relate.

Depreciation of enabling assets: Ind AS 16 requires that an item of PPE with a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the PPE should be depreciated separately (component accounting). Accordingly, enabling assets would be depreciated as follows:

- **Useful life is different:** If the components have a useful life which is different from the useful life of the PPE to which they relate, they should be depreciated separately over their useful life. The useful life, however should not exceed that of the asset to which they relate.

- **Useful life and depreciation method are the same:** If the components have a useful life and depreciation method that are the same as the useful life and depreciation method of the PPE, then they may be grouped with the related PPE and depreciated as a single component.

- **Directly attributable costs:** Where the components have been included in the cost of PPE as directly attributable cost, then they should be depreciated over the useful life of the PPE. The useful lives of components should not exceed that of the asset to which they relate. (ITFG 11, Issue 8)

### Accounting for restoration cost in case of a leasehold land

In accordance with guidance provided in Ind AS 16, the cost of an item of PPE comprises the initial estimate of the costs of dismantling and removing the item and restoring the site on which it is located. The obligation would be incurred either when the item is acquired or as a consequence of having used the item during a particular period for purposes other than to produce inventories during that period. There could be a situation where an entity using a leasehold land (for business purposes) is under an obligation to restore the land to its original condition at the end of the lease period.

In accordance with the principles of Ind AS 17, Leases, the entity would be first required to evaluate whether the lease is a finance lease or an operating lease. Thereafter, the accounting treatment of the restoration costs on such a leasehold land, in the books of the lessee would be as below:

- **In case lease is determined to be a finance lease:** All site restoration costs need to be estimated and capitalised at initial recognition of PPE. This should be done in such a manner that the restoration costs can be recovered over the life of PPE, even if the expenditure will only be incurred at the end of the item’s life i.e. at the end of the lease period.

Where an obligation exists to restore a site to its former condition at the end of its useful life, the present value of the related future payments is capitalised along with the cost of acquisition or construction upon completion and a corresponding liability is recognised.

Further, in accordance with guidance provided in Appendix A to the Ind AS 16, the asset comprising the decommissioning cost is depreciated over its useful life. The periodic unwinding of the discount is recognised as a finance cost in the statement of profit and loss. Its capitalisation is not permitted under Ind AS 23.

- **In case lease is determined as an operating lease:** In such a case, if the entity incurs an amount to construct the asset/structure on land which it is required to remove on expiration of the lease, then it should account for the removal obligation as it has a present obligation under the lease to remove the improvements at the end of the lease term.

The entity would capitalise leasehold building/improvements and amortise them over the term of the lease.

It is to be noted that the removal obligation arises when the entity completes the construction, which is the past event. Accordingly, the present value of expected outflow should be recognised as a liability when the construction is completed. Further, an asset of the same amount should be recognised and amortised over the remaining lease term. (ITFG 14, Issue 2)
Application of revaluation model for land and building

When an entity that is transitioning to Ind AS has certain immovable properties, such as land or building, it is required to first evaluate whether the land and building held by it meets the definition of ‘investment property’ in accordance with Ind AS 40 or is considered as PPE in accordance with Ind AS 16. The entity may consider if it is permitted to use the revaluation model for such immovable properties instead of cost model in its first Ind AS financial statements on the following basis:

• **Land and building is classified as PPE:** Measure the land or building initially at cost. For subsequent measurement, the entity has an option to select the cost model or revaluation model for this class of PPE.

• **Land and building is classified as an investment property:** Only the cost model should be used for initial and subsequent measurement.

A related issue is whether an entity is permitted to opt for the cost model for some classes of PPE and apply the revaluation model for other classes of PPE in its first Ind AS financial statements. As Ind AS 16 states that ‘if an item of PPE has been revalued, the entire class of PPE to which that asset belongs should be revalued’, therefore the entity may elect to apply the revaluation model to a particular class of PPE and cost model to another class of PPE. (ITFG 12, Issue 1)

Adjustments arising out of fair valuation of investment property as required under Ind AS 28 to be made in the CFS of investor

Ind AS 40 does not permit measurement of investment property at fair value. However, in accordance with Ind AS 28, identifiable assets and liabilities of the investee are required to be fair valued and appropriate adjustments are required to entity’s share of investee’s profit or loss while applying the equity method in CFS of the investor.

Please refer Chapter 1 on Consolidation of subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures for more details on the above issue. (ITFG 17, Issue 5)

Retrospective application of revaluation model in PPE

Ind AS 16 states that in case an asset’s carrying amount is increased as a result of a revaluation, the increase should be recognised in OCI and accumulated in equity under the heading of revaluation surplus. Further Ind AS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements, states that OCI comprises items of income and expense (including reclassification adjustments) that are not recognised in profit or loss as required or permitted by other Ind AS.

An entity applied revaluation model under previous Indian GAAP. On transition to Ind AS, it elected not to apply the deemed cost exemption under Ind AS 101. The entity opted to retrospectively apply the requirements of Ind AS 16 to all items of PPE and opted for revaluation model of Ind AS 16 for subsequent measurement.

Therefore, the entity should apply the revaluation model of Ind AS 16 to its PPE. On the date of transition to Ind AS, the revaluation reserve determined in accordance with the requirements of Ind AS 16 (carried from previous GAAP) would be recognised as a revaluation surplus in equity. The opening balance of revaluation surplus (determined in accordance with previous GAAP) should be transferred to retained earnings or if appropriate, another category of equity. Any revaluation gains arising on subsequent recognition, i.e. after the date of transition, should be recognised in the OCI. (ITFG 14, Issue 6)
Revenue-based amortisation

Ind AS 38 requires the amortisation method used for intangible assets with a finite useful life to reflect the pattern in which an asset’s future economic benefits are expected to be consumed by an entity. There is a rebuttable presumption that an amortisation method based on revenue generated based on the use of an intangible asset is inappropriate except in limited circumstances. Generally, intangible assets with a finite useful life are amortised on a straight-line basis over their useful life.

Paragraph 7AA of Ind AS 38 read with paragraph D22 of Ind AS 101 specifically permits revenue-based amortisation for intangible assets arising from service concession arrangements in respect of toll roads recognised in the financial statements for the period ending immediately before the beginning of the first Ind AS reporting period. This method of amortisation is not generally permitted for intangible assets related to toll roads that are recognised subsequently.

Earlier Schedule II to the 2013 Act, permitted revenue-based amortisation for such intangible asset without any reference to any financial year. This was inconsistent with the guidance in Ind AS 101.

The Schedule II to the 2013 Act was amended by MCA on 9 December 2016 to clarify that Ind AS entities would be unable to apply revenue-based amortisation method to toll road related intangible assets that are recognised after the beginning of the first year of adoption of Ind AS.

(ITFG 3, Issue 13)

(Please refer Chapter 9 on First-time Adoption of Ind AS for more details on revenue-based amortisation of toll roads and application of exemption to toll roads under construction)
Key principles

- Ind AS 12 includes all domestic and foreign taxes which are based on taxable profits as also withholding taxes (which are payable by a subsidiary, associate or joint venture on distributions to investors).
- Ind AS 12 requires recognition of tax consequences of difference between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities and their tax base.
- Current tax is the amount of income taxes payable (recoverable) in respect of the taxable profit (tax loss) for a period.
- Deferred tax liabilities are the amounts of income taxes payable in future periods in respect of taxable temporary differences.
- Deferred tax assets are the amounts of income taxes recoverable in future periods in respect of deductible temporary differences, carry forward of unused tax losses and carry forward of unused tax credits.
- A deferred tax asset or liability is not recognised if:
  - It arises from the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination, and
  - At the time of transaction, it affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit.
- Deferred tax liability/asset is not recognised in respect of temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, branches, associates and joint arrangements if certain conditions are met. For example, in the case the investor is able to control the timing of the reversal of the temporary differences, and it is probable that the temporary difference will not reverse in the foreseeable future.
- A deferred tax asset is required to be recognised for the carry forward of unused tax losses and unused tax credits to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profit will be available against which the unused tax losses and unused tax credits can be utilised.

Measurement

- Current and deferred taxes are measured based on rates that are enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting date.
- Deferred tax liabilities and assets are measured based on the expected manner of settlement (liability) or recovery (asset).
- Deferred tax assets and liabilities are not discounted.
- The carrying amount of a deferred tax asset is required to be reviewed at the end of each reporting period.
- The total income tax expense (income) recognised in a period is the sum of current tax plus the change in deferred tax assets and liabilities during the period, excluding tax recognised outside profit or loss.
• Tax consequences that relate to changes in the recognised amount of equity, in the same or a different period (not included in profit or loss), shall be charged or credited directly to equity.

• Tax consequences that relate to amounts recognised in OCI are required to be recognised in OCI.

Presentation

• Deferred tax asset or liability is classified as a non-current asset or liability respectively in the balance sheet.

Offsetting

• The current tax assets and current tax liabilities can only be offset against each other when the entity has a legally enforceable right to set off and it intends either to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

• The same principle as above applies for offsetting deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities.

Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Ind AS 12 requires a deferred tax asset/liability is to be created for all deductible/taxable temporary differences, except in specified situations e.g., if it arises from a transaction that affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit (tax loss) at the time of the transaction (known as initial recognition exemption).

In addition, Ind AS 12 requires the measurement of deferred tax assets or liabilities to reflect the tax consequences that would follow from the manner in which the entity expects, at the end of the reporting period, to recover or settle the carrying amount of its assets/liabilities. This may require the exercise of judgement based on facts and circumstances.

Ind AS 12 also specifies that if a non-depreciable asset is measured using the revaluation model under Ind AS 16, the related deferred tax asset or deferred tax liability is measured based on the tax consequences of recovering the carrying amount of such an asset through sale, regardless of the basis of measuring its carrying amount.

Recognition of deferred tax on freehold land

Entities may hold free hold land which is sometimes expected to be sold on a slump-sale basis and not individually. In such cases, an issue may arise whether or not to recognise a deferred tax asset on such land since it will be sold on a slump sale basis and hence, a temporary tax difference would not exist.

Accounting of deferred taxes on freehold land could be a highly judgemental area for entities under Ind AS as it involves considerable estimation. Therefore, entities, should consider all facts and circumstances while accounting for deferred taxes and disclose the judgement taken in respect to deferred taxes on a freehold land. To address uncertainty, steps provided on next page could be helpful:
Consider all factors concerning its expected profitability, both favourable and unfavourable, when assessing whether a deferred tax asset should be recognised on the basis of availability of future taxable profits. A deferred tax asset should be recognised if:
- An entity has stable earnings history
- There is no evidence to suggest that current earnings level will not continue into the future, and
- There is no evidence to suggest that the tax benefits will not be realised for some other reason.

Assess if the fair value of freehold land is higher than its tax base (due to indexation), then this is a factor taken into account in assessing the probability of whether taxable profits will be available to offset the deductible temporary difference in future.

While assessing deferred tax asset, an entity should also take into account the appropriate scheduling of the reversal of such temporary differences. If the assessment is favourable, then a deferred tax asset should be recognised for the deductible temporary differences.

Assess the situation where an entity does not have an intention to sell freehold land separately, for example, it has constructed a factory on that land and the factory is vital for its operations. The entity should also assess its past experience of slump-sale of such assets.

The difficulty of estimating the timing of the reversal of the temporary difference is not in itself a reason for not recognising a deferred tax asset. However, it is a relevant factor in assessing the probability of the availability of future tax profits.

In such a case where an entity held freehold land expected to be sold on slump sale basis, ITFG clarified that the entity would be required to exercise judgement to determine whether the freehold land will be sold through a slump sale. If so, then the tax base of the land would be the same as its carrying amount as an indexation benefit is not available in case of slump sale under the Income-tax Act, 1961 (IT Act). Therefore, there would be no temporary difference and consequently no deferred tax asset would be recognised. (ITFG 7, Issue 7)

**Creation of deferred taxes on land converted to inventory**

The ITFG has pointed out that as per IT Act, conversion of a capital asset into stock-in-trade, and thereafter, sale of the stock-in-trade, the tax treatment would be as follows:
- **Capital gains tax:** There would be capital gains liability in respect of the conversion of capital asset into stock-in-trade, at market value thereof on the date of conversion. Thus, the capital gains will be computed as the difference between the indexed cost of capital asset to the assessee and the fair market value of such capital asset on the date of its conversion into stock-in-trade. However, the tax will be computed using the capital gains tax rate applicable in the year of actual sale and not in the year of conversion. Also, the capital gains tax will be required to be paid only at the time of sale of the stock-in-trade.

- **Profit/loss on sale of land as stock-in-trade:** As regard the sale of the stock-in-trade, any profit realised or loss incurred (i.e. difference between the sale proceeds and fair value on the date of conversion) will be liable to tax as a business income. Such profit/loss would accrue and be liable to tax at the time of sale of the stock-in-trade. If there is a business loss in the year of sale of stock-in-trade, the IT Act allows the loss to be offset against capital gains arising on conversion. Thus, the liability for capital gain tax on conversion is not sacrosanct and can vary depending on outcome from sale of stock-in-trade.

Considering the above, conversion of capital asset into stock-in-trade would not require an entity to recognise any current tax liability. Under the IT Act, the current tax liability would arise only on the sale of stock-in-trade. However, the entity would need to consider deferred tax implications under Ind AS 12. Additionally, the ITFG pointed out that recognition of deferred tax asset would be subject to consideration of prudence.

When an entity Z Ltd. purchased certain land as a fixed asset on 1 January 2007 for INR100 which was subsequently converted to inventory on 1 January 2016. At the date of conversion indexed cost of land was INR150 and its fair value was INR1,000.
Z Ltd. adopted Ind AS from 1 April 2018 and its date of transition was 1 April 2017. On the date of transition, the land (now classified as inventory) was recognised at its historical cost (i.e. INR100, which was its carrying value).

The issue considered was whether Z Ltd. recognise deferred tax on land on the date of transition to Ind AS.

In accordance with guidance provided in Ind AS 12, ITFG clarified as follows:

a. On the date of transition to Ind AS (1 April 2017), a deductible temporary difference existed for Z Ltd. arising out of the carrying amount of asset (which is INR100 as on 1 January 2016) and its tax base (which is INR150 as on 1 January 2016, considering indexation benefit).

Thus, on the date of transition, the entity would recognise a deferred tax asset for the deductible temporary difference of INR50 in the value of land provided it satisfied other deferred tax asset recognition criteria under Ind AS 12.

b. The difference between the indexed cost of land on the date of conversion and its fair value, however, would not meet definition of temporary difference under Ind AS 12. Additionally, the business income under the IT Act would be computed as a difference between the sale price of the stock-in-trade (i.e. date of actual sale of inventory) and market value of the fixed asset on the date of its conversion into stock-in-trade. Hence, such a tax liability would not arise on the date of transition. (ITFG 17, Issue 7)

**Deferred taxes on capitalised exchange differences**

AS 11, *The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates*, provided a relief to the entities from reporting adverse impact of volatility in exchange rate difference by providing the following options:

a. Adjust to the cost of the asset, where the long-term foreign currency monetary items relate to the acquisition of a depreciable capital asset (whether purchased within or outside India), and consequently depreciate over such asset’s balance life, or

b. Accumulate in ‘Foreign Currency Monetary Item Translation Difference Account’ (FCMITDA) and amortise over the balance period of long-term monetary asset/liability but not beyond 31 March 2020, in cases other than those falling under (a) above.

On transition to Ind AS, Ind AS 101 and Ind AS 21, *The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates*, allow entities to recognise foreign exchange adjustments as per the policy adopted under previous GAAP. Therefore, exchange differences arising from translation of long-term foreign currency monetary items recognised in the financial statements for the period ending immediately before the beginning of the first Ind AS financial reporting period can continue to be accounted for as per the previous GAAP.

Accordingly, certain entities that availed the relief provided by AS 11 would have added to or deducted exchange gain/loss on foreign currency loan from the cost of Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE), before adoption of Ind AS. However, such exchange differences capitalised are not allowed deduction under the IT Act including Income Computation and Disclosure Standards (ICDS). In addition, entities that chose to follow the previous GAAP accounting policy post transition, such adjustment would lead to temporary differences and recognition of deferred taxes through statement of profit and loss. Such adjustments are likely to bring volatility to the statement of profit and loss.

Entities would need to recognise deferred taxes on such differences arising from the adjustment of exchange difference to the cost of the asset. (ITFG 8, Issue 8)

**Deferred tax on undistributed profits**

The practical implications on accounting of deferred tax on undistributed profits are discussed in detail under various situations as follows:

i. When a parent receives dividend from its wholly-owned subsidiary during the year and the subsidiary would pay Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT) thereon as per tax laws to the taxation authorities.

At the time of consolidation, the dividend income earned by the parent would be eliminated against the dividend recorded in its equity by the subsidiary as a result of consolidation adjustment. The DDT paid by the subsidiary to the taxation authorities (being outside the consolidation group) would be charged as expense in the consolidated statement of profit and loss of the parent (presuming that parent is unable to claim an offset against its own DDT liability).

Ind AS 12 requires recognition of deferred tax liability on the undistributed reserves of subsidiaries except where the parent is able to control the timing of reversal of the temporary difference and it is probable that the temporary difference will not reverse in the foreseeable future.
However, in case the board of directors of a subsidiary propose to declare dividend for the previous financial year, to the extent of such proposed dividend, the temporary difference (in relation to DDT liability) is considered to be probable to reverse.

In case where the parent is likely to claim the DDT paid by the subsidiary as an offset against its own DDT liability, the ability to claim offset is subject to receipt of approval from the shareholders of the parent (approval of dividend at the annual general meeting).

Accordingly, while it has been clarified that the parent may be required to recognise deferred tax liability in the consolidated financial statement (measured based on the DDT expense of the subsidiary) to the extent of proposed dividend of the subsidiary, recognition of deferred tax asset to the extent of offset may not be recognised pending receipt of approval from the shareholders of the parent.  

 ii. ITFG has now clarified that while dealing with the above issue in its bulletin 9, the intention was not to preclude recognition of DDT credit in the CFS in the period in which the parent receives dividend from a subsidiary. Therefore based on an evaluation of facts and circumstances, the parent reasonably expects at the reporting date that it would be able to avail of the DDT credit upon declaration of dividend at its Annual General Meeting (AGM) (to be held after the end of the financial year).

The clarification considers following situations:

- **Declaration of dividend by parent is probable:** At the time of distribution of dividend by a subsidiary to the parent (and consequent payment of DDT by the subsidiary), the parent should recognise the associated DDT credit as an asset to the extent that it is probable that a liability for DDT on distribution of dividend by the parent would arise (against which the DDT credit can be utilised).

- **Declaration of dividend by parent not probable:** If it is not probable that a liability for DDT on distribution of dividend by the parent would arise against which the DDT credit could be utilised, the amount of DDT paid by the subsidiary should be charged to profit or loss in the consolidated statement of profit and loss.

- **Assessment of DDT credit at each reporting period:** At the end of each reporting period, the carrying amount of DDT credit should be reviewed. The carrying amount of the DDT credit should be reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that a liability for DDT on distribution of dividend by the parent would arise against which the DDT credit can be utilised. Conversely, any such reduction made in a previous reporting period should be reversed to the extent that it is now probable that a liability for DDT on distribution of dividend by the parent would arise against which the DDT credit could be utilised. The corresponding debit (for a reduction) or credit (for reversal of a previously recognised reduction) should be made to the consolidated statement of profit and loss.

At the end of each reporting period, the parent should reassess any unrecognised DDT credit. The parent should recognise a previously unrecognised DDT credit to the extent that it has become probable that a liability for DDT on distribution of dividend by the parent would arise against which the DDT credit can be utilised. The corresponding credit should be made to the consolidated statement of profit and loss.

To the extent the DDT credit is utilised to discharge the liability (or a part of the liability) of the parent for payment of DDT on distribution of dividend to its shareholders, the DDT credit should be extinguished by corresponding debit to the parent’s liability for payment of DDT.

The above assessment can be made only by considering the particular facts and circumstances of each case including the parent’s policy regarding dividends, historical record of payment of dividends by the parent, availability of distributable profit and cash, etc.  

iii. Another situation involving a parent which receives dividend from a subsidiary which is not wholly owned say, the parent owns 60 per cent stake in the subsidiary and the subsidiary pays a dividend at the rate of INR10 per share and DDT at the rate of 20 per cent.

In such a situation, dividend income earned by the parent and the dividend recorded by the subsidiary in its equity would be eliminated in the CFS of the holding entity as a result of consolidation adjustment while dividend paid to the NCI shareholders would be recorded in the statement of changes in equity as a reduction in the NCI balance (as the shares are classified as equity in accordance with Ind AS 32).
It is important to note here, that the DDT paid to the taxation authorities by the subsidiary has two components - that paid in relation to the parent entity and the other paid in relation to NCI. As already explained earlier, the DDT relating to the parent entity would be charged as tax expense in the consolidated statement of profit and loss of the parent since this is paid outside the group. With regard to the DDT paid on dividend related to NCI, it would be recognised in the statement of changes in equity along with the portion of such dividend paid to the NCI.

In the same situation, further assume that the parent also pays dividend to its shareholders and assuming that it is eligible to claim an off-set in respect of its DDT liability to the taxation authorities to the tune of DDT paid by its subsidiary on its behalf. Then in such a situation, the total amount of DDT (i.e. DDT paid by the subsidiary as well as the additional DDT paid by the parent after utilising the offset claimed in respect of DDT paid by the subsidiary) should be recognised in the consolidated statement of changes in equity of the parent entity since the share of the parent in the DDT paid by the subsidiary was utilised by the parent for payment of dividend to its own shareholders.

In addition, it has been clarified that due to parent’s transaction of distribution of dividend to its shareholders (a transaction recorded in parent’s equity) and the related DDT set-off, the DDT paid by the subsidiary is effectively a tax on distribution of dividend to the shareholders of the parent entity. Therefore the DDT paid by the subsidiary and additional DDT paid by parent (on account of distribution of dividend to its shareholders and claiming the off-set thereon) should be recognised in the consolidated statement of changes in equity of the parent entity and no amount would be charged to consolidated statement of profit and loss.

Also, it is important to note that in case the DDT liability of the parent is lower as compared to the offset available on account of DDT paid by the subsidiary, then in such a case, the amount of DDT liability paid by the subsidiary which could not be utilised as an offset by the parent should be charged to consolidated statement of profit and loss.

iii. In a situation where DDT has been paid by an associate to its investor, since such DDT paid by an associate is not allowed to be set-off against the DDT liability of the investor, then the investor’s share of DDT would be accounted by the investor entity by crediting its investment account in the associate and recording a corresponding debit adjustment towards its share of profit or loss of the associate. (ITFG 13, Issue 9)

Thus, entities who were recognising both, a deferred tax liability towards the subsidiary’s DDT liability and a deferred tax asset towards the offset to be claimed in the future period may now be required to evaluate the impact of this clarification on their respective financial statements. This may also create significant volatility in the consolidated statements of profit and loss especially in cases where the subsidiary declares a large one-off dividend.

Additionally, for the purpose of interim financial statements, necessary adjustment to the effective tax rates may be required to be considered.

Applicability of Accounting Standard Interpretations (ASIs) issued under previous GAAP to situations of tax holiday under Ind AS

An entity may be entitled to tax holiday under Sections 80-IA and 80-IB of the IT Act.

Under the previous GAAP, certain ASIs were issued by ICAI to provide guidance on applicability of AS 22, Accounting for Taxes on Income, in the situations of tax holiday under section 80-IA and 80-IB of the IT Act. Some of these, subsequently were included in the relevant standard i.e. AS 22, by means of explanations and thus became part of previous GAAP.

AS 22 clarified that deferred taxes in respect of timing differences which reverse during the tax holiday period should not be recognised to the extent the entity’s gross total income is subject to the deduction during the tax holiday period. However, timing differences which reverse after the tax holiday period should be recognised in the year in which the timing differences originate.

ASIs are not effective in the context of Ind AS. Under Ind AS, to determine the treatment of deferred taxes in the tax holiday period, the principles enunciated in Ind AS 12 are required to be applied. Accordingly, under Ind AS, deferred taxes in respect of temporary differences which reverse during the tax holiday period should not be recognised in the financial statements to the extent the entity’s gross total income is subject to deduction during the tax holiday period in accordance with the requirements of section 80IA/80IB of the IT Act. (ITFG 11, Issue 2)
Recognition of deferred tax on tax deductible goodwill of subsidiary, not recognised in CFS

Issue considered involved a situation where two subsidiaries of an entity were amalgamated and as a result of this transaction, a goodwill was recognised in the SFS of the amalgamated entity under previous GAAP. This goodwill is allowed as deduction under income tax laws in the books of the amalgamated entity. On transition to Ind AS, the parent entity availed of the optional exemption under Ind AS 101 and decided not to restate its past business combinations. Accordingly, on the date of transition to Ind AS such accounting goodwill got eliminated as a result of consolidation adjustment in the CFS. However, there was an increase in the tax base of assets in the CFS of parent entity resulting from such tax deductible goodwill.

In this situation an issue arises whether deferred tax asset on the tax deductible goodwill should be recognised in the CFS of parent entity prepared as per Ind AS when there is no corresponding accounting goodwill in the CFS.

A deferred tax may be recognised for assets or liabilities with a tax base but nil carrying amount in the financial statements since Ind AS 12 states that some items have a tax base but are not recognised as assets and liabilities in the balance sheet.

In this situation, it is assumed that the tax base of the goodwill will be the amount that will be allowed as deduction in future in accordance with the IT Act.

Accordingly, deferred tax asset on the tax base of goodwill should be recognised in accordance with Ind AS 12 by crediting the consolidated statement of profit and loss, to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against which the deductible temporary difference can be utilised, in the CFS of the parent.

In this situation, it was assumed that the tax base of the goodwill will be the amount that will be allowed as deduction in future in accordance with the IT Act.

Additionally, this will not qualify for the initial recognition exemption under Ind AS 12 as there is no initial recognition of an asset or liability arising from the amalgamation of subsidiaries in the CFS of parent entity (the impact of amalgamation of subsidiaries is eliminated in the CFS of the parent entity). (ITFG 10, Issue 3)

Treatment of income tax related interest and penalties under Ind AS vis-à-vis IFRS

The Guidance Note on Division II - Ind AS Schedule III to the Companies Act, 2013 Act (GN) provides that any interest on shortfall in payment of advance income tax is in the nature of finance cost and hence, should not be clubbed with the current tax. Rather, it should be classified as interest expense under ‘finance costs’.

Similarly, any penalties levied under income tax laws should not be classified as current tax. Penalties which are compensatory in nature should be treated as interest and disclosed under finance costs. Other tax penalties should be classified under ‘other expenses’.

The ITFG explained the accounting of interest and penalties related to income-taxes under Ind AS as below:

An entity’s obligation for current tax arises because it earns taxable profit during a period. However, an entity’s obligation for interest or penalties, arises because of its failure to comply with one or more of the requirements of income-tax law (e.g. failure to deposit income-tax). Therefore, it was concluded that the obligations for current tax and those for interest or penalties arise due to reasons that are fundamentally different in nature. Ind AS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements, requires an entity to separately present items of a dissimilar nature or function unless they are immaterial except when required by law. Therefore, interest or penalties related to income tax cannot be clubbed with current tax.

Additionally, it was highlighted that similarity in a particular jurisdiction in the bases of computation of amount of current tax and interest/penalties for non-compliance is not a sufficient ground for clubbing these items, as they are different in terms of their nature.

The ITFG also considered the treatment of such interest and penalties under IFRS. IFRS Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) in its meeting held on 12 September 2017 decided that entities do not have an accounting policy choice between applying IAS 12 and IAS 37, Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets to interest and penalties. Therefore, if an entity considers a particular amount payable or receivable for interest and penalties to be an income tax, then the entity should apply IAS 12 to that amount. However, if an entity does not apply IAS 12 to a particular amount payable or receivable for interest and penalties, it should apply IAS 37 to that amount.
Based on the IFRIC agenda, it was highlighted that an entity should consider whether an amount of interest or a penalty is in the scope of IAS 12 i.e. an entity should consider whether the interest or penalty is a tax and whether that tax is based on taxable profits.

In cases, where it is difficult to identify whether an amount payable to (or receivable from) a tax authority includes interest or penalties (for instance, single demand issued by a tax authority for unpaid taxes), entire amount would qualify within the meaning of IAS 12.

An entity should determine whether a particular amount payable or receivable for interest and penalties is in the scope of IAS 12 (or Ind AS 12) after considering the tax laws applicable in its individual jurisdiction i.e. an entity should consider whether tax laws in the jurisdiction and other facts and circumstances indicate that this amount is based on a taxable profit (i.e. a ‘net’ amount).

It was pointed out that interest and penalty payable under Section 234A/B/C of the IT Act would not qualify as income-taxes within the meaning of IAS 12 (or Ind AS 12). Therefore, the related amount would be recognised as interest. Similarly, other interest and penalties under the IT Act would not generally qualify as income-taxes. (ITFG 16, Issue 2)
Key principles

- Ind AS 18 is applied in accounting for revenue arising from the sale of goods, the rendering of services and the use by others of entity’s assets yielding interest and royalties. Though it deals with recognition of interest, measurement of interest and recognition and measurement of dividend are dealt in accordance with Ind AS 109.

- Under Ind AS 18, revenue is recognised when it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to the entity and these benefits can be measured reliably.

- Revenue is the gross inflow of economic benefits received by an entity on its own account during the period arising in the course of the ordinary activities of an entity when those inflows result in increases in equity, other than increases relating to contributions from equity participants.

- Where an agency relationship exists, amounts collected on behalf of the principal are not recognised as revenue by the agent.

- The recognition criteria are usually applied separately to each transaction. However, in certain circumstances, it is necessary to apply the recognition criteria to the separately identifiable components of a single transaction in order to reflect the substance of the transaction.

- Conversely, the recognition criteria are applied to two or more transactions together when they are linked in such a way that the commercial effect cannot be understood without reference to the series of transactions as a whole.

- Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received, taking into account any trade discount and volume rebates.

- If a transaction includes a financing element, then revenue is measured by discounting all future cash receipts at an imputed interest rate.

- For, Customer Loyalty Programmes, in which a third party supplies the awards, the entity should assess whether it is collecting the consideration allocated to the award credits on its own account (i.e. as the principal in the transaction) or on behalf of the third party (i.e. as an agent for the third party).

- The Guidance Note on Accounting for Real Estate Transactions (for entities to whom Ind AS is applicable) issued in May 2016 recommends the accounting treatment by entities dealing in real estate as sellers or developers.  

1. Ind AS 115, Revenue from Contracts with Customers has superseded Ind AS 18 with effect from 1 April 2018. There are currently no ITFG clarifications on Ind AS 115.

2. The Guidance Note on Accounting for Real Estate Transactions (for entities to whom Ind AS is applicable) has been withdrawn pursuant to notification of Ind AS 115.
Disclosure of excise duty as an expense*  
Ind AS 18 does not specifically prescribe any guidance for presentation of excise duty. But in accordance with Division - II of Schedule III to the 2013 Act, (i.e., Ind AS based Schedule III) – Note 3 of General Instructions for Preparation of Statement of Profit and Loss, provides that revenue from operations shall disclose separately in the notes:
   a. Sale of products (including excise duty);
   b. Sale of services and
   c. Other operating revenues.

Therefore, based on the above guidance, it has been clarified that in the statement of profit and loss prepared under Ind AS, revenue is the gross amount including excise duty, and excise duty should be reflected as an expense in the statement of profit and loss under Ind AS. (ITFG 4, Issue 1)

Service tax would not form part of revenue
Typically, entities collect service tax from customers for rendering of services. Service tax is generally collected on behalf of a third party, viz., the government. Amounts collected on behalf of third parties such as sales taxes, goods and services taxes and value added taxes are not economic benefits which flow to the entity and do not result in increases in equity. Accordingly revenue should be net of service tax collected in the statement of profit and loss. (ITFG 4, Issue 2)

Accounting treatment of customer loyalty programmes
An entity may participate in a customer loyalty programme operated by a third party. The members of the programme can earn points for purchases made in the entity’s stores and can redeem the points for goods supplied by the third party. The obligation of the entity to the members is fulfilled once the members have been granted points when making purchases in its stores. The obligation to supply the redeemed goods lay with the third party. Assuming that at the end of 31 March 20XX, the entity granted award points with an estimated fair value of INR20,000 and owed the third party INR17,000. With regard to the accounting treatment and classification of expenses incurred for providing free third party goods to its customer, in the given case the entity will assess based on facts and circumstances as to whether it is acting as an agent or a principal.

Significant differences from IFRS3
On the basis of IAS 18, Revenue, IFRIC 15, Agreement for Construction of Real Estate prescribes that construction of real estate should be treated as sale of goods and revenue should be recognised when the entity has transferred significant risks and rewards of ownership and retained neither continuing managerial involvement nor effective control.

IFRIC 15 has not been included in Ind AS 18 to scope out such agreements from Ind AS 18. A separate guidance note on accounting for real estate developers (for Ind AS compliant entities) has been issued by the ICAI to address the matter.

Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications4

Disclosure of excise duty as an expense*  
Ind AS 18 does not specifically prescribe any guidance for presentation of excise duty. But in accordance with Division - II of Schedule III to the 2013 Act, (i.e., Ind AS based Schedule III) – Note 3 of General Instructions for Preparation of Statement of Profit and Loss, provides that revenue from operations shall disclose separately in the notes:
   a. Sale of products (including excise duty);
   b. Sale of services and
   c. Other operating revenues.

Therefore, based on the above guidance, it has been clarified that in the statement of profit and loss prepared under Ind AS, revenue is the gross amount including excise duty, and excise duty should be reflected as an expense in the statement of profit and loss under Ind AS. (ITFG 4, Issue 1)

Service tax would not form part of revenue
Typically, entities collect service tax from customers for rendering of services. Service tax is generally collected on behalf of a third party, viz., the government. Amounts collected on behalf of third parties such as sales taxes, goods and services taxes and value added taxes are not economic benefits which flow to the entity and do not result in increases in equity. Accordingly revenue should be net of service tax collected in the statement of profit and loss. (ITFG 4, Issue 2)

Accounting treatment of customer loyalty programmes
An entity may participate in a customer loyalty programme operated by a third party. The members of the programme can earn points for purchases made in the entity’s stores and can redeem the points for goods supplied by the third party. The obligation of the entity to the members is fulfilled once the members have been granted points when making purchases in its stores. The obligation to supply the redeemed goods lay with the third party. Assuming that at the end of 31 March 20XX, the entity granted award points with an estimated fair value of INR20,000 and owed the third party INR17,000. With regard to the accounting treatment and classification of expenses incurred for providing free third party goods to its customer, in the given case the entity will assess based on facts and circumstances as to whether it is acting as an agent or a principal.

4. These clarifications were issued in the context of Ind AS 18.
5. Ind AS 116 requires an entity to present separately the amount of excise duty included in the revenue recognised in the statement of profit and loss.

*This issue would apply to few companies e.g. petroleum products and tobacco.
If it is determined that X is acting as an agent, then it will recognise only commission income of INR3,000. However, if it is concluded that X is acting as a principal, then revenue recognised by X will be INR20,000 and INR17,000, being cost of goods sold, will be charged to the statement of profit and loss. *(ITFG 10, Issue 6)*

This clarification on the classification of expenses for providing free third party goods would also apply to similar arrangements where customers are entitled to receive free third party products or services based on the volume of purchases made from the reporting entity. Say, a customer becomes entitled to earn reward miles when it avails the services of an airlines and subsequently these accumulated reward miles can be redeemed either for free or discounted airline tickets of the same airlines or at a stay in a holiday resort of a third party, etc. on the basis of arrangements entered into by the airlines. These reward miles are accounted as a separately identifiable component of the initial sales transaction and the fair value of the consideration received or receivable in respect of the initial sale would be allocated between the reward miles and other components of the sale.

**Adjustments of advance payments received for goods or services for the effect of time value of money**

An entity may have entered into a contract to supply goods and services to be provided over a long period of time and required advance payments from its customers. This is a contract to supply goods and services and did not contain an embedded lease as covered within the scope of Appendix C, *Determining Whether an Arrangement contains a Lease* to Ind AS 17, *Leases*. It is also not covered within the scope of Appendix C, *Transfers of Assets from Customers* to Ind AS 18 and does not meet the definition of a derivative under Ind AS 109.

An issue can arise whether the entity would need to make an adjustment to advance payments received for the effect of time value of money.

The principle laid down in Ind AS 18 provides that entities are required to measure revenue ‘at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable’.

In addition, Ind AS 18, provides in most cases, the consideration is in the form of cash or cash equivalents and the amount of revenue is the amount of cash or cash equivalents received or receivable. However, when the inflow of cash or cash equivalents is deferred, the fair value of the consideration may be less than the nominal amount of cash received or receivable. For example, an entity may provide interest-free credit to the buyer or accept a note receivable bearing a below-market interest rate from the buyer as consideration for the sale of goods. When the arrangement effectively constitutes a financing transaction, the fair value of the consideration is determined by discounting all future receipts using an imputed rate of interest.

Therefore, in such a case where entity received advance payments from the customer for providing relevant goods or services over a long period of time, then by analogy to above examples, it should evaluate whether the payment terms provide it with a significant benefit of financing.

At the time of making such an evaluation, judgement is required to be exercised. Additionally, the following factors may also need to be considered:

- Whether the arrangement has been entered in the normal course of business
- Whether payment of advance is as per typical payment terms within industry and do not have a primary purpose of financing
- Whether advance receipt is a security for a future supply of limited goods or services or such other relevant factors depending on facts and circumstances of each case.

If it is concluded that the arrangement effectively constitutes a significant financing component, or in other words, a loan provided by the customer to the supplier for providing the relevant goods or services, then the entity should adjust the consideration (including advance payments) for the effect of time value of money. *(ITFG 14, Issue 3)*
Key principles

- Ind AS 17 requires leases to be classified based on the extent to which risks and rewards incidental to ownership of a leased asset lie with the lessor or the lessee.
- A lease is classified at inception, based on the substance of the transaction, as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership, else it is classified as an operating lease.
- A lease of land with a building is treated as two separate leases - a lease of land and a lease of building as the two may be classified differently.
- The fact that land normally has an indefinite life, is an important consideration in determining its classification as a finance lease or an operating lease.

Leases in the financial statements of lessees

Operating lease

- Lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term unless either another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern of the user’s benefit or the payments are structured to increase in line with expected general inflation.

Finance lease

- Assets and liabilities are required to be recognised in balance sheets at amounts equal to the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, the present value of the minimum lease payments, each determined at the inception of the lease. The discount rate to be used in calculating the present value of the minimum lease payments is generally the interest rate implicit in the lease. Any initial direct costs of the lessee are added to the amount recognised as an asset.
- Minimum lease payments shall be apportioned between the finance charge and the reduction of the outstanding liability. Contingent rents shall be charged as expenses in the periods in which they are incurred.
- A finance lease gives rise to depreciation expense for depreciable assets as well as finance expense for each accounting period. The depreciation policy for depreciable leased assets shall be consistent with that for depreciable assets that are owned, and the depreciation recognised shall be calculated in accordance with Ind AS 16 and Ind AS 38.
Leases in the financial statements of lessors

Operating lease

- Assets are presented in the balance sheet according to their nature and depreciation policy for such leased assets is required to be consistent with the lessor’s depreciation policy for similar assets.
- Lease income (excluding amounts for services such as insurance and maintenance) is required to be recognised in income on a straight-line basis over the lease term unless either:
  - Another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern in which use benefit derived from the leased asset is diminished, even if the payments to the lessors are not on that basis or
  - The payments to the lessor are structured to increase in line with expected general inflation to compensate for the lessor’s expected inflationary cost increases. If payments to the lessor vary according to factors other than inflation, then this condition is not met.

Finance lease

- Lessors are required to recognise assets in their balance sheets and present them as a receivable at an amount equal to the net investment in the lease.
- A lessor should generally recognise the aggregate cost of incentives in an operating lease as a reduction of rental income over the lease term, on a straight-line basis. The lessee should generally recognise the aggregate benefit of incentives as a reduction of rental expense over the lease term, on a straight-line basis.

Determining whether an arrangement contains a Lease

Appendix C of Ind AS 17 provides guidance on the following aspects:

- For determining whether an arrangement is, or contains, lease that should be accounted for in accordance with Ind AS 17
- When the assessment or a reassessment of whether an arrangement is, or contains, a lease should be made and
- If an arrangement is, or contains, a lease, how the payments for the lease should be separated from payments for any other elements in the arrangement.

Significant differences from IFRS

Escalation of lease rentals for expected inflation

IAS 17, Leases, requires all leases rentals to be charged to statement of profit and loss on a straight-line basis in case of operating leases unless another systematic basis is more representative of the time pattern of the user’s benefit even if the payments to the lessee are not on that basis. However, Ind AS 17 provides that lease rentals, in case of operating leases, shall be charged to the statement of profit and loss on a straight-line basis in accordance with the lease agreement unless the payments to the lessee are structured to increase in line with expected general inflation to compensate for the lessee’s expected inflationary cost increases. If payments to the lessee vary because of factors other than general inflation, then this condition is not met.

Considering the Indian inflationary situation, lease agreements contain periodic rent escalation. Accordingly, where there is periodic rent escalation in line with the expected inflation so as to compensate the lessor for expected inflationary cost increases, the rentals should not be straight-lined.

Presentation of property interest under operating leases

IAS 17 provides that separate measurement of land and building elements is not required when the lessee's interest in both land and buildings is classified as an investment property in accordance with Ind AS 40 and fair value model is adopted. IAS 17 also permits property interest held under an operating lease to be presented as investment property, if the definition of investment property is otherwise met and fair value model is applied. Since Ind AS 40 prohibits the use of fair value model, therefore Ind AS 17 does not allow use of fair value method.

Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Classification of long-term lease of land

Often business situations involve lease of land for use of the entity in its business. In the previous GAAP, AS 19, Leases, excluded lease of land from the scope of the standard, however, Ind AS 17 includes lease of land in its scope and requires an entity to separately classify a lease of land, from a lease of buildings.

In addition, classification of a lease of land as a finance or operating lease in the books of a lessee, may involve judgement based on evaluation of specific facts and circumstances while considering the guidance given in the standard. For example, a situation where an entity obtains land from the government on a long-term lease basis (which spans 99 years or more) and at the end of the lease term, the lease could be extended for another term or the land could be returned to the government authority. In such a case, in accordance with the guidance in Ind AS 17, the following factors may be relevant in classifying a long-term lease of land:

• A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of an asset.

• One of the indicators of a finance lease is that ‘at the inception of the lease the present value of the minimum lease payments amounts to at least substantially all of the fair value of the leased asset.’

• Another important indicator is that ‘the lease term is for the major part of the economic life of the asset even if title is not transferred.’ Land normally has an indefinite economic life and it is expected that the value of land generally appreciates. Therefore, this could indicate that the lease is an operating lease.

• Additional indicators to consider in an overall context of whether substantially all risks and rewards have been transferred, include the entity’s ability to renew the lease for another term at substantially below market rent, option to purchase the land at a price significantly below fair value, etc. (ITFG 7, Issue 5)

Thus, classification of a lease into an operating or a financing lease requires considerable judgement based on a careful evaluation of facts and circumstances.

Classification of infrastructure usage rights as intangible assets or as part of land lease

In a case, an entity (A Ltd.) entered into a long-term lease arrangement (i.e. for 99 years) for a land in a textile park. As per the terms of the arrangement, A Ltd. would be required to pay an annual lease rent at the rate of INR1 per square meter without any upfront payment. Additionally, A Ltd. made a lump sum payment of INR150 crore towards use of common infrastructure facilities of the park during the period of lease. The following additional information relating to the arrangement has been provided:

• No initial amount was paid towards such lease

• A Ltd. would not have an option to purchase the land at a price that is sufficiently lower than the fair value at the date option is exercisable

• The renewal of the lease is based on the mutual acceptance at the end of lease term

• Lessor has not agreed to renew lease on expiry of lease term.

Classification of a lease under Ind AS 17 requires exercise of judgement in the context of facts and circumstances of each case. An entity could consider the following factors that would be relevant for classification of a long-term lease of land:

• A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of an asset.

• One of the indicators of a finance lease is that at the inception of the lease the present value of the Minimum Lease Payments (MLPs) amounts to at least substantially all of the fair value of the leased asset.
• The lease term is for the major part of the economic life of the asset even if title is not transferred. Land generally has an indefinite economic life and it is expected that the value of land generally appreciates. Therefore, this could indicate that the lease is an operating lease.

• Other indicators to consider in an overall context of whether substantially all risks and rewards have been transferred include the company’s ability to renew the lease for another term at substantially below market rent, option to purchase the land at a price significantly below fair value, etc.

In the present case, ITFG clarified that A Ltd. has the right of use of both land and common infrastructure facilities under the agreement even though the right of use of land is exclusive whereas the right of use of common infrastructure facilities is non-exclusive. Additionally, common infrastructure facilities such as access to roads would be essential for A Ltd. to be able to utilise its rights in relation to land. Therefore, the right of use of both land and common infrastructure facilities could be viewed as a single set of rights unless the terms of the agreement such as tenure, renewal option, etc. in respect of the two are different (which does not seem to be the case in this scenario).

If the textile park provides services in the form of common infrastructure facilities, then as per Ind AS 17 the upfront payment has to be split between MLP towards lease of land and prepayment for future services (as cost of services are excluded from MLP).

The amount allocated to MLPs towards lease of land has to be considered for the purpose of determining classification of lease between operating or finance lease.

Presentation would depend on following scenarios:

• Two rights have been accounted as a single item: Relevant line item in the balance sheet should bring out clearly that it relates to right of use of both land and common infrastructure facilities.

• Two rights have been accounted separately (due to differences in terms and underlying benefits relating to the two rights): Accounting for each right should be based on the particular terms and underlying benefits associated with it. (ITFG 16, Issue 6)

**Lease premium collected at the time of lease deed**

(Accounting from the perspective of the lessor)

In a situation dealing with accounting of lease premium in the books of the lessor. A government entity, in the business of development of smart city, allotted its land to a customer on 99 years of lease. The customer was required to pay lease premium at the time of execution of lease deed and lease rent on annual basis over a period of 99 years. The lease premium amount, which was non-refundable, was the market value of land and lease rent was nominal amount (i.e. INR1 per square meter per year). In accordance with the lease terms, on completion of 99 years, the lease was renewable at mutual consent of lessor and lessee. The entity was require to comply with the requirements of Ind AS.

The recognition of income in the books of the lessor would depend on the classification of lease as given below:

• Lease is concluded to be an operating lease: The government entity i.e. the lessor, would be required to present assets subject to operating leases in its balance sheet according to the nature of the asset. Additionally, income from operating leases (excluding amounts for services such as insurance and maintenance) is required to be recognised in income on a straight-line basis over the lease term in accordance with principles of Ind AS 17.

• Lease is concluded to be a finance lease: The government entity, i.e. the lessor, would be required to recognise assets in its balance sheets and present them as a receivable at an amount equal to the net investment in the lease. Additionally, the recognition of finance income would be required to be based on a pattern reflecting a constant periodic rate of return on the lessor’s net investment in the finance lease.

In the given case, it was further clarified that the long lease term may be an indication that the lease was classified as a finance lease subject to the consideration of other relevant facts and circumstances. Additionally, if the lease was classified as a finance lease, then in this case, since the entire lease premium was received upfront, there would be no receivable in the books of the lessor. (ITFG 15, Issue 8)
Accounting for restoration cost in case of a leasehold land

For further discussion on the topic, please refer chapter 4 on Tangible and intangible assets (ITFG 14, Issue 2)

Lease rent with escalation clause

Ind AS 17 requires operating lease payments to be expensed on a straight-line basis over the period of lease unless the payments to the lessor are structured to increase in line with expected general inflation to compensate for the lessor’s expected inflationary cost increases. However, if payments to the lessor vary because of factors other than general inflation, then lease payments shall be straight-lined.

For example, a five-year operating lease arrangement that permits escalation of lease rent at the rate of 15 per cent per annum, while the general inflation in the country expected for the aforesaid period is around six per cent, then it would require careful evaluation to ascertain the real intent for escalation in lease payments.

Further, in situations where a lease agreement specifies a fixed escalation rate for lease rentals, and if the actual increase or decrease in the rate of inflation is not materially different as compared to the expected rate of inflation/escalation rate under the lease agreement, the lease payments are not required to be straight lined. However, in such a case the purpose of such escalation should be only to compensate for the expected general inflation rate.

Accordingly, in cases where the fixed escalation rate for lease rentals does not appear to have any link with general inflation, the entire lease payments should be straight-lined. This indicates that an entity would also not be able to strip out a component of the escalation that is inflation-linked and would have to recognise the entire lease rental including the escalation on a straight-line basis. (ITFG 5, Issue 7)
Ind AS 21, The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates

Key principles

Ind AS 21 should be applied in:

- Accounting for transactions and balances in foreign currencies, except for those derivative transactions and balances that are within the scope of Ind AS 109, Financial Instruments
- Translating the results and balance sheet of foreign operations that are included in the financial statements of the entity by consolidation or the equity method and
- Translating an entity’s results and balance sheet into a presentation currency.

Functional currency

- The entity measures its assets, liabilities, income and expenses in its functional currency, which is the currency of the primary economic environment in which it operates. An entity’s functional currency reflects the underlying transactions, events and conditions that are relevant to it. Accordingly, once determined, the functional currency is not changed unless there is a change in those underlying transactions, events and conditions.
- Transactions that are not denominated in an entity’s functional currency are foreign currency transactions.

Recognition

Initial recognition

- A foreign currency transaction should be recorded in the functional currency, by applying to the foreign currency amount the spot exchange rate between the functional currency and the foreign currency at the date of the transaction.

Subsequent measurement

- At the end of each reporting period:
  - Foreign currency monetary items should be translated using the closing rate
  - Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency should be translated using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction and
  - Non-monetary items that are measured at fair value in a foreign currency should be translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value was measured.
Presentation currency

• The entity may present its financial statements in a currency other than its functional currency (presentation currency). The entity that translates its financial statements into a presentation currency other than its functional currency uses the same method as for translating the financial statements of a foreign operation.

Disposal or partial disposal of a foreign operation

• If the entity disposes of its entire interest in a foreign operation or loses control over a foreign subsidiary, or retains neither joint control nor significant influence over an associate or joint arrangement as a result of partial disposal, then the cumulative amount of the exchange differences relating to that foreign operation, recognised in OCI and accumulated in the separate component of equity, should be reclassified from equity to the statement of profit and loss (as a reclassification adjustment) when the gain or loss on disposal is recognised.

• A partial disposal of a foreign subsidiary without the loss of control leads to proportionate reclassification of the cumulative exchange differences from OCI to Non-Controlling Interest (NCI).

Supplementary financial information

• An entity may present supplementary financial information in a currency other than its presentation currency if certain disclosures are made.

Significant differences from IFRS\(^1\)

• Ind AS 101, read with Ind AS 21, provides companies with an option to continue the policy adopted as per previous GAAP/AS in accounting for exchange differences arising from translation of long-term foreign currency monetary items recognised in the financial statements for the period ending immediately before the beginning of the first Ind AS financial reporting period.

• When there is a change in functional currency of either the reporting entity or a significant foreign operation, IAS 21, The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates, requires disclosure of that fact and the reason for the change in functional currency. Ind AS 21 requires an additional disclosure of the date of change in functional currency.

Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

**Determination of functional currency**

Often situations arise where a company may have two or more distinct businesses with different functional currencies. The accounting principles in Ind AS 21 provide that functional currency is the currency of the primary economic environment in which the entity operates. Therefore, functional currency needs to be identified at the entity level, considering the economic environment in which the entity operates, and not at the level of a business or a division.

---

Ind AS 21 provides additional guidance with respect to factors which an entity should consider while determining its functional currency. These factors include the following:

a. Currency that influences sales prices for goods and services and is of a country whose competitive forces and regulations determine the sales prices of its goods and services
b. Currency that influences labour, material and other costs of providing goods or services
c. Currency in which funds from financing activities are generated and
d. Currency in which receipts from operating activities are usually retained. *(ITFG 3, Issue 3)*

**Determination of presentation currency for CFS**

Entities within a group may have different functional currencies. Ind AS 21 requires each entity to determine its functional currency and translate foreign currency items into functional currency and report effects of such translation in the financial statements. Ind AS 21 also permits an entity to use a presentation currency for reporting its financial statements that differs from its functional currency.

Ind AS 21 provides specific guidance on translating the results and balance sheet of an entity into a different presentation currency.

Accordingly, if an entity is statutorily required to present its financial statements in a currency which is different from its functional currency, then it may do so by choosing the other currency as its presentation currency and applying the translation procedures as given in Ind AS 21.

Additionally, the auditor of such an entity (whose financial statements are prepared in a presentation currency which is different from its functional currency) would be required to give an auditor’s report on financial statements prepared in the presentation currency. *(ITFG 7, Issue 2)*
Ind AS 101, First-time Adoption of Indian Accounting Standards

Key principles

- Ind AS 101 provides a suitable starting point for entities that are transitioning to Ind AS. Ind AS 101 is applied by an entity in its first Ind AS financial statements and each interim financial report, if any, that it presents in accordance with Ind AS 34, *Interim Financial Reporting*.

- The date of transition is the beginning of the earliest comparative period presented on the basis of Ind AS. At least one year of comparatives is also presented together with the opening balance sheet, which is prepared at the date of transition to Ind AS.

Accounting policies

- An entity is required to use the same accounting policies in its opening Ind AS balance sheet and throughout all periods presented in its first Ind AS financial statements.

- Accounting policies are required to be chosen from Ind AS effective at the end of its first Ind AS reporting period, unless there is an explicit exemption or option provided in Ind AS 101.

- An entity is required to take the following steps in its opening Ind AS balance sheet:
  - Recognise all assets and liabilities whose recognition is required by Ind AS
  - Not recognise items as assets or liabilities if Ind AS do not permit such recognition
  - Reclassify items that it recognised in accordance with previous GAAP as one type of asset, liability or component of equity, but are a different type of asset, liability or component of equity in accordance with Ind AS, and
  - Apply Ind AS in measuring all recognised assets and liabilities.

- The accounting policies in the opening Ind AS balance sheet may differ from those that an entity used for the same date under previous GAAP. The resulting adjustments arising from events and transactions before the date of transition to Ind AS are generally recognised in retained earnings.

- Ind AS 101 establishes the following two categories of exceptions to the principle that an entity’s opening Ind AS balance sheet should comply with each Ind AS:
  - Prohibits retrospective application of some specific aspects of an Ind AS.
  - Grants exemptions from some specific requirements of an Ind AS.

Explanation of transition to Ind AS

- An entity is required to explain how the transition from previous GAAP to Ind AS affected its reported balance sheet, financial performance and cash flows.
Disclosures

- Detailed disclosures on the first-time adoption of Ind AS including reconciliations of equity and profit or loss from previous GAAP to Ind AS are required in the annual financial statements as well as some disclosures in its interim financial statements.

Significant differences from IFRS¹

- **Definition of previous GAAP**

  IFRS 1, *First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards* defines previous GAAP as the basis of accounting that a first-time adopter used immediately before adopting IFRS.

  Ind AS 101 defines previous GAAP as the basis of accounting that a first-time adopter used for its reporting requirement in India immediately before adopting Ind AS. The change made it mandatory for Indian entities to consider the financial statements prepared in accordance with the notified Accounting Standards as was applicable to them as previous GAAP when they transition to Ind AS.

- **Deemed cost for PPE/intangible assets/investment property/investments in subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures**

  IFRS 1 provides that on the date of transition the carrying amount for items of Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE), intangible assets, investment property, or investments in subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures (as presented in the separate financial statements), should be measured by either applying the relevant Ind AS retrospectively or at their fair value.

  Paragraph D7AA of Ind AS 101 provides an additional option to measure these items on the date of transition at their carrying amount in accordance with previous GAAP and use this amount as a measure of their deemed cost.

- **Foreign currency translation on long-term monetary items**

  Paragraph D13AA of Appendix D to Ind AS 101 provides that a first-time adopter may continue the previous GAAP policy adopted for accounting for exchange differences arising from translation of long-term foreign currency monetary items recognised in the financial statements for the period ending immediately before the beginning of the first Ind AS financial reporting period. Consequently, Ind AS 21 also provides that it does not apply to long-term foreign currency monetary items for which an entity has availed of the exemption in paragraph D13AA of Appendix D to Ind AS 101.

  IFRS 1 does not include a similar exemption for long-term foreign currency monetary items.

- **Adjustment in goodwill**

  IFRS 1 requires a first-time adopter to exclude from its opening balance sheet, any item recognised in accordance with previous GAAP that does not qualify for recognition as an asset or liability under IFRS. The first-time adopter shall account for the resulting change in retained earnings as at the transition date except in certain specific instances where it requires adjustment in goodwill. In such specific instances where IFRS 1 allows an adjustment in goodwill, under Ind AS 101 this amount may be adjusted in capital reserve to the extent it does not exceed the balance available in capital reserve.

---

¹ Source: ICAI’s publication Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS): An Overview (Revised July 2018).
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• **Lease of land and buildings**

Paragraph D9AA of Ind AS 101 provides that when a lease includes both land and building elements, a first-time adopter may assess the classification of each element as finance or as an operating lease at the date of transition to Ind AS on the basis of the facts and circumstances existing as at that date. If there is any lease of land that has been classified as finance lease then a first-time adopter may recognise assets and liability at fair value on that date; any difference between those fair values is recognised in retained earnings.

• **Investment property**

Paragraph D7(a) of IFRS 1 provides an option between ‘fair value at the date of transition to Ind AS’ and ‘previous GAAP revalued amount’. A first-time adopter may exercise either of the option for accounting its investment property. However, this option has not been provided under Ind AS 101, as Ind AS 40 permits only the cost model.

• **Service concession arrangements relating to toll roads**

Paragraph D22 of Ind AS 101 permits a first-time adopter to continue the amortisation policy adopted under previous GAAP for intangible assets arising from ‘toll-road’ service concession arrangements that were recognised in the financial statements before the beginning of the first Ind AS financial reporting period. Therefore, entities that have adopted a revenue based amortisation policy for such intangible assets under previous GAAP are permitted to continue applying such policy for toll road intangible assets recognised prior to the Ind AS implementation date.

---

**Key differences arising out of the requirements of the 2013 Act**

• An entity may be required to comply with the accounting, presentation and disclosure requirements prescribed in a court approved scheme relating to a merger or amalgamation transaction. The requirements of Ind AS 101 may stand modified to this extent.

• Section 2(43) of the 2013 Act defines ‘free reserve’ to mean such reserves which, as per the latest audited balance sheet of a company are available for distribution of dividend, except:
  - Any amount representing unrealised gains, notional gains or revaluation of assets, whether shown as a reserve or otherwise, or
  - Any change in carrying amount of an asset or of a liability recognised in equity, including surplus in profit and loss account on measurement of the asset or the liability at fair value.
Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

I. Clarifications with respect to the application of the deemed cost exemption

As stated above, Ind AS 101 permits an entity to measure items of PPE, investment property, intangible assets and investments in subsidiaries/associates/joint ventures on the date of transition at either their fair value or their carrying amount in accordance with previous GAAP and use this amount as a measure of their deemed cost.

The application of this optional exemption gives rise to several accounting issues, especially when considering the interaction of this exemption in Ind AS 101 with the requirements of other Ind AS. These issues are further discussed below.

a. Applicability of deemed cost exemption

Paragraph D7AA of Ind AS 101, provides an option to a first-time adopter at the date of transition to continue with the carrying value of all PPE (or intangible assets or investment property) measured as per previous GAAP and use it as its deemed cost without making any further adjustments based on application of other Ind AS.

Alternatively, Ind AS 101 also permits a first-time adopter to elect to measure an item of PPE at the date of transition to Ind AS at its fair value and use that fair value as its deemed cost on transition. This option may be applied selectively to some items of PPE.

However, an entity is not permitted to continue with the previous GAAP carrying amount as deemed cost on a selective basis for some of the items of PPE and use fair value as deemed cost approach for the remaining items. (ITFG 5, Issue 3)

The ICAI on 27 April 2017 issued an Exposure Draft (ED) for a limited amendment to Ind AS 101 with regard to the deemed cost approach. The ED proposes to allow companies to apply the ‘previous GAAP carrying value as deemed cost’ for a class of PPE instead of all its PPE and allows an entity to make adjustments to the deemed cost which may arise due to application of other Ind AS. However, this ED is yet to be notified by MCA/ICAI. Entities that are transitioning to Ind AS may apply this proposed amendment, when notified.

b. Reversal of the effects of paragraph 46/46A of AS 11 under previous GAAP carrying amount of PPE on transition to Ind AS

As mentioned above, paragraph D7AA of Ind AS 101 permits an entity transitioning to Ind AS, to use the carrying amount for all of its PPE as recognised in its financial statements under previous GAAP on the date of transition to Ind AS, as its deemed cost under Ind AS. An entity that avails of this deemed cost exemption would be required to carry forward the entire previous GAAP carrying amount for all of its PPE on transition to Ind AS. Ind AS 101 does not permit any further adjustments to the deemed cost of PPE.

Under previous GAAP, an entity may have availed of the option under paragraph 46/46A of AS 11 to capitalise foreign exchange differences on long-term foreign currency items to the cost of the related PPE. At the time of transition to Ind AS if such an entity decides to avail the deemed cost exemption under paragraph D7AA of Ind AS 101, but does not elect to continue to capitalise foreign exchange differences (also refer section II below), it would still be required to carry forward the entire previous GAAP carrying amount for all of its PPE and would not be permitted to reverse the impact of paragraph 46/46A of AS 11 from the deemed cost of PPE. (ITFG 7, Issue 3)

Subsequent to issuing the above clarification in bulletin 7, the ITFG clarified (refer paragraph I (c) below) that the deemed cost of an asset, being its previous GAAP carrying amount, may be adjusted only to the extent of consequential adjustments arising from the application of other Ind AS (ITFG 12, Issue 10). The ICAI’s ED of amendments to Ind AS 101 issued in April 2017, (although not yet notified) also proposed amendments that would enable consequential changes arising from the application of other Ind AS to be adjusted from the deemed cost of an asset. Entities may consider re-evaluating this application issue if any change is made to Ind AS 101 in future.
c. Consequential adjustments to deemed cost, being the previous GAAP carrying amount of assets and liabilities

An entity is required to recognise, classify and measure assets and liabilities in its opening Ind AS balance sheet in accordance with Ind AS.

Based on the above guidance, and subject to any specific exemption/exception in Ind AS 101, all assets and liabilities are required to be recognised in accordance with the principles of Ind AS 101.

However, there may be situations where no exemption/exception has been provided for an item of asset and/or liability, and the application of Ind AS principles to such an item has a corresponding impact on another item of asset and/or liability which is measured at its previous GAAP carrying amount at the transition date as permitted by Ind AS 101.

In such a situation, the adjustment to the assets/liabilities measured at deemed cost is only consequential in nature and arises due to the application of the transition requirements of Ind AS 101 to another item. Therefore, the previous GAAP carrying amount may be adjusted only to the extent of consequential adjustments. Except such consequential adjustments, no further adjustments should be made to the deemed cost (being the previous GAAP carrying amount) due to the application of other Ind AS.

The deemed cost exemption and continue with the previous GAAP carrying value for such PPE.

However, the loan is required to be measured at amortised cost in accordance with Ind AS 109 and its carrying amount is to be restated to its amortised cost in accordance with Ind AS 109 as at the date of transition. As a consequence, in order to restate the carrying amount of loan, the deemed cost of the PPE, being its previous GAAP carrying amount at the date of transition, should also be reduced by the amount of processing cost (net of cumulative depreciation impact). This would be in the nature of consequential adjustment to enable an adjustment to the carrying amount of loan as required by Ind AS. (ITFG 5, Issue 4)

e. Government grants for purchase of a fixed asset

An entity may have received a government grant related to an asset, prior to the date of transition to Ind AS. As permitted under previous GAAP, the amount of grant received may have been deducted from the carrying amount of the related asset. Certain issues may arise based on whether an entity elects to measure the related asset at its previous GAAP carrying amount or at fair value as its deemed cost on transition. Those issues are as follows:

i. Carrying value as deemed cost: On transition to Ind AS, the entity may avail of the deemed cost exemption to continue with the carrying amount of PPE in accordance with the previous GAAP. The government grant outstanding on the transition date is required to be recognised as deferred income in accordance with the requirements of Ind AS 101. Therefore, to recognise the amount of unamortised deferred income as at the date of the transition in accordance with Ind AS 101, a consequential adjustment should be made to the carrying amount of PPE (net of cumulative depreciation impact) and retained earnings respectively, even though the PPE is measured at its deemed cost (being previous GAAP carrying amount). (ITFG 5, Issue 5)

---

2. MCA has amended Ind AS 20 in September 2018. The amended Ind AS 20 is aligned with accounting policy choice available in IAS 20, Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance internationally. Thus amended Ind AS 20 now provides an option to deduct asset-related grants from the carrying amount of the related item of PPE. Therefore, entities transitioning to Ind AS, that elect to apply the deemed cost exemption and measure their PPE at the previous GAAP carrying amount should consider if an adjustment to the carrying amount of PPE to recognise the grant as deferred income would still be permitted on transition, since this may no longer be considered a consequential adjustment arising from the mandatory application of another Ind AS.
ii. Fair value as deemed cost: The entity may elect to measure its PPE at fair value and use that as its deemed cost on the date of transition to Ind AS in accordance with principles of Ind AS 101. Considering the principles in Ind AS 113, *Fair Value Measurement*, fair value of the asset is the exit price that would be received to sell the asset in an orderly transaction. As fair value is a market-based measurement and not an entity specific measurement, it is independent of the government grant received on the asset. Consequently, no adjustment with regard to government grant should be made to the fair value of the PPE, being the deemed cost on the date of transition to Ind AS. However, the entity is required to recognise the asset related government grant outstanding on the transition date as deferred income in accordance with the requirements of Ind AS 20. The resultant adjustments should therefore be made in retained earnings or if appropriate, another category of equity at the date of transition to Ind AS. *(ITFG 12, Issue 2)*

Please refer chapter 10 Other topics on Ind AS 20, *Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance* for more details on amended Ind AS 20 *(ITFG 17, Issue 1)*

f. Capital spares

An entity that has elected to continue with the carrying value under previous GAAP as the deemed cost for all of its PPE on transition to Ind AS, may have capital spares that were recognised as inventory under previous GAAP but are eligible for capitalisation under Ind AS. On transition to Ind AS such capital spares should be recognised as a part of PPE if they meet the criteria for capitalisation under Ind AS 16. Ind AS 16 should be applied retrospectively to measure the amount that will be recognised for such spare parts on the date of transition to Ind AS. Depreciation on these spare parts should begin from the date when they are available for use. The exemption to continue with the carrying value of PPE under previous GAAP as the deemed cost would not apply to such capital spares since these were not recognised as PPE under previous GAAP. *(ITFG 3, Issue 9 and ITFG 5, Issue 6)*

g. Capital work in progress

Capital work in progress is considered to be in the nature of PPE under construction. Accordingly, the optional exemption under paragraph D7AA of Ind AS 101, to continue with the carrying value under previous GAAP as deemed cost under Ind AS, is also available with regards to capital work in progress. *(ITFG 3, Issue 11)*

h. Capitalisation of an item of PPE not falling under the definition of an asset

The deemed cost exemption under paragraph D7AA of Ind AS 101 cannot be availed for an item that did not meet the definition of a tangible asset under previous GAAP (or PPE under Ind AS) and was incorrectly capitalised under previous GAAP. Instead, the incorrect capitalisation would be considered as an error under Ind AS 101 and disclosed in the net worth reconciliation. *(ITFG 8, Issue 4)*

i. Revalued amount of PPE considered as deemed cost

An entity that has revalued its PPE in the past may, at the date of transition to Ind AS, elect to continue with the revised carrying value of its PPE under previous GAAP and use that as its deemed cost under Ind AS 101. If such an entity elects to apply the cost model (i.e. to carry PPE at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses) for subsequent measurement of its PPE under Ind AS 16, it should not carry forward the revaluation reserve (created under previous GAAP) under Ind AS. This is because, after transition, the entity would no longer be applying the revaluation model under Ind AS 16. Additionally, deferred tax would need to be recognised on such asset to the extent of the difference between its carrying value in the financial statements and the tax base. *(ITFG 8, Issue 7)*

j. Reversal of impairment provision

If an entity elects to apply the deemed cost exemption under Ind AS 101 and measure its PPE at its previous GAAP revaluation amount on transition, the revalued amounts of PPE as per previous GAAP, are considered as cost under Ind AS. In this case, accumulated depreciation and provision for impairment under previous GAAP have no relevance, and cannot be carried forward or reversed under Ind AS. However, the impairment loss for the period between the deemed cost determination date (date of revaluation under previous GAAP) and the transition date (when Ind AS accounting and depreciation policies are applied to the asset to arrive at its cost on date of transition under Ind AS) may be reversed if permitted under Ind AS 36, *Impairment of Assets*. 
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However, where an entity has not availed of the deemed cost exemption and has opted to apply Ind AS 16 retrospectively in accordance with paragraph 7 of Ind AS 101, then impairment loss can be reversed if permitted by Ind AS 36. (ITFG 8, Issue 5)

k. Applicability of deemed cost exemption on assets classified as held for sale

Under previous GAAP ‘assets held for sale’ in accordance with AS 10, Property, Plant and Equipment, may be stated at lower of their net book value and net realisable value and presented separately from other fixed assets. On transition to Ind AS, if these assets are found not to fulfil the criteria for being classified as ‘held for sale’ in accordance with Ind AS 105, Non-current assets held for Sale and Discontinued Operations, then such assets should be reclassified as PPE.

However, the entity can avail the deemed cost exemption for such assets since the exemption applies to all PPE recognised in the financial statements at the date of transition to Ind AS, including those that were presented/disclosed separately. (ITFG 10, Issue 4)

l. Deemed cost of an investment in a subsidiary

On transition date, a first-time adopter can determine cost of its investment in a subsidiary, associate or joint venture recognised in SFS by using any of the following methods:

- Cost determined in accordance with Ind AS 27 (i.e. retrospective application of Ind AS 27)
- Fair value at the entity’s date of transition to Ind AS
- Previous GAAP carrying amount.

Accordingly, if an entity chooses to measure its investment at fair value at the date of transition then fair value is deemed to be cost of such investment for the entity and, therefore, it should carry its investment at that amount (i.e. fair value at the date of transition) after the date of transition. (ITFG 3, Issue 12)

m. Investment in debentures of a subsidiary company

Ind AS 27 requires an entity to account for its investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates either at cost, or in accordance with Ind AS 109 (i.e. at fair value) in its SFS. Further, if an entity elects a cost based measurement for such investments, Ind AS 101 permits the investment to be measured at its deemed cost, being its fair value or its previous GAAP carrying amount on the date of transition to Ind AS.

However, the guidance in Ind AS 27 and Ind AS 101 stated above, is applicable only to those investments in a subsidiary, associate or joint venture that meet the definition of an ‘equity’ instrument (from the issuer’s perspective) under Ind AS 32. Therefore, for example, if an entity invests in debentures issued by its subsidiary, which are classified as a financial liability by the subsidiary, it would have to classify the investment as a financial asset and measure this in accordance with Ind AS 109. The deemed cost exemption in Ind AS 101 would not apply to such an investment.

(Please refer Chapter 10 on Other topics – on Ind AS 27, Separate Financial Statements for more details on investments in debentures of a subsidiary) (ITFG 7, Issue 8)

n. Accounting for interest-free loan provided by holding entity in its SFS

On transition to Ind AS, an entity that has advanced an interest-free loan to its subsidiary, is required to recognise the difference between the present value of the loan amount and its carrying amount as per previous GAAP as an addition to its investment in the subsidiary in its SFS. If the entity elects to measure its investment in the subsidiary at its previous GAAP carrying amount, being deemed cost, in its SFS, in accordance with Ind AS 101, then the difference between the carrying amount of the loan as per previous GAAP and its present value, would be considered a consequential adjustment (due to application of Ind AS 109 to the loan) and should be added to the deemed cost of its investment in the subsidiary. (ITFG 10, Issue 1)

This is consistent, in principle, with the clarifications on consequential adjustments to deemed cost of tangible and intangible assets. (Please refer paragraphs l (c), (d) and (e) above).

o. Measurement of investment in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates at the end of the first Ind AS financial reporting period

When an entity prepares SFS, Ind AS 27 requires it to account for its investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates either at cost or in accordance with Ind AS 109.
If an entity has elected to measure a particular category of investment (e.g., its investments in its subsidiaries) at deemed cost on the date of transition, it is required to carry such investment at cost in its first Ind AS financial statements prepared as at the end of the reporting period. However, for investments made in other categories where it has not selected the deemed cost exemption (e.g., investments in associates or joint ventures), the company would have an option to account for those investments either at cost or in accordance with Ind AS 109.\(^{1}\)

Once an entity chooses the method of accounting (i.e., deemed cost and cost based measurement or measurement in accordance with Ind AS 109) for a particular category of investment, it is required to continue with the same accounting policy for that category of investment.

II. Clarifications with respect to application of the exemption to continue with the accounting policy under para 46A of AS 11

Under previous GAAP, an entity was permitted by paragraph 46/46A of AS 11 to capitalise foreign exchange gains or losses on long-term foreign currency monetary items. If selected, this option permitted such exchange gains/losses to be either capitalised into the cost of a related item of PPE, or accumulated in a reserve named Foreign Currency Monetary Item Translation Difference Account (FCMITDA).

(please refer Chapter 5 on Income taxes for deferred taxes on capitalised exchange differences. \(^{2}\)(ITFG 8, Issue 8). Also refer Chapter 10 on Other topics - Ind AS 33, Earnings Per Share for consideration of amounts debited to FCMITDA for computation of basic EPS \(^{3}\)(ITFG 10, Issue 5).

Paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101, permits a first-time adopter to continue the accounting policy adopted under previous GAAP for exchange differences arising from translation of long-term foreign currency monetary items recognised in the financial statements for the period ending immediately before the beginning of the first Ind AS financial reporting period.

The application of this exemption in Ind AS 101 gives rise to several practical implementation issues, which are highlighted below.

a. Applicability of exemption under paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101

The option (under Ind AS 101) to continue with the accounting policy under paragraph 46/46A of AS 11, *The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates* is available for only those long-term foreign currency loans that were taken/drawn down before the beginning of the first Ind AS reporting period i.e., 1 April 2017 for a company falling within phase 2 of the Ind AS adoption road map. \(^{4}\)(ITFG 1, Issue 3) and \(^{5}\)(ITFG 7, Issue 1)

b. Exemption under paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101 vis-a-vis borrowing costs under Ind AS 23

In case of a first-time adopter of Ind AS which would present its first Ind AS financial statements for the financial year 2018-19, ITFG considered and clarified on exchange differences that qualify as borrowing costs as per paragraph 6(e) of Ind AS 23, *Borrowing Costs*. In the given scenario, the relevant entity was exercising the option provided in paragraph 46/46A of AS 11 and intended to continue to follow the same accounting policy in accordance with paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101.

A first-time adopter of Ind AS can continue to apply an accounting policy based on para 46A of AS 11 upon transition to Ind AS. When a company applies paragraph 46A of AS 11 then it does not apply AS 16, *Borrowing Costs* to those exchange differences relating to long-term foreign currency monetary items that otherwise qualify as being in the nature of adjustments to interest cost within the meaning of paragraph 4(e) of AS 16.

Therefore, ITFG clarified that a company which wishes to continue to avail of the exemption provided by paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101 would not be permitted to apply paragraph 6 (e) of Ind AS 23 to that part of exchange differences on such long-term foreign currency monetary items. \(^{6}\)(ITFG 18, Issue 1).
c. Amortisation of FCMITDA on transition to Ind AS

Ind AS 109 provides guidance on the measurement of financial liabilities classified into the amortised cost category and requires the application of the Effective Interest Rate (EIR) method to measure amortised cost. The application of this method may result in a change in the carrying amount of a long-term foreign currency liability on transition to Ind AS, as compared to previous GAAP. If an entity applies the exemption in paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101 and continues to accumulate foreign exchange gains or losses on translation of such an item in FCMITDA, the balance in FCMITDA should be revised retrospectively on the basis of the amortised cost of the liability (as determined under Ind AS 109 on the date of transition). The revised balance of FCMITDA should be amortised over the balance period of that long-term liability through the statement of profit and loss. (ITFG 2, Issues 1 and 6)

d. Exemption under paragraph D13AA on change in functional currency

When the functional currency of a company changes from INR to any other currency (e.g. USD), then any loans taken in the new functional currency (USD) would not be considered as long-term foreign currency monetary items under previous GAAP (paragraph 46A of AS 11). Therefore, an entity cannot continue to recognise the exchange differences arising from those loans, in the cost of fixed assets under paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101. (ITFG 1, Issue 4)

e. Accounting policy for exchange differences to long-term forward exchange contracts

Companies that availed of the option to apply paragraph 46/46A of AS 11 under previous GAAP may have also capitalised foreign exchange differences on forward exchange contracts (covered by paragraph 36 of AS 11) acquired to hedge long-term foreign currency loans. This was permitted in accordance with the clarification issued by ICAI in its Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on the AS 11 notification. However, the exemption in paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101 relates only to foreign exchange differences on long-term foreign currency monetary items recognised in the financial statements prior to the first Ind AS financial reporting period and would not apply to long-term forward exchange contracts. (ITFG 7, Issue 4)

Long-term forward exchange contracts would meet the definition of a derivative and are within the scope of Ind AS 109. These derivatives would have to be recognised at fair value through profit or loss unless hedge accounting principles apply and these are designated in a qualifying cash flow hedge relationship under Ind AS 109. (Please also refer paragraph II (e) below)

f. Application of hedge accounting principles where an entity avails an option under para 46A of AS 11

On transition to Ind AS, an entity may continue to capitalise foreign exchange differences arising on translation of long-term foreign currency loans into the cost of a related asset, in accordance with the exemption in Ind AS 101. The entity may have also entered into derivative transactions (e.g. forward contracts or cross currency swaps) to hedge the cash flows on the long-term foreign currency loan.

However, the entity would not be permitted to apply hedge accounting under Ind AS to such derivatives. This is because the entity is considered to have no corresponding foreign exchange exposure that affects profit or loss, since it capitalises the exchange differences. (ITFG 3, Issue 10)

Also refer Chapter 3 on Financial instruments. (ITFG 3, Issue 10 and ITFG 13, Issue 8)

III. Clarifications with respect to application of the exemption for service concession arrangements

Paragraph D22 of Ind AS 101 specifically permits an entity to continue with its amortisation policy adopted under previous GAAP for intangible assets arising from service concession arrangements in respect of toll roads. This, read with paragraph 7AA of Ind AS 38, permits an entity to continue with revenue based amortisation for such intangible assets (related to toll roads) recognised in the financial statements for the period ending immediately before the beginning of the first Ind AS reporting period. This method of amortisation is not permitted for intangible assets related to toll roads that are recognised subsequently.
a. Revenue-based amortisation for toll roads

The ITFG clarified that in harmonisation of the Companies (Accounts) Rules, 2014, Ind AS 38 and Ind AS 101, the principles of Ind AS 38 should be followed for all intangible assets related to service concession arrangements including toll roads once Ind AS is applicable to an entity. Accordingly, revenue-based amortisation would generally not apply to such intangible assets, except in accordance with paragraph D22 of Ind AS 101, which provides a specific exemption for toll road intangibles recognised in the financial statements before the beginning of the first Ind AS reporting period. (ITFG 3, Issue 13)

b. Application of exemption to toll roads under construction

Another practical issue is with reference to applicability of this exemption to toll roads under construction/development. The exemption applies only to intangible assets arising from toll-road concession arrangements recognised in the financial statements before the beginning of first Ind AS reporting period. An entity cannot avail of the exemption if the construction of the toll road is in progress on such date, since the related intangible asset would not have been recognised prior to the beginning of the first Ind AS reporting period. (ITFG 7, Issue 9)

IV. Other clarifications

The following are other significant application issues arising from the implementation of the guidance in Ind AS 101:

a. Retrospective application of Ind AS 109 to financial instruments acquired in past business combinations

Ind AS 101 provides entities transitioning to Ind AS with an option to not apply Ind AS 103, Business Combinations retrospectively to business combinations that occurred before the date of transition to Ind AS.

Where an entity acquires another entity in a scheme of amalgamation approved under the provisions of the 2013 Act, prior to its date of transition to Ind AS and avails of the option to not restate its past business combinations, it considers the previous GAAP carrying amounts of assets acquired and liabilities assumed to be their deemed cost on the date of transition to Ind AS.

On the other hand, while preparing its opening Ind AS balance sheet, Ind AS 101 requires an entity to apply the criteria in Ind AS 109 to classify financial instruments on the basis of the facts and circumstances that exist at the date of transition to Ind AS. The resulting classifications are applied retrospectively.

While Ind AS 101 does not specifically provide any transitional relief for financial instruments, it also does not specify the accounting treatment if an entity elects not to restate its past business combinations, giving rise to an application issue.

In this scenario, the previous GAAP carrying amounts of financial instruments acquired as part of the business combination would be their deemed cost at the date of the business combination. The fair value or amortised cost (as required by Ind AS 109) of such financial instruments should be determined from the date of business combination and not from the date of origin by the acquiree company. Accordingly, the financial instruments would be measured in the following manner:

- **Financial instruments classified as Fair Value Through Profit or Loss (FVTPL)/Fair Value Through Other Comprehensive Income (FVOCI):** Measured at their fair value on the date of transition to Ind AS.
- **Financial instruments classified at amortised cost:** The carrying amount of the instrument should be computed on the date of transition to Ind AS, based on the previous GAAP carrying amount at the date of business combination (under previous GAAP) and the effective interest rate as on that date (determined after considering the amount and timing of expected settlement of such financial instrument). (ITFG 12, Issue 9)
b. Date of transition for presentation of opening balance sheet

As per Ind AS 101, an entity is required to prepare and present an opening Ind AS balance sheet at the date of transition to Ind AS and this is the starting point for its accounting.

ITFG clarified that on the date of transition to Ind AS, an entity would prepare its balance sheet as on the start of that day. For example, the balance sheet of an entity with transition date as 1 April 2016 would be prepared as on date of transition to Ind AS i.e. the beginning of business on 1 April 2016 (or, equivalently, close of business on 31 March 2016). (ITFG 8, Issue 3)

c. Determination of date for assessing functional currency

Ind AS 101 provides for certain exceptions and exemptions from retrospective application of other Ind AS. However, there is no specific guidance regarding the date of assessment for determination of functional currency by an entity, i.e., whether this would be assessed as on the date of transition to Ind AS or retrospectively. In accordance with principles in Ind AS 101, since neither any exception nor any exemption has been provided, an entity would be required to assess its functional currency retrospectively. (ITFG 1, Issue 5)

d. Premium on redemption of financial liabilities

Companies may have adjusted redemption premiums and/or other transaction costs incurred on financial liabilities (as defined in Ind AS 109) issued before transition to Ind AS against the securities premium account under previous GAAP. However, this is not permitted in Ind AS 109, which requires such redemption premium and transaction costs to be adjusted in the EIR of the financial liability.

Accordingly, ICAI clarified that the difference between the carrying amount of the financial liability (as per previous GAAP) on the date of transition and its amortised cost as on that date, computed as per the EIR method specified in Ind AS 109, should be adjusted by crediting the capital reserve account and the corresponding debit would be to the relevant account which was credited earlier. (ICAI FAQ dated 7 April 2017)

Companies that have previously adjusted the entire redemption premium against the securities premium account and recognised the full repayable amount of the liability would be required to reverse the unamortised premium expense on transition to Ind AS. This would subsequently be recognised as an interest expense through the statement of profit and loss over the remaining period until redemption. This could have a significant impact on the determination of future profits under Ind AS.

e. Depreciation on first-time adoption

An entity, being a first-time adopter of Ind AS is required by Ind AS 101 to measure its PPE on the date of transition either by retrospectively applying Ind AS 16 or at deemed cost (being either fair value or previous GAAP carrying amount at the date of transition).

If the entity elects to measure its PPE by retrospective application of Ind AS 16, it is not permitted to re-estimate its depreciation, unless its estimate of depreciation in the previous GAAP was in error. However, when an entity has not estimated the useful life of its assets, but has depreciated its assets as per the minimum requirements of law (at the rates prescribed under Schedule XIV to the Companies Act, 1956), then it would be required to re-compute the depreciation by assessing the useful life of the asset in accordance with Ind AS 16. (ITFG 3, Issue 14)

f. Accounting treatment of government loans at a below-market rate of interest

Ind AS 101 requires a first-time adopter to apply the requirements in Ind AS 109 and Ind AS 20 prospectively to government loans existing at the date of transition to Ind AS. Therefore, the carrying amount of government loan, under previous GAAP, would continue to be recognised at the date of transition to Ind AS. Although Ind AS 20 requires that the benefit of a government loan at a below-market rate of interest is treated as a government grant, such benefit (based on a retrospective restatement of the loan amount at its fair value on initial recognition under Ind AS 109) would not be recognised for a government loan existing at the date of transition, since Ind AS 101 does not permit such retrospective restatement.
A first-time adopter is required to use its previous GAAP carrying amount of government loan as the Ind AS carrying amount on the date of transition. It should apply the requirements of Ind AS 20 and Ind AS 109, prospectively to government loans existing at the date of transition to Ind AS, unless the necessary information needed to apply the requirements of Ind AS 109 and Ind AS 20 retrospectively, has been obtained at the time of initially accounting for that loan. On prospective application of Ind AS 109, the EIR of the loan should be computed by comparing the carrying amount of the loan at the date of transition with the amount and timing of expected repayment to the government.

Another important related issue is whether such exemption would apply to the deferment of a liability payable to government based on an agreement, i.e. liability similar to sales tax deferment for 10 years. Often in such deferral schemes (e.g. where the amount of sales tax collected by an entity from its customers is retained by the entity and is required to be repaid after a specified number of years) are similar in nature to an interest-free loan. Hence, Ind AS 109 and Ind AS 20 should also be prospectively applied to such balances (e.g. deferred sales tax liabilities) outstanding at the date of transition. (ITFG 12, Issue 7). Entities are, therefore, not required to remeasure their deferred sales tax liabilities outstanding at the date of transition.
10. Other topics

Ind AS 1, Presentation of Financial Statements

Key principles

- Ind AS 1 prescribes the basis for presentation of general purpose financial statements¹ to ensure comparability both with the entity’s financial statements of previous periods and with the financial statements of other entities. It sets out overall requirements for the presentation of both CFS and SFS, guidelines for their structure and minimum requirements for their content.

- A complete set of financial statements comprises the following:
  - A balance sheet
  - A statement of profit and loss
  - A statement of changes in equity
  - A statement of cash flows
  - Notes, including accounting policies
  - Comparative information, and
  - A balance sheet as at the beginning of the preceding period in certain circumstances.

- Entities are required to prepare financial statements on a going concern basis unless management intends to either liquidate the entity or to cease trading, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.

- The standard requires specific disclosures in the balance sheet, the statement of profit and loss, or the statement of changes in equity (minimum disclosures) and requires additional disclosures (wherever required) to be made either in those statements or in the notes.

- A statement of changes in equity (and related notes) reconciles opening to closing amounts for each component of equity.

¹ For entities operating in sectors such as banking, insurance, electricity, etc., specific formats for presentation of financial statements may be prescribed, accordingly Ind AS 1 may not be applicable to that extent.
• All owner-related changes in equity are presented in the statement of changes in equity separately from non-owner changes in equity (which are presented in single statement of profit or loss).

• Generally, the entity presents its balance sheet classified between current and non-current assets and liabilities.

• An asset is classified as current if it is expected to be realised in the normal operating cycle or within 12 months, it is held for trading or is cash or a cash equivalent.

• A liability is classified as current if it is expected to be settled in the normal operating cycle, it is due within 12 months, or there are no unconditional rights to defer its settlement for at least 12 months.

• A liability that is payable on demand because certain conditions are breached is not classified as current if the lender has agreed, after the reporting date but before the financial statements are authorised for issue, not to demand repayment.

**Schedule III**

• On 11 October 2018, MCA through its notification has amended Schedule III to the 2013 Act. The Schedule III to the 2013 Act provides general instructions for preparation of financial statements of a company under both Accounting Standards (AS) and Ind AS. Currently, Schedule III is divided into three divisions as follows:

  • Division I is applicable to a company whose financial statements are prepared in accordance with Accounting Standards (AS)

  • Division II is applicable to a company whose financial statements are prepared in accordance with Ind AS (other than Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs)).

  • Division III is applicable only to NBFCs which are required to prepare financial statements in accordance with Ind AS.

   Additionally, in the case of listed entities, both the National Stock Exchange Ltd. and the BSE Ltd., by means of a circular dated 22 November 2018, have clarified the applicability date for the revised formats for filing with the respective stock exchanges. The circular clarifies that for the quarters ending on and after 31 March 2019, all entities including NBFCs would present quarterly financial results and annual financial statements in accordance with the revised formats (i.e. amendments notified to Schedule III to the 2013 Act on 11 October 2018).

  • **ICAI Guidance Note on Division II-Ind AS Schedule III to the 2013 Act (GN)**

   The ICAI on 27 July 2017 issued a GN to provide guidance in the preparation and presentation of financial statements in accordance with Ind AS Schedule III, for entities adopting Ind AS. The disclosure requirements under Ind AS, the 2013 Act, other pronouncements of the ICAI, other statutes, etc., would be in addition to the guidance provided in this GN.

---

2 NBFC means a NBFC as defined in Section 45-I(f) of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and includes housing finance companies, merchant banking companies, micro finance companies, mutual benefit companies, venture capital fund companies, stock broker or sub-broker companies, nidhi companies, chit companies, securitisation and reconstruction companies, mortgage guarantee companies, pension fund companies, asset management companies and core investment companies.
Significant differences from IFRS³

- IAS 1, *Presentation of Financial Statements*, requires that in case of a loan liability, if any condition of the loan agreement which was classified as non-current is breached on the reporting date, such loan liability should be classified as current, even if the breach is rectified after the balance sheet date. However, Ind AS 1 clarifies that where there is a breach of a material provision of a long-term loan arrangement on or before the end of the reporting period with the effect that the liability becomes payable on demand on the reporting date, the entity does not classify the liability as current, if the lender agreed, after the reporting period and before the approval of the financial statements for issue, not to demand payment as a consequence of the breach.

- With regard to presentation of statement of profit and loss, IAS 1 allows either the single statement approach or to follow the two statement approach. Ind AS 1 allows only the single statement approach with profit or loss and other comprehensive income presented in two sections.

- IAS 1 requires an entity to present an analysis of expenses recognised in profit or loss using a classification based on either their nature or their function within the entity whichever provides information that is reliable and more relevant. Ind AS 1 requires only nature-wise classification of expenses in the statement of profit and loss.

Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Presentation of operating profit as a separate line item not permitted

Division II of Ind AS based Schedule III requires disclosure of aggregate of ‘revenue from operations’ and ‘other income’ on face of the statement of profit and loss. Revenue from operations is to be separately disclosed in the notes, showing revenue from:

- Sale of products (including excise duty)
- Sale of services and
- Other operating revenues.

The aggregate of ‘other income’ is to be disclosed on face of the statement of profit and loss. In accordance with the Note 5 of general instructions for the preparation of statement of profit and loss ‘other income’ is required to be classified as:

- Interest income
- Dividend Income and
- Other non-operating income (net of expenses directly attributable to such income).

Division II of Schedule III does not define the term ‘other operating revenue’. Additionally, it does not specifically require disclosure of ‘operating profit’.

The ICAI issued a GN (as mentioned above) and according to the GN, ‘other operating revenue’ would include revenue arising from a company’s operating activities, i.e., either its principal or ancillary revenue-generating activities, but which is not revenue arising from sale of products or rendering of services. Accordingly, an entity should decide classification of an income based on the facts of each case and detailed understanding of the company’s activities.

In addition, Schedule III to the 2013 Act sets out the minimum requirements for disclosure in the financial statements including notes. It states that line items, sub-line items and sub-totals shall be presented as an addition or substitution on the face of the financial statements when such presentation is relevant to the understanding of the company’s financial position or performance or to cater to industry/sector-specific disclosure requirements, apart from, when required for compliance with amendments to the 2013 Act or Ind AS.

The GN illustrates certain financial measures e.g. Earnings before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation (EBITDA) as an additional line item on the face of the statement of profit and loss.

---

³ Source: ICAI’s publication Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS): An Overview (Revised July 2018).
However, applying the same analogy in respect of operating profit disclosure may not be appropriate since certain items which are credited to the statement of profit and loss may not form part of operating profit measure. As a result giving a separate line item for disclosure of the operating profit may not be appropriate and would result in change in the format of statement of profit and loss as prescribed by Division II of Schedule III.

Moreover, Division II of Schedule III and Ind AS 1 require classification of expense by nature and not by function. The operating profit measure sub-total may result in a more appropriate presentation of performance for entities classifying expenses by function, but such a classification of expenses by function is not permitted. Therefore, a company would not be able to present an operating profit measure sub-total as part of the statement of profit and loss. However, the entity may provide such additional information in the financial statements. *(ITFG 13, Issue 5)*

**Classification of interest related to delay in payment of taxes**

In accordance with Note 4 of the general instructions for the preparation of the statement of profit and loss, Division II of Schedule III to the 2013 Act, the finance costs are classified as below:

a. Interest
b. Dividend on redeemable preference shares
c. Exchange differences regarded as an adjustment to borrowing costs
d. Other borrowing costs (specify nature).

ITFG considered an issue related to payment of taxes levied by a local authority. Interest was levied at a variable rate ranging from one per cent to three per cent per month depending upon the length of period of delay.

The above issue was considered from the perspective of classification of interest levied due to delay in payment of taxes in the statement of profit and loss i.e. whether it would form part of finance cost or would be classified as part of ‘other expenses’.

In this case, local taxes not paid by due date represent interest bearing liabilities. Therefore, it was clarified that the entity would need to evaluate whether the interest payable for delay in payment of taxes is compensatory in nature for time value of money or penal in nature. Thus, judgement is required to be exercised based on the evaluation of facts and circumstances of each case.

On the basis of evaluation, if an entity concluded that interest was compensatory in nature then such interest would be required to be included in finance cost. On the other hand, if interest on delayed payment of taxes was penal in nature, then it would be classified as ‘other expenses’. *(ITFG 17, Issue 8)*

*(Please refer chapter 5 on Income taxes for a discussion on the treatment of income tax related interest and penalties under Ind AS vis-à-vis IFRS (ITFG 16 Issue 2))*

**Classification of security deposits accepted by utility companies as current liabilities**

In one of the earlier ITFG clarifications, which was subsequently withdrawn, items such as security deposits accepted by utility entities were required to be classified as ‘current liabilities’ since the entities do not have the unconditional right to defer their repayment for a period of 12 months after the reporting date. This is regardless of whether an entity expects to settle such deposits within this time frame.

This view was consistent with the view provided in the Education Material on Ind AS 1 issued by the Ind AS committee of ICAI. However, previously, under the Revised Schedule VI to the Companies Act, 1956, companies were permitted in specific cases based on commercial practice (such as in the case of utility companies) to classify security deposits collected as non-current. Therefore, entities that have followed a different practice prior to Ind AS implementation would need to evaluate presentation of such deposits.
Ind AS 7, Statement of Cash Flows

Key principles

- Ind AS 7 requires an entity to provide information about historical changes in its cash and cash equivalents in a statement of cash flows which classifies cash flows during the period into those from operating, investing and financing activities.
- Cash comprises cash on hand and demand deposits. Cash equivalents are short-term highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.
- Cash and cash equivalents for the purposes of the statement of cash flows include certain short-term investments and in some cases, bank overdrafts.
- The statement of cash flows presents cash flows during the period, classified by operating, investing and financing activities.
- The entity presents its cash flows in the manner most appropriate to its business.
- Taxes paid are separately disclosed and classified as operating activities unless it is practicable to identify them with, and therefore, classify them as, financing or investing activities.
- Cash flows from operating activities may be presented under either the direct method or the indirect method.
- Generally, all financing and investing cash flows are reported gross. Cash flows are offset only in limited circumstances.
- Foreign currency cash flows are translated at the exchange rates at the date of the cash flows (or using averages when appropriate).
- Unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in foreign currency exchange rates are not cash flows.
- The effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents held or due in a foreign currency is reported in the statement of cash flows in order to reconcile cash and cash equivalents at the beginning and the end of the period.
- An entity is required to disclose the components of cash and cash equivalents and present a reconciliation of the amounts in its statement of cash flows with equivalent items reported in the balance sheet.
- Additionally, it is required to disclose, together with a commentary by management, the amount of significant cash and cash equivalents which are restricted for specific purposes.
- An entity is required to provide disclosures that enable users of financial statements to evaluate changes in liabilities arising from financing activities, including both changes arising from cash flows and non-cash changes.
- Accordingly, an entity is required to disclose the following changes in liabilities arising from financing activities:
  - Changes from financing cash flows,
  - Changes arising from obtaining or losing control of subsidiaries or other businesses,
  - The effect of changes in foreign exchange rates,
  - Changes in fair values and
  - Other changes.

The above disclosures also apply to changes in financial assets (for example, assets that hedge liabilities arising from financing activities) if cash flows from those financial assets were, or future cash flows will be included in cash flows from financing activities.

5. The 2013 Act defines the term ‘financial statements’ to include cash flow statement for the financial year. Therefore, preparation of cash flow statements is mandatory under the 2013 Act. However, its preparation would be in accordance with the requirements of this standard. Additionally, in case of a one person company, small company and dormant company, financial statements may not include the cash flow statement.

6. In case of listed entities, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 require the use of the indirect method in preparing the cash flow statement. Additionally, SEBI has mandated disclosure of cash flow statement on a half yearly basis for all listed entities for financial results from 1 April 2019.
Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Classification of investments made in units of money-market mutual funds as cash equivalents

Ind AS 7 prescribes the following three cumulative conditions, which are to be met for an investment to be classified as a ‘cash equivalent’:

- i. The investment must be for meeting short-term cash commitments
- ii. It must be highly liquid, i.e. readily convertible to cash
- iii. The amount that would be realised from the investment must be known, with no more than an insignificant risk of change in value.

An assessment of the above mentioned three cumulative conditions is required to classify investment in units of money-market mutual funds as cash equivalents under Ind AS. The assessment is as follows:

- Investment must be for meeting short-term cash commitments: Whether an investment has been held for meeting short-term cash commitments depends on the management’s intent which could be evidenced from documentary sources such as investment policy, investment manuals, etc. It could also be corroborated by the actual experience of buying and selling those investments. However, such investments should be held only as a means of settling liabilities, and not as an investment or for any other purposes. Therefore, this condition requires an assessment of facts and circumstances of each case.

- Investment must be highly liquid: Generally, the units of a money market mutual fund that are traded in an active market or that can be put back by the holder at any time to the fund at their Net Asset Value (NAV) could meet the condition of the investment being highly liquid.

- Amount that would be realised from the investment must be known, with no more than an insignificant risk of change in value of the investment: This condition requires that the amount of cash that would be received should be known at the time of initial investment as well as the purpose of holding the instrument should be clear from its terms and conditions. Additionally, an entity would have to ensure that the investment is subject to insignificant risk of changes in value for it to be classified as cash equivalent.

The units of money-market funds would not be able to meet the last condition as their value keeps changing primarily due to changes in interest rates. Therefore, ITFG clarified that the amount of cash that would be received should be known at the time of initial investment and the value of such units could be subject to a more insignificant risk of change during the period of their holding.

However, there could be situations wherein this last condition could be met for instance, units of money-market mutual funds have been acquired for a very brief period before the end of tenure of a mutual fund and the maturity amounts of the mutual funds are pre-determined and known. In such a case, it could be argued that the redemption amount of the units is known and subject only to an insignificant change in value. (ITFG 16, Issue 4)
Key principles

- Ind AS 8 prescribes the criteria for selecting and changing accounting policies, together with the accounting treatment and disclosure of changes in accounting policies, changes in accounting estimates and corrections of errors.

- Accounting policies are the specific principles, bases, conventions, rules and practices applied by an entity in preparing and presenting financial statements.

- Ind AS 8 prescribes a two-step approach in selection and application of the accounting policies - when an Ind AS specifically covers a particular issue then accounting policy is determined by applying the Ind AS and in the absence of an Ind AS, the entity applies judgement based on the hierarchy of accounting literature.

- An entity is required to select and apply the accounting policies consistently for similar transactions, other events and conditions, unless an Ind AS specifically requires or permits categorisation of items for which different policies may be appropriate. If an Ind AS requires or permits such categorisation, an appropriate accounting policy should be selected and applied consistently to each category.

- An entity is permitted to change an accounting policy only if the change is required by an Ind AS or results in the financial statements providing reliable and more relevant information.

- In case an entity has not applied a new Ind AS that has been issued but is not yet effective, it is required to disclose this fact along with known or reasonably estimable information relevant to assessing the possible impact that application of the new Ind AS will have on the entity’s financial statements in the period of initial application.

- A change in depreciation method used by an entity should reflect the pattern in which the asset’s future economic benefits are expected to be consumed by the entity. A change in depreciation method would be accounted for as a change in an accounting estimate of the entity.

- The effect of change in an accounting estimate is required to be recognised prospectively by including it in profit or loss in the period of the change, if it affects that period only or the period of the change and future periods, where it affects both.

- Prior period errors are omissions from, and misstatements in, the entity’s financial statements for one or more prior periods.

- Such errors include the effects of mathematical mistakes, mistakes in applying accounting policies, oversights or misinterpretations of facts, and fraud.

- Except to the extent that it is impracticable to determine either the period specific effects or the cumulative effect of the error, Ind AS 8 requires to correct material prior period errors retrospectively in the first set of financial statements approved for issue after their discovery by:
  - Restating the comparative amounts for the prior period(s) presented in which the error occurred or
  - If the error occurred before the earliest prior period presented, restating the opening balances of assets, liabilities and equity for the earliest prior period presented.

- Omissions or misstatements of items are material if they could, individually or collectively, influence the economic decisions that users make on the basis of the financial statements.

- Materiality depends on the size and nature of the omission or misstatement judged in the surrounding circumstances. The size or nature of the item, or a combination of both, could be the determining factor.

- If the classification and presentation of items in the financial statements is changed, then the entity should restate the comparatives unless this is impracticable.

- Disclosure is required for judgements that have a significant impact on the financial statements and for key sources of estimation uncertainty.
Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Disclosure of impact of new standard not yet effective

In a situation where an entity has not applied a new Ind AS that has been issued but is not yet effective, Ind AS 8 requires the disclosure of the fact that the issued Ind AS (not yet effective) has not been applied. Additionally, disclosure is required of known or reasonably estimable information relevant to assess the possible impact that application of the new Ind AS is likely to have on an entity’s financial statements in the period of initial application.

It was clarified by ITFG at the time that as Ind AS 115, Revenue from Contracts with Customers was not yet notified by MCA, companies in India did not need to disclose the impact of Ind AS 115 for the financial year ending 31 March 2017. (ITFG 8, Issue 2)\(^9\)

However, the above clarification was issued before notification of Ind AS 115. Ind AS 115 was notified by MCA on 28 March 2018 and became a part of notified accounting standards through the Companies (Indian Accounting Standards) Amendment Rules, 2018 and became effective for accounting periods beginning on or after 1 April 2018.

Internationally, IFRS 16, Leases, became applicable from 1 January 2019 and its Indian counterpart, Ind AS 116, Leases is expected to be applicable to Indian companies with effect from 1 April 2019. Therefore, companies should start the process to assess the impact of the above new standard on their financial position, performance and cash flows.

Uniform accounting policies vs uniform accounting estimates

Under Ind AS, the method of depreciation is treated as an accounting estimate, alignment of method of depreciation for CFS is not necessary, i.e. the method of depreciation as applied by the subsidiary in the SFS can continue to be applied in the CFS, even in cases where such method is different from that of the parent.

In a situation, where a parent and a subsidiary have adopted different methods of depreciation, a subsidiary can have a different method of estimating depreciation for its PPE, if its expected pattern of consumption is different. The method once selected in the SFS of the subsidiary should not be changed while preparing the CFS. (ITFG 11, Issue 6)

However, it is important to note that in cases, where the carrying value (as of the date of transition) as per previous GAAP has been considered as the deemed cost of the PPE, in those cases, the written down value of the assets of the subsidiary may continue to be different in the SFS of the subsidiary and the CFS of the parent.

Financial guarantee by parent for a loan taken by its subsidiary that is repaid earlier than the scheduled term

For further discussion on the above topic, please refer Chapter 3 on Financial instruments. (ITFG 16, Issue 7)

Accounting of non-monetary asset grant

For further discussion on the above topic, please refer chapter 10 Other topics on Ind AS 20, Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance. (ITFG 17, Issue 1 (iii))

---

\(^9\) Source: ICAI’s publication Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS): An Overview (Revised July 2018).

\(^{10}\) This clarification was issued on 5 May 2017 (i.e. before MCA notified Ind AS 115) and Ind AS 115 was not a notified standard (since it was not a part of Companies (Indian Accounting Standards) Rules, 2019).
Ind AS 20, Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance

Key principles

- Ind AS 20 is applied in accounting for and in the disclosure of government grants and in the disclosure of other forms of government assistance.

- Government grants, including non-monetary grants at fair value, are not recognised until there is reasonable assurance that the entity will comply with the conditions attached to them and the grants will be received.

- A forgivable loan from government is treated as a government grant when there is reasonable assurance that the entity will meet the terms for forgiveness of the loan.

- The benefit of a government loan at a below-market rate of interest is treated as a government grant.

- In case of a government grant which is in the form of transfer of a non-monetary asset (such as land or other resources), both the grant and asset are accounted for at fair value of the non-monetary asset. There is an alternate method for accounting for such non-monetary grants i.e. an entity may record both the asset and the grant at a nominal amount rather than at fair value.

Recognition of government grant

- Government grants shall be recognised in profit or loss on a systematic basis over the periods in which the entity recognises as expenses the related costs for which the grants are intended to compensate.

- A government grant that becomes receivable as compensation for expenses or losses already incurred or for the purpose of giving immediate financial support to the entity with no future related costs shall be recognised in profit or loss of the period in which it becomes receivable.

Presentation of government grant related to assets

- Government grants related to assets, including non-monetary grants at fair value, are presented in the balance sheet either by setting up the grant as deferred income or by deducting the grant in arriving at the carrying amount of the asset (net presentation).

- There are two methods of presentation of the government grants related to assets as follows:
  - One method recognises the grant as deferred income that is recognised in profit or loss on a systematic basis over the useful life of the asset.
  - Another method is to deduct the grant in calculating the carrying value of the asset. Thus, the grant would be recognised in the statement of profit and loss over the useful life of a depreciable asset as a reduced depreciation expense.

Presentation of government grant related to income

- Grants related to income are presented as part of profit or loss, either separately or under a general heading such as ‘other income’ or alternatively, they are deducted in reporting the related expenses.

Repayment of government grants

- A government grant that becomes repayable is to be accounted for as a change in accounting estimate.

- Repayment of a grant related to income shall be applied first against any unamortised deferred credit recognised in respect of the grant. To the extent that the repayment exceeds any such deferred credit, or when no deferred credit exists, the repayment is to be recognised immediately in profit or loss.

- Repayment of a grant related to an asset is to be recognised by increasing the carrying amount of the asset or reducing the deferred income balance by the amount repayable. The cumulative additional depreciation that would have been recognised in profit or loss to date in the absence of the grant is to be recognised immediately in profit or loss.

---

11. MCA amended Ind AS 20 on 20 September 2018 and the amendments are effective retrospectively from 1 April 2018.

Further, the amendment envisages that circumstances giving rise to repayment of a grant related to an asset may require consideration of a possible impairment in the new carrying amount of the asset.

Appendix A of Ind AS 20 prescribes that government assistance to entities meets the definition of government grants in Ind AS 20, even if there are no conditions specifically relating to the operating activities of the entity other than the requirement to operate in certain regions or industry sectors. It, in addition provides that such grants shall not be credited directly to shareholders’ interests.

Significant differences from IFRS
MCA amended Ind AS 20 and the amendments are effective retrospectively from 1 April 2018. Consequently, there are no significant differences in Ind AS 20 as compared with IAS 20, Accounting for Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance.

Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications
Accounting treatment for grants in the nature of promoters’ contribution

Accounting Standard (AS) 12, Accounting for Government Grants, requires grants received with respect to an entity’s total investment or total capital outlay, for which no repayment was ordinarily expected (i.e. grants in the nature of promoter’s contribution), to be credited directly to the shareholders’ funds.

A government entity may have received contributions from the government in the nature of promoter’s contribution, such contributions would be recognised in capital reserve and treated as a part of shareholders’ funds in accordance with AS 12.

At the time of transition to Ind AS, for determining the relevant accounting treatment for such grants received, it is important to ascertain whether the government has 100 per cent shareholding in the entity. The entity should first determine whether the payment received was a government grant or a shareholder’s contribution. Consequently, the accounting treatment that should be applied in the two scenarios is as follows:

- In case, the entity concludes that the contribution is in the nature of a government grant, then it would apply the principles of Ind AS 20 retrospectively, as required by Ind AS 101. Ind AS 20 requires all grants to be recognised as income on a systematic basis over the periods in which the entity recognises as expenses the related costs for which the grants are intended to compensate. Unlike AS 12, Ind AS 20 requires the grant to be classified either as a capital or an income grant and does not permit recognition of government grants in the nature of promoter’s contribution directly in shareholders’ funds.

- In case it concludes that the contribution is in the nature of ‘shareholder contribution’, then Ind AS 20 would not apply, since it specifically scopes out participation by the government in the ownership of an entity. Thus, in accordance with Ind AS 101, the entity is required to reclassify the contribution received, from capital reserve to an appropriate category under ‘other equity’ at the date of transition.

The above principles would also apply for contributions received by an entity subsequent to the Ind AS transition date. (ITFG 9, Issue 3)

Subsequent to the issue of the above clarification, MCA has revised Ind AS 20 as well as made consequential amendments to certain other Ind AS (e.g. Ind AS 12, Ind AS 16, Ind AS 40, etc.) and the amendments are effective from 1 April 2018. Going forward, the principles for presentation of government grants related to assets as well as those related to repayment of government grants are to be applied as per the amended Ind AS 20.

Accounting of non-monetary asset grant

As explained above Ind AS 20 has been recently amended. It now provides an entity with a choice for accounting of government grants in the form of non-monetary assets. Accordingly, an entity can either present the non-monetary asset and grant at fair value or record both asset and grant at a nominal amount.
In a scenario, X Ltd., a government company in which 100 per cent of its paid-up capital is held by the Government of India, received certain land in the year 2008 from the government to construct and operate a Mass Rapid Transit System (MRTS) in a metropolitan city. The land was received free of cost subject to compliance with specified terms and conditions. In accordance with the then applicable AS 12, the land was recorded at a nominal value of INR1.

Following is the accounting of land under Ind AS:

i. X Ltd. is a first-time adopter of Ind AS and its first Ind AS reporting period is financial year 2018-19

X Ltd. has a choice of recognising the grant and the asset (i.e. land in this case), initially either at fair value or at a nominal amount.

Ind AS 101 further states the following with respect to opening Ind AS balance sheet:

1. An entity is required to prepare and present an opening Ind AS balance sheet at the date of transition to Ind AS.

2. An entity is required to use the same accounting policies in its opening Ind AS balance sheet and throughout all periods presented in its first Ind AS financial statements. Those accounting policies would comply with each Ind AS effective at the end of its first Ind AS reporting period. Generally, those accounting policies are applied on a retrospective basis.

Accordingly, X Ltd. is required to apply the amended Ind AS 20 for all periods presented in its financial statements for the financial year 2018-19, including in preparing its opening Ind AS balance sheet as at 1 April 2017.

Additionally, under Ind AS 101, there is no mandatory exception or voluntary exemption from retrospective application of Ind AS 20. Consequently, X Ltd. is required to apply the requirements of Ind AS 20, retrospectively at the date of transition to Ind AS (and consequently in subsequent accounting periods).

ii. X Ltd. is not a first time adopter of Ind AS and financial year 2018-19 is its second (or third) reporting period under Ind AS

As X Ltd. transitioned to Ind AS a few years back, therefore it is following an accounting policy of recognising government grant and the related asset at fair value.

As Ind AS 20 has been amended recently, therefore, an issue may arise whether for the financial year 2018-19, X Ltd. is required or permitted to change its accounting policy relating to government grant.

In accordance with Ind AS 8, an entity would change an accounting policy only if the change:

1. Is required by an Ind AS or

2. Results in the financial statements providing reliable and more relevant information about the effects of transactions, other events or conditions on the entity’s financial position, financial performance or cash flows.

Due to the amendment of Ind AS 20, X Ltd. is not required to change the accounting policy relating to the grant as applied by it in preparing its financial statements for the previous financial year. However, the entity is permitted to change its accounting policy voluntarily.

Ind AS 8 lays down following two requirements that must be complied with in order to make a voluntary change in an accounting policy:

1. The information resulting from application of the changed (i.e. the new) accounting policy must be reliable.

2. The changed accounting policy must result in ‘more relevant’ information being presented in the financial statements.

Whether a changed accounting policy results in reliable and more relevant financial information is a matter of assessment based on the particular facts and circumstances of each case.

In order to ensure that such an assessment is made judiciously (a voluntary change in an accounting policy does not effectively become a matter of free choice), Ind AS 8 further requires an entity making a voluntary change in an accounting policy to disclose, inter alia, the reasons why applying the new accounting policy provides reliable and more relevant information.

In accordance with the above, ITFG clarified that X Ltd. could make a voluntary change in accounting policy provided if such a change results in its financial statements providing reliable and more relevant information about the effects of transactions, other events or conditions on its financial position, financial performance or cash flows. (ITFG 17, Issue 1)
Exemption of custom duty on capital goods as government grant

An entity may have received grants in the nature of exemption of custom duty on capital goods with certain conditions related to export of goods under Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG) scheme of Government of India.

In accordance with the guidance provided in Ind AS 20, exemption of customs duty under the EPCG scheme would be considered as a government grant. The basis for this guidance is that exemption of customs duty is considered as an assistance provided by the government in return for compliance with certain conditions relating to the operating activities of the entity and could be reliably measured.

The accounting of such grants would be determined based on facts and circumstances of each case i.e. whether grants are related to assets or income.

Based on the evaluation of the facts and circumstances, the accounting and presentation of the grant would be as below:

- **Export of goods**: If the grant received is to compensate the import cost of assets, and is subject to export obligation as prescribed in the EPCG scheme, then the recognition of the grant would be linked to fulfilment of the associated export obligations and would be treated as grants related to income and such a grant will be presented in statement of profit and loss, either separately or under a general heading such as ‘other income’. Alternatively, it may be deducted in reporting the related expenses.

- **Compensates import cost of an asset**: If the grant received is to compensate the import cost of the asset, and it can be reasonably concluded that conditions relating to export of goods are subsidiary conditions, then it is appropriate to treat such grant as grants related to assets and present it as deferred income by recognising such grants in profit or loss over the life of the underlying asset (*ITFG 11, Issue 5*).

Export benefits under a scheme of the Government of India

The ITFG has considered and clarified on whether the benefit received by an entity (which is a registered unit in Special Economic Zone (SEZ)) is a government grant or a government assistance other than government grant under Ind AS 20. The benefit from the government may be in the form of exemption from payment of taxes and duties on import/export of goods upon fulfilment of certain conditions under a scheme of the Government of India.

In accordance with the guidance given in Ind AS 20, the ITFG clarified that the benefit of exemption from payment of taxes and duties levied by the government is a government grant and should be accounted for as per the provisions of Ind AS 20.

Further, classification of a grant as related to an asset or to income would require exercise of judgement and careful examination of the facts, objective and conditions attached to the scheme. The purpose of the grant and the costs for which the grant is intended to compensate would also be required to be ascertained carefully whether it is a grant related to asset or grant related to income and how is the same to be accounted for. This issue has earlier been clarified in the preceding scenario as issue 6 in ITFG clarifications’ bulletin 11. (*ITFG 17, Issue 3*)

Classification of incentives receivable from government as financial assets

In case of incentives receivable from government on compliance with stipulated conditions (for example, sales tax refunds) whether these would fall within the definition of financial instruments.

ITFG clarified that when the government provides incentives, it may not enter into a one to one agreement with each entity availing those benefits with regard to the rights and obligations of the scheme. Instead there is an understanding between the government and the potential applicant/entity that on complying the stipulated conditions attached with the scheme, the entity would be granted benefits of the scheme. Once the entity has complied with the conditions attached to the scheme then it rightfully becomes entitled to the incentives attached to the scheme. Thus, such an incentive receivable would fall within the definition of financial instruments and accounted for as a financial asset in accordance with Ind AS 109. (*ITFG 15, Issue 3*) (Please refer chapter 3 on Financial instruments for further discussion on the topic.)
Ind AS 23, Borrowing Costs

Key principles

- An entity is required to capitalise borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a ‘qualifying asset’ as part of the cost of that asset.
- A qualifying asset is an asset that necessarily takes a substantial period of time to get ready for its intended use or sale.
- Borrowing costs include interest expense calculated using the EIR method as described in Ind AS 109, finance charges in respect of finance leases recognised in accordance with Ind AS 17 and exchange differences arising from foreign currency borrowings to the extent that they are regarded as an adjustment to interest costs.
- Borrowing costs are reduced by interest income from the temporary investment of borrowings.
- Capitalisation of borrowing costs would commence when an entity meets all of the following conditions:
  - Expenditure for the asset is being incurred
  - Borrowing costs are being incurred and
  - Activities that are necessary to prepare the asset for its intended use or sale are in progress.
- Capitalisation of borrowing costs is suspended during the period in which active development of a qualifying asset itself is suspended and altogether ceased when substantially all the activities necessary to prepare the qualifying asset for its intended use or sale are complete.

Significant differences from IFRS

IAS 23, Borrowing Costs, does not provide guidance as to how the adjustment on account of foreign exchange differences is to be determined.

However, paragraph 6(e) of Ind AS 23, provides guidance on treatment of exchange difference as borrowings cost which is given below:

i. The amount of exchange loss, restricted to the extent the exchange loss does not exceed the difference between the cost of borrowing in functional currency and cost of borrowing in a foreign currency is treated as borrowing cost and

ii. Where there was an unrealised exchange loss which was treated as a borrowing cost in an earlier period as mentioned in point (i) above and subsequently, there is a realised or unrealised gain in respect of the settlement or translation of the same borrowing, the gain should also be recognised as an adjustment to the borrowing cost to the extent of loss previously recognised as borrowing cost.

16 Source: ICAI’s publication Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS): An Overview (Revised July 2018).
Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Capitalisation of Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT) paid on a preference share dividend

An entity may have issued preference shares which are classified as financial liability in accordance with Ind AS 32, Financial Instruments: Presentation.

In accordance with the principles laid down in Ind AS 32, interest, dividends, losses and gains relating to a financial instrument or a component that is a financial liability is to be recognised as income or expense in profit or loss.

Further, the Guidance Note on Ind AS Schedule III provides the following guidance in respect of dividend on redeemable preference shares:

‘Dividend on preferences shares, whether redeemable or convertible, is of the nature of interest expense, only where there is no discretion of the issuer over the payment of such dividends. In such case, the portion of dividend as determined by applying the EIR method should be presented as interest expense under ‘finance cost’. Accordingly, the corresponding DDT on such portion of non-discretionary dividends should also be presented in the statement of profit and loss under interest expense.’

Accordingly, in this scenario, if the requirements of Ind AS 23 for capitalisation are met then the dividend on the preference shares that are classified as a liability, in accordance with the principles of Ind AS 32 would be treated as an interest and DDT paid thereon would be treated as cost eligible for capitalisation. Thus, DDT is in the nature of incremental cost that an entity incurs in connection with obtaining the funds for qualifying asset and hence, should be capitalised along with interest.

Therefore, when an entity applies the EIR method, then DDT paid on such preference dividend would form part of the EIR calculation to compute the effective interest expense to be capitalised with the qualifying asset. (ITFG 13, Issue 1)

Capitalisation of processing charges to the cost of the qualifying asset

There can be instances where an entity borrows specifically for a qualifying asset and processing charges are incurred on the loan. An issue can arise whether such processing charges can be capitalised to a qualifying asset.

In accordance with the principles laid down in Ind AS 23, an entity is required to capitalise borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset as part of the cost of that asset. Also, an entity is required to recognise other borrowing costs as an expense in the period in which it incurs them.

Additionally, Ind AS 23 states that borrowing costs include interest expense calculated using the EIR as described in Ind AS 109. Ind AS 109 defines EIR method as the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial asset or financial liability to the gross carrying amount of a financial asset or to the amortised cost of a financial liability.

Ind AS 109, inter alia, provides that in applying the EIR method, an entity identifies fees that are an integral part of the EIR of a financial instrument. Fees that are an integral part of the EIR of a financial instrument are treated as an adjustment to the EIR, unless the financial instrument is measured at fair value, with the change in fair value being recognised in profit or loss. In those cases, the fees are recognised as revenue or expense when the instrument is initially recognised.

In addition, Ind AS 109 provides examples of fees that are an integral part of EIR method. Origination fees paid on issuing financial liabilities measured at amortised cost is an example of fees that is an integral part of EIR method.

Therefore, the processing fee is required to be included while calculating the EIR. Accordingly, the processing charges to the extent amortised only up to the period of capitalisation of the qualifying asset would be capitalised. (ITFG 14, Issue 1)

Clarifications with respect to application of the exemption to continue with the accounting policy under para 46A of AS 11

For further details on the exemption under paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101 vis-a-vis borrowing costs under Ind AS 23, please refer chapter 9 on First-time adoption of Ind AS (ITFG 18, Issue 1)
Ind AS 24, Related Party Disclosures

Key principles

- A related party is a person or an entity that is related to the entity that is preparing its financial statements.
- Key Management Personnel (KMP) are those persons that have authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the entity, directly or indirectly, including any director (whether executive or otherwise) of that entity.
- KMP and their close family members are also parties related to the entity.
- Related party relationships include those involving control (direct or indirect), joint control or significant influence.
- A related party transaction is a transfer of resources, services or obligations between a reporting entity and a related party, regardless of whether a price is charged.
- Relationships between a parent and its subsidiaries are required to be disclosed irrespective of whether there have been transactions between them.
- Comprehensive disclosures of related party transactions are required for each category of related party relationships.

Significant differences from IFRS

- In India, the accounting standards cannot override legal/regulatory requirements and therefore, disclosures which conflict with confidentiality requirements of statute/regulations would not be disclosed. For example, banks are obliged by law to maintain confidentiality in respect of their customers’ transactions and this standard would not override the obligation to preserve the confidentiality of their customers’ dealings.
- In Ind AS 24, the ‘definition of close members of the family of a person’ has been amended to include brother, sister, father and mother in the category of family members who may be expected to influence, or be influenced.

Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Disclosure of sitting fees paid to independent and non-executive directors

AS 18, Related Party Disclosures, does not include non-executive directors within the definition of ‘directors’. Ind AS 24 has brought independent and non-executive directors also within its scope by including them in the definition of KMP.

In accordance with Ind AS 24, KMP includes all directors (executive or otherwise) of an entity who have direct or indirect authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the entity. It further requires entities to disclose the compensation of the KMP, including short-term employee benefits in the financial statements of the entity.

In addition, Ind AS 19, Employee Benefits defines short-term employee benefits as those items that are expected to be settled wholly before 12 months after the end of the annual reporting period in which the employees/directors render the related services and includes wages, salaries, social security contributions, paid annual and sick-leaves, profit sharing and bonus and other non-monetary benefits.

In the above context, independent directors and non-executive directors would be considered as KMP under Ind AS and sitting fees paid to directors will fall under the definition of ‘short-term employee benefits’ in accordance with Ind AS 19. Thus, such payments are required to be disclosed in the financial statements in accordance with Ind AS 24. (ITFG 11, Issue 9)
Disclosure of related party transactions

In accordance with Ind AS 24, each parent, subsidiary and fellow subsidiary in a ‘group’ is related to the other members of the group.

In a scenario, an entity S Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of another entity P Ltd., is the sole distributor of electricity to consumers in a specified geographical area. A manufacturing facility of P Ltd. was located in the same geographical area. Consequently, P Ltd. is also a consumer of electricity supplied by S Ltd.

The issue considered was whether the above transaction is required to be disclosed as a related party transaction as per Ind AS 24 in the financial statements of S Ltd.

In this case, P Ltd. is a related party of S Ltd. from the perspective of financial statements of S Ltd.

S Ltd. is a public utility (being engaged in distribution of electricity), but it is also a subsidiary of P Ltd. Thus, there is a dual relationship between S Ltd. and P Ltd. as below:

i. A supplier and consumer

ii. Subsidiary and holding (which is a relationship covered within the related party relationships to which the disclosure requirements of Ind AS 24 would apply).

ITFG clarified that the supply of electricity by S Ltd. to P Ltd. is a related party transaction that attracts the disclosure requirements contained in Ind AS 24 even though P Ltd. is charged the electricity tariffs determined by an independent rate-setting authority (i.e. the terms of supply to P Ltd. are at par with those applicable to other consumers). This is because Ind AS 24 does not exempt an entity from disclosing related party transactions merely because they have been carried out at an arm’s length basis. (ITFG 17, Issue 6)

Disclosure of financial guarantee (without any fee) given by a director

Please refer chapter 3 on Financial instruments for further details on accounting of financial guarantee. (ITFG 13, Issue 2)
Ind AS 27, Separate Financial Statements

Key principles

- Separate Financial Statements (SFS) are financial statements presented by a parent (i.e., an investor with control of a subsidiary) or an investor with joint control of, or significant influence over, an investee, in which the investments are accounted for using the equity method. When an entity prepares SFS, it is required to account for its investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates either at cost, or in accordance with Ind AS 109. The entity is required to apply the same accounting for each category of investments.

- Significant difference from IFRS

IAS 27, Separate Financial Statements, allows the entities to use the equity method to account for investment in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates in their SFS. This option is not permitted in Ind AS 27. It only allows cost model or Ind AS 109. The reason for not allowing equity method is that it is not a measurement basis like cost and fair value but is a manner of consolidation and therefore, would lead to inconsistent accounting conceptually.

Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Accounting of profit share from Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs)

An entity may have a joint control over an LLP, which is assessed as a joint venture. The entity should account for its investment in the joint venture in its SFS in accordance with Ind AS 27, i.e., either at cost or in accordance with Ind AS 109. Therefore, an adjustment of profit share from LLP to the carrying amount of the investment in LLP in its SFS is not permitted. Accounting of return on investment (i.e., profit share from LLP) would depend on the terms of contract between the entity and LLP. The share in profit in LLP should be recognised as an income in the statement of profit and loss as and when the right to receive its profit share is established. (ITFG 5, Issue 8)

Ind AS 27 does not allow entities to use the equity method to account for investment in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates in their SFS. However, Ind AS 27 does not permits equity accounting in SFS.

Ind AS 28 also provides that the investor’s share of the investee’s profit or loss is recognised in the investor’s profit or loss. Distributions received from an investee reduce the carrying amount of the investment.

18. In accordance with Ind AS 28, under the equity method, on initial recognition, the investment in an associate or a joint venture is recognised at cost and the carrying amount is increased or decreased to recognise the investor’s share of the profit or loss of the investee after the date of acquisition.

Deemed cost of an investment in a subsidiary

An entity may elect to apply the deemed cost exemption on transition to Ind AS and accordingly measure its investment in its subsidiary at its fair value on the date of transition. Ind AS 27 permits such an entity to measure its investment in its subsidiary at either its cost or in accordance with Ind AS 109 (i.e. at fair value) in its SFS. An entity may have used fair value as the measurement basis for the deemed cost on transition. Post transition, the entity would continue to carry its investment in the subsidiary at the transition date fair value, which is deemed to be its cost under Ind AS. (ITFG 3, Issue 12)

(Please refer chapter 9 on First time Adoption of Ind AS for further details on deemed cost of an investment in a subsidiary) (ITFG 3, Issue 12)

Investments in debentures of a subsidiary company

Parent companies may often invest in the debentures of its subsidiary companies. Such investments may be in addition to their investment in respective shares of subsidiary. Practical implications arise regarding accounting of such investments under the provisions of Ind AS 27 and the consequent exemptions in paragraph D15 of Ind AS 101 at the time of transition to Ind AS.

It is noteworthy that Ind AS 10 is not applicable to interest in subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures that are accounted for in accordance with Ind AS 110, Ind AS 27 or Ind AS 28.

As explained earlier, Ind AS 27 permits an entity to account for its investments in subsidiaries, associates or joint ventures either at cost or in accordance with Ind AS 109 in its SFS. In addition, paragraph D15 of Ind AS 101 provides an exemption to measure the cost of such an investment at either the cost determined in accordance with Ind AS 27 or at a ‘deemed cost’ based on its fair value at the date of transition to Ind AS or its previous GAAP carrying amount.

However, such requirements of Ind AS 27 and the exemption in Ind AS 101 would only apply to those investments in a subsidiary, which meets the definition of an equity instruments under Ind AS 32 (from the issuer, i.e. the subsidiary’s perspective). Hence, if the debentures are classified as a financial liability by the subsidiary, the holding company would have to classify its investment as a financial asset and account for it under Ind AS 109. (ITFG 7, Issue 8)

Measurement of investment in subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates at the end of the first Ind AS financial reporting period

Please refer chapter 9 on First time Adoption of Ind AS for further details on measurement of investment in subsidiary, associates and joint ventures (ITFG 11, Issue 4)

Accounting by issuer of financial guarantee

Please refer chapter 3 on Financial instruments for further details on accounting of financial guarantee by the issuer (ITFG 16, Issue 1)
**Significant differences from IFRS**

- **IAS 33, Earnings Per Share**, provides that when an entity presents both CFS and SFS, it may give EPS related information in CFS only, whereas, Ind AS 33 requires EPS related information to be disclosed both in CFS as well as SFS.

- In India, the 2013 Act, requires preparation and presentation of both CFS as well as SFS and consequently, for listed entities, EPS is required to be disclosed both in CFS as well as SFS. In addition, such disclosures are required to be in accordance with the information contained in the respective financial statements i.e. in CFS, EPS is to be disclosed based on consolidated information while in case of SFS, it is to be disclosed for information contained in such SFS only.

- The applicability or exemptions to the Ind AS are governed by the 2013 Act and the Rules made there under and consequently Ind AS 33 has been modified to that extent.

- In Ind AS 33, paragraph 15 has been amended by adding the phrase, ‘irrespective of whether such discount or premium is debited or credited to securities premium account’ to further clarify that such discount or premium shall also be amortised to retained earnings.

---

Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Consideration of amounts debited to Foreign Currency Monetary Item Translation Difference Account (FCMITDA) for computation of basic EPS

A company may have availed the option given under paragraph D13AA of Ind AS 101. This means, that it continued to apply the accounting treatment permitted by paragraph 46/46A of AS 11, The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates. Accordingly, the company has accumulated such exchange gains/losses in the reserve FCMITDA.

Ind AS 33 refers to items of income and expenses which are required by Ind AS to be recognised in the statement of profit and loss, but have been debited or credited to securities premium/other reserves and requires these to be added to/deducted from profit or loss from continuing operations for computing the basic EPS.

In this context, accumulation of the exchange differences arising from translation of long term foreign currency monetary items in FCMITDA is permitted under the optional exemption available in Ind AS 101. Therefore, such exchange differences are not required to be reduced from profit or loss from continuing operations for the purpose of calculating basic EPS. (*ITFG 10, Issue 5*)

Calculation of EPS by a subsidiary company that is not wholly owned by its parent

Ind AS 33, *inter alia*, states that an entity shall calculate basic EPS for profit or loss attributable to ordinary equity shareholders of the parent entity. These requirements in Ind AS 33 have been provided with respect to the calculation of EPS in the CFS of an entity. Accordingly, a subsidiary company, which is not fully owned by its parent should calculate and disclose its basic EPS as follows:

- **SFS**: In case of SFS, the ‘parent entity’ mentioned in relevant paragraph will imply the legal entity of which SFS are being prepared. Accordingly, when an entity presents basic EPS in its SFS, then the same shall be calculated based on the profit or loss attributable to its equity shareholders.

- **CFS**: For the purpose of calculating EPS based on CFS, the company would consider profit or loss attributable to the ordinary equity holders of the parent entity and if presented, profit or loss from continuing operations attributable to those equity holders. Profit or loss attributable to the parent entity refers to profit or loss of the consolidated entity after adjusting profit attributable to Non-Controlling Interests (NCI). (*ITFG 11, Issue 3*)
Ind AS 37, Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets

Key principles

• A provision is a liability of uncertain timing and amount that arises from a past event that is expected to result in an outflow of the entity’s resources.
• A provision is recognised for a legal or constructive obligation if there is a probable outflow of resources and the amount can be estimated reliably. Probable, in this context, means likely than not.
• A constructive obligation arises when an entity’s actions create valid expectations of third parties that it will accept and discharge certain responsibilities.
• A provision is measured at the best estimate of the expenditure to be incurred.
• A provision is not recognised for future operating losses.
• A provision is required for a contract that is onerous.
• A provision for restructuring costs is recognised only when the general recognition criteria for provisions are met.
• Contingent liabilities are recognised only if they are present obligations assumed in a business combination i.e. there is uncertainty about the outflows but not about the existence of an obligation.
• Contingent assets are not recognised in the balance sheet. If an inflow of economic benefits is probable, then details are disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.

Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Provision for unspent Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) expenditure

Section 135(5) of the 2013 Act (including the Companies Amendment Act, 2017) provides that every company with net worth of INR500 crore or more, or turnover of INR1,000 crore or more or a net profit of INR5 crore or more during the immediately preceding financial year should contribute at least two per cent of its average net profits (made during the three immediately preceding financial years) towards CSR. However, in case a company fails to spend the amount earmarked for CSR, then the reasons for not spending the amount is required to be disclosed in the board’s report.

A company may be unable to spend the CSR amount i.e. there is a shortfall in the amount that was expected to be spent as per the provisions of the 2013 Act on CSR activities and the amount actually spent at the end of a reporting period. In this case, the company may not be required to recognise a provision for the unspent amount in the financial statements.

However, if a company has already undertaken certain CSR activity for which an obligation has been created, for example, through a contractual obligation, or either a constructive obligation has arisen during the year, then in accordance with Ind AS 37, a provision for the amount of such CSR obligation, needs to be recognised in the financial statements. (ITFG 8, Issue 1)
Ind AS 108, Operating Segments

Key principles

• Ind AS 108 applies to entities to which Ind AS apply as notified under the 2013 Act. It is primarily a disclosure standard.

• Its core principle is that an entity is required to disclose information to enable users of its financial statements to evaluate the nature and the financial effects of the business activities in which it engages and the economic environment in which it operates.

• If a financial report contains both the CFS of a parent that is within the scope of this Ind AS as well as the parent’s SFS, segment information is required only in the CFS.

• Operating segments are components of an entity about which separate financial information is available that is evaluated regularly by the chief operating decision maker in deciding how to allocate resources and in assessing performance.

• Generally, financial information is required to be reported on the same basis as is used internally for evaluating operating segment performance and deciding how to allocate resources to operating segments.

• It requires an entity to report a measure of operating segment profit or loss and of segment assets. It also requires an entity to report a measure of segment liabilities and particular income and expense items if such measures are regularly provided to the chief operating decision maker.

• It requires reconciliations of total reportable segment revenues, total profit or loss, total assets, liabilities and other amounts disclosed for reportable segments to corresponding amounts in the entity’s financial statements.

• It requires an entity to report information about the revenues derived from its products or services (or groups of similar products and services), about the countries in which it earns revenues and holds assets, and about major customers, regardless of whether that information is used by management in making operating decisions.

• An entity is also required to give descriptive information about the way the operating segments were determined, the products and services provided by the segments, differences between the measurements used in reporting segment information and those used in the entity’s financial statements and changes in the measurement of segment amounts from period to period.

Significant differences from IFRS\(^{21}\)

IFRS 8, Operating Segments, requires that it is applied to the separate or individual financial statements of an entity as well as the CFS of a group with a parent:

- a. Whose debt or equity instruments are traded in public market (a domestic or foreign stock exchange or an over-the-counter market, including local and regional markets) or

- b. That files, or is in the process of filing its financial statements or CFS with a securities commission or other regulatory organisation for the purpose of issuing any class of instruments in a public market.

However, the applicability and exemptions to the Ind AS are governed under the 2013 Act and the Rules made thereunder. Consequently, Ind AS 108 does not include the above applicability requirements as included in IFRS 8.

\(^{21}\) Source: ICAI’s publication Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS): An Overview (Revised July 2018).
Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications

Information about major customers where an entity operates only in one segment

Ind AS 108 is applicable to entities to which Ind AS applies. According to Ind AS 108, an entity is required to provide information about the extent of its reliance on its major customers. If revenues from transactions with a single external customer amount to 10 per cent or more of an entity’s revenues, the entity should disclose that fact, the total amount of revenues from each such customer, and the identity of the segment or segments reporting the revenues. The entity need not disclose the identity of a major customer or the amount of revenues that each segment reports from that customer.

The ITFG clarified that the disclosure requirements as specified in paragraphs 32-34 of Ind AS 108 apply to all entities to which Ind AS applies including entities that have a single reportable segment. Therefore, in the case of single reportable segment companies, information regarding customers contributing to more than 10 per cent of total revenue would have to be disclosed. However, the entity need not disclose the identity of a major customer or customers, or the amount of revenues that each segment reports from that customer or those customers. (ITFG 13, Issue 3)
The ITFG has dealt with a number of issues regarding applicability based on Ind AS road map. Some of the relevant principles opined by ITFG are as follows:

**Practical implications arising out of ITFG clarifications**

**Applicability in case of net worth or listing criteria**

Once a company met the threshold criteria for applicability of Ind AS, it would then be required to comply with the Ind AS road map irrespective of the fact that at a later date its net worth fell below the applicability criteria. In a situation relating to a debt-listed company, where the company met the net worth criterion on 31 March 2014 (i.e. met the net worth criteria for phase I of road map), but later its net worth fell below the specified threshold. According to ITFG, the net worth of the company should be calculated in accordance with the SFS of the company as on 31 March 2014 (i.e. when the road map for phase I companies became applicable. (ITFG 6, Issue 1)

Ind AS road map would be applicable to a company when it meets the listing criteria. If a company ceased to meet the listing criteria immediately before the mandatory Ind AS application date, then it would not be required to comply with Ind AS even if it met the criteria on a prior date. (ITFG 3, Issue 8)

Certain scenarios regarding applicability of Ind AS to an entity with net worth less than INR250 crore as on 31 March 2018 were considered by the ITFG. Those scenarios are as follows:

a. **Scenario 1:** The entity which was in the process of listing, in the beginning of the year (say, on 1 April 2017) and was listed only towards the end of the financial year (i.e. by March 2018), would be covered within phase II of the corporate road map. Since the process of listing for the entity had begun at the beginning of the financial year, it would be required to prepare Ind AS financial statements for the financial year 2017-18.

b. **Scenario 2:** Where the entity was listed at the beginning of the year but was de-listed during the year, the ITFG clarified that the entity would need to comply with Ind AS from the same year (i.e. prepare Ind AS financial statements for 2017-18). The basis for above clarification was the entity was listed at the beginning of the year (2017-18) irrespective of the fact that it was delisted as at the year end.

c. **Scenario 3:** If the process of listing began during the year (in May 2017) but the entity could be listed as at the end of the year i.e. March 2018 (i.e. neither the entity was listed nor had begun the process of listing at the beginning of the year), then it was clarified that the entity was still required to comply with Ind AS from financial year 2017-18. Basis of this conclusion is that the process of listing had begun during the year (in May 2017) and the entity was listed at the end of the year. In addition, it was clarified, had the entity been listed during the year, say in November 2017, it would be required to provide Ind AS financial statements for the quarter ending 31 December 2017 and consequently for the year ended 31 March 2018.

d. **Scenario 4:** If an entity began process of listing during the year but was listed post March 2018, then the entity would be required to comply with Ind AS and present Ind AS financial statements for the year ending 31 March 2018.

e. **Scenario 5:** If an entity (whose debentures were listed in May 2017) was neither in the process of listing at the beginning nor at the end of the year, but its debentures were de-listed in January 2018, it was clarified that such an entity would not be required to prepare Ind AS financial statements. (ITFG 15, Issue 4)
Ind AS applicability to entities in a group

A Ltd., a listed entity, was covered in phase II of Ind AS road map (i.e. would be required to prepare Ind AS financial statements for financial year 2017-18 and onwards) while its holding company B Ltd. is an unlisted entity with net worth less than INR250 crore. Additionally, C Ltd. is an unlisted entity which holds 25 per cent in A Ltd (i.e. C Ltd. is an investor company of A Ltd. with a net worth less than INR250 crore). D Ltd. is another fellow subsidiary of A Ltd. i.e. subsidiary of the holding B Ltd.

In accordance with the road map for applicability of Ind AS, holding, subsidiary, joint venture or associate companies of such companies which meet the specified criteria are required to comply with the Ind AS. In the given case, since A Ltd. meets the criteria for Ind AS adoption, its holding company i.e. B Ltd. would also be required to adopt Ind AS from the same date.

The applicability of Ind AS to C Ltd. and D Ltd. would be as follows:

- **Applicability of Ind AS to C Ltd.:** It was clarified that as C Ltd. is just an investor, it did not qualify as a holding company of A Ltd. Additionally, it was clarified that C Ltd. was not required to comply with Ind AS simply by virtue of A Ltd. being covered under the threshold of Ind AS applicability (unless C Ltd. itself is within the road map for applicability of Ind AS). Additionally, for consolidation purposes, A Ltd., would be required to provide financial statements’ data prepared in accordance with Companies (Accounting Standards) Rules, 2006, for the purpose of preparation of CFS of C Ltd. in accordance with the above said Rules.

- **Applicability of Ind AS to D Ltd.:** D Ltd. is a fellow subsidiary of A Ltd., and the requirement of Ind AS road map do not extend to D Ltd. (another fellow subsidiary of A Ltd.) merely because its holding company (B Ltd.) met the applicability criteria of Ind AS road map on account of one of its subsidiaries (A Ltd. in this case met the listing criteria) meeting the networth or the listing criteria of the applicability of Ind AS road map.

However, B Ltd. (the holding company) would be required to prepare both SFS and CFS mandatorily under Ind AS, because one of its subsidiaries (A Ltd. in this case) meets the specified criteria (either the net worth or the listing criteria) of the Ind AS road map. Therefore, subsidiaries (such as D Ltd. in the given case) may be required by the holding company) to furnish financial statements as per Ind AS for the purpose of preparing holding company’s (B Ltd.) consolidated Ind AS financial statements. Such fellow subsidiaries may, however, voluntarily opt to prepare their financial statements as per Ind AS. (ITFG 15, Issue 10)
If a fellow subsidiary does not adopt Ind AS then it would need to have two sets of books - one for the purpose of consolidation requirement for parent and another for its own statutory filings. Another approach would be (as pointed out by ITFG) to voluntarily adopt Ind AS for statutory reporting.

**Capital reserve in the nature of promoter’s contribution**

An entity may have received grant from government, in the nature of promoter’s contribution which was included in capital reserve in accordance with the principles of AS 12. Such a capital reserve (in the nature of promoter’s contribution) should be included as a part of net worth only for the purpose to assess applicability of Ind AS.

It is important to note, the definition of net worth for assessing applicability of Ind AS should not be applied by analogy for determining net worth under other provisions of the 2013 Act. *(ITFG 6, Issue 4)*

**Employees Stock Option Plan (ESOP) reserve in computation of net worth**

In order to compute net worth for assessing applicability of Ind AS, ESOP reserve is required to be included within net worth. The ITFG considered the Guidance Note on Accounting for Employee Share-based Payments, which, inter alia, provided that an enterprise should recognise as an expense (except where service received qualifies to be included as a part of the cost of an asset) the services received in an equity-settled employee share-based payment plan when it receives the services, with a corresponding credit to an appropriate equity account, say, ‘Stock Options Outstanding Account’. This account is transitional in nature as it gets ultimately transferred to another equity account such as share capital, securities premium account and/or general reserve as recommended in the subsequent paragraphs of this Guidance Note.

It is important to note that the definition of net worth for assessing applicability of Ind AS should not be applied by analogy for determining net worth under other provisions of the 2013 Act. *(ITFG 11, Issue 1)*

**Applicability of Ind AS to a branch of a company incorporated outside India**

A company incorporated outside India with limited liability, may have established a branch office in India, with the permission of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), to provide consultancy services in India. Ind AS road map is applicable to a company as defined in Section 2(20) of the 2013 Act. According to the definition, a company means a company incorporated under the 2013 Act or under any previous company law. A branch office of a foreign company established in India does not meet the definition of a company under the 2013 Act. Hence, Ind AS road map is not applicable to a branch of a company that is not incorporated in India. *(ITFG 12 Issue 6)*

**Applicability of Ind AS road map to NBFC performing such a role but not yet registered with the RBI**

A company, awaiting its registration as NBFC with the RBI, may in the meanwhile, be performing the role of NBFC. The definition of NBFC included in the Rule 4(1) (iii) of the Companies (Indian Accounting Standards) (Amendments) Rules, 2016, laying down the road map for the applicability of Ind AS to NBFCs is very wide. It covers a company which is carrying on the activity of NBFC. Accordingly, a company which is carrying on the activity of NBFC but not registered with RBI would also be subject to the road map for the applicability of Ind AS as applicable to any other NBFC. However, the requirements with regard to registration, eligibility of a company to operate as NBFC (pending registration) etc., are governed by the RBI Act, 1934, and the Rules laid down thereon and should be evaluated by the entity based on its own facts and circumstances separately. *(ITFG 13, Issue 4)*
Ind AS applicability to NBFC entity which ceased NBFC activities

In a particular scenario, an entity, a registered stock-broker (recognised by SEBI), with a net worth of INR500 crore as on 31 March 2015 (and its debt is listed on the stock exchange) had applied for termination of its membership to the stock exchange in the month of July 2016. The acceptance of termination of membership from SEBI was received in August 2017.

In this case, the stock-broker entity would be covered within the definition of NBFC and based on the net worth criteria, would be expected to comply with Ind AS from 1 April 2018. However, since the entity had applied for termination of its membership as a stock broker in July 2016, following possibilities arose:

- If the entity carried on the activities as NBFC during the period it was awaiting approval, then it should comply with Ind AS in accordance with the road map applicable to NBFCs.
- If it ceased to carry on the activities as NBFC, then it would be required to comply with corporate road map applicable to non-NBFC companies based on its net worth.

Accordingly, in the given scenario, on the assumption that the entity ceased to carry on the activities as NBFC from July 2016 onwards, it would be required to comply with the requirements of Ind AS from July 2016 onwards. *(ITFG 15, Issue 5)*

Applicability of Ind AS to a Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

A Ltd. was covered in phase I of the applicability of Ind AS road map and accordingly prepared its first Ind AS financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2017. Its wholly owned subsidiary, B Private (P) Ltd. also prepared its financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2017 and thereafter for 31 March 2018 as per Ind AS even though it did not on its own meet the net worth criterion for applicability of Ind AS road map.

During the financial year 2018-19, A Ltd. undertook a restructuring exercise, pursuant to which it transferred its shareholding in B (P) Ltd. to its promoters (who are individuals and therefore, not required to comply with Ind AS). Subsequently, the promoters converted B (P) Ltd. from a company to a LLP after the due process of law.

ITFG considered whether the LLP needs to continue to prepare its financial statements under Ind AS from the financial year 2018-19 and onwards.

If a company gets converted from a company into a LLP, then the 2013 Act and the Rules framed thereunder cease to apply to it. Instead as a LLP, it is governed by the provisions of the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008 and the Rules framed thereunder.

Accordingly, in the given case, upon conversion of B (P) Ltd. into an LLP, Ind AS would cease to apply to it. *(ITFG 18, Issue 5)*
Consider this

The ITFG and ICAI (in its frequently asked questions considered in this publication) dealt with various issues and fact patterns. In certain cases, the fact pattern could be very specific to an entity and in other cases, they may involve a considerable amount of judgement and evaluation of facts and circumstances. Accordingly, in those cases, ITFG and ICAI may have provided a list of indicative factors to be considered by the issuers of the financial statements.

Based on our analysis of the topics dealt by the ITFG and ICAI, we believe that there are certain issues that would require entities to apply judgement while accounting in following scenarios:

1. Determination of an acquisition date in a business combination when a scheme is filed with NCLT (both under common control and outside common control situations). (ITFG 12, Issue 8)
2. Determination of whether an approved appointed date by NCLT to be accounted as an adjusting event while preparing financial statements. (ITFG 14, Issue 4)
3. Classification of lease of land into operating or financing lease. (ITFG 7, Issue 5)
4. Accounting of deferred taxes on freehold land. (ITFG 7, Issue 7)
5. Accounting of deferred taxes on undistributed profits in the CFS when a subsidiary (wholly or partly owned) declares dividend. (ITFG 9, Issue 1 and ITFG 13, Issue 9)
6. Determination of whether lease rent escalation is linked to inflation. (ITFG 5, Issue 7)
7. Determination of amortisation period of processing fees related to undisbursed loans. (ITFG 10, Issue 2)
8. Applicability of hedge accounting to long term foreign currency monetary items, where foreign exchange differences continue to be capitalised to the cost of a related asset. (ITFG 3, Issue 10)
9. On first-time adoption, an entity may select previous GAAP carrying values as deemed cost for its PPE. In certain areas, this deemed cost can be adjusted due to consequential adjustments required by other Ind AS. This issue has to be dealt with on a case to case basis.
10. Determination of security deposits accepted by the utility companies are current or non-current liability.
11. Determination of government grant (whether related to asset or income) in relation to exemption of customs duty on capital goods. (ITFG 11, Issue 5)
12. For foreign currency borrowings, whether an entity can recognise the impact of foreign exchange differences (arising from derivatives used to hedge the foreign currency interest expense) as an adjustment to borrowing costs. This issue arises by applying analogy to recognition of DDT on preference shares dividend as an adjustment to EIR for determining the borrowing costs. (ITFG 13, Issue 1)
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<td>Chapter 2- Business combinations</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Applicability of Ind AS to LLP</td>
<td>Chapter 10-Other topics (Applicability of Indian Accounting Standards)</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KPMG in India’s IFRS institute

Visit KPMG in India’s IFRS institute - a web-based platform, which seeks to act as a wide-ranging site for information and updates on IFRS implementation in India. The website provides information and resources to help board and audit committee members, executives, management, stakeholders and government representatives gain insight and access to thought leadership publications that are based on the evolving global financial reporting framework.

Global Lease Accounting Survey - Lease Accounting is here: Are you ready?
10 January 2019

Recently, KPMG International issued its report ‘Global Lease Accounting Survey - Lease Accounting is here: Are you ready?’ on key findings derived from the ‘2018 Global Lease Accounting Survey’. The survey examined key challenges businesses were and may still be facing when implementing the new standards.

Missed an issue of Accounting and Auditing Update or First Notes
Issue no. 30 – January 2019

The topics covered in this issue are:
• IFRS 16, Leases: Impact on real estate sector
• Impact of the new revenue standard on education sector
• AICPA’s National Conference 2018 - An update
• Audit committee role and responsibilities - An overview
• Regulatory updates.

SEBI proposes norms for direct listing of equity shares within and outside India
22 December 2018

On 12 June 2018, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) formed an ‘Expert committee for listing of equity shares of companies incorporated in India on foreign stock exchanges and of companies incorporated outside India on Indian stock exchanges’ (the committee). On 4 December 2018, SEBI released the report of the committee with a proposed framework for such direct listing.

This issue of First Notes aims to provide an overview of the key recommendations made by the committee with respect to direct listing of equity shares in Indian and foreign stock exchanges.

Voices on Reporting
KPMG in India is pleased to present Voices on Reporting – a series of knowledge sharing calls to discuss current and emerging issues relating to financial reporting.

Voices on Reporting – quarterly update publication (for the quarter ended 31 December 2018) provides summary of key updates from the Ministry of Corporate Affairs, the Securities and Exchange Board of India and the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.

The publication can be accessed at KPMG in India website.
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